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Three-dimensional information of entire objects can be obtained by the re-
markable technique of computed tomography (CT). In combination with phase 

sensitive X-ray imaging high contrast for soft tissue structures can be achieved 
as opposed to CT based on classical radiography. In this work biological samples 
ranging from micrometer sized single cells over multi-cellular nerve tissue to en-
tire millimeter sized organs are investigated by use of cone-beam propagation-
based X-ray phase contrast. Optimization with respect to contrast, resolution and 
field of view is achieved by addressing instrumentation, sample preparation and 
phase reconstruction techniques. By using laboratory sources functional soft tis-
sue within the bony capsule of mouse cochleae is visualized in 3D with unprece-
dented image quality. At synchrotron storage rings the technique reveals more 
than 1000 axons running in parallel within a mouse nerve and enables dose-
efficient three-dimensional cellular imaging as well as two-dimensional imaging 
at high resolutions below 50 nm.
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Introduction

Three-dimensional information on opaque objects can be obtained by the remark-
able technique of computed tomography (CT) [37, 96]. From a set of projection
images collected at incremental angles around a common rotation axis, a three-
dimensional reconstruction of the investigated object can be computed [175].

X-ray CT based on classical radiography constitutes an indispensable tool in clin-
ics. Contrast arises from attenuation of an x-ray beam penetrating the examined
object. While clinical CT commonly obtains millimeter sized voxels1, micro-CT is
suitable for in vivo small animal imaging with voxel sizes below (100µm)3 [95, 3]
based on a magnifying (or cone-beam) geometry [38]. While highly mineralized
structures such as bone yield considerable contrast, absorption cross-sections of
lighter elements which constitute soft tissue are small and the contrast is weak.
As a matter of fact, x-ray imaging is not limited to absorption contrast since an
x-ray wave�eld traversing an object experiences a phase shift related to the decre-
ment of the object's complex index of refraction. By exploiting the phase shift,
high contrast for soft tissue structures can be achieved. However, phase imaging
is challenging since one cannot measure the phase of an x-ray wave �eld directely.

In this work cone-beam propagation-based phase contrast [193, 218, 32, 139, 171,
84] (also denoted as x-ray propagation imaging) is applied to biological samples
ranging from micrometer sized single cells over multi-cellular tissue to entire mil-
limeter sized organs. While length scales comprising three orders of magnitude are
bridged, with spatial resolutions ranging from tens of nanometers to few microm-
eters, the underlying concept of image formation remains una�ected. A partially
coherent divergent x-ray beam traverses the specimen and the modi�ed wave �eld
behind the sample propagates to the detection plane where a magni�ed Fresnel
di�raction pattern (hologram) is recorded. Then, suitable numerical phase re-
trieval methods are applied to reconstruct the phase shift and absorption induced
by the specimen [34, 83, 81, 157, 60, 54]. Finally, combination with tomography
yields three-dimensional quantitative density information of the investigated ob-
ject [138, 33].

1 A voxel (volumetric pixel) is a volume element de�ned on a three-dimensional Cartesian grid.
A pixel is a picture element de�ned on a two-dimensional Cartesian grid.



2 Introduction

The basic concept of cone-beam x-ray propagation imaging is based on only three
ingredients: source, sample and detector. Nonetheless, geometric parameters, in-
strumentation, source and detector properties, sample preparation, data process-
ing and phase retrieval vary signi�cantly from specimen to specimen. In this work
the imaging process is optimized with respect to contrast, resolution and �eld of
view for a broad range of biological samples.
As a prerequisite, in chapter 2 aspects of scalar di�raction theory in free space and
matter are reviewed and contrast formation in two-dimensional x-ray propagation
is discussed. Chapter 3 is devoted to phase retrieval methods. Relevant approaches
with their assets and limitations are introduced and applied to simulated data. The
important concept of tomography is outlined in chapter 4. A major task is the
experimental realization and optimization of three-dimensional x-ray propagation
imaging for di�erent sample characteristics. Chapter 5 embraces the experimental
setups and discusses applied improvements.
Chapter 6 reports imaging results on mouse and rat cochlea which constitute the
largest samples studied in this work. Detailed knowledge about the delicate and
complex cochlea morphology is necessary to understand malformations caused by
genetic defects, to improve the treatment of hearing diseases and to optimize the
design of cochlear implants. For macroscopic objects, grating-based interferome-
try has recently attracted increased attention [215, 40, 146, 168, 188] and e�orts
currently aim at clinical applications [197, 44]. Nevertheless, grating-based phase
contrast imaging with compact sources [170, 13, 169, 115, 50] is limited to spatial
resolutions above 30µm. For many biological and biomedical applications higher
resolution is required, e.g. to resolve thin membranes or nerve �bres within rodent
cochlea. As shown by synchrotron radiation studies [177, 176], x-ray propaga-
tion imaging is well suited for cochlea imaging as it circumvents invasive sample
preparation associated with classical histology [129], optical coherence tomography
[220], orthogonal-plane optical �uorescence [213] and magnetic resonance imaging
[202] (e.g. slicing [129], staining [129, 202, 213], dehydrating [129], opening the
bony cochlea wall [220]). However, the (limited) availability of third generation
synchrotron facilities inhibits wide-spread applications. As an important step to-
wards routine non-destructive 3D determination of rodent cochlear structures,
x-ray phase-contrast tomography is realized by means of compact laboratory mi-
crofocus sources [139, 171, 84, 218] and optimized for imaging of functional soft
tissue within the bony cochlear capsule.
In chapter 7 three-dimensional imaging of uncut mouse nerves is assessed. While
multiple scattering, �uorescence staining and resolution issues pose harsh limits
to visible light microscopy studies, preparation di�culties and limited penetration
depth restrict the application of electron microscopy. Destructive serial block-face
scanning electron microscopy capable of measuring larger volumes at high resolu-
tion requires extensive accumulation times [42, 112, 142]. On the contrary, high
penetration depth of x-rays and zooming capabilities of cone-beam propagation
imaging [145] o�er the unique potential to examine large sample volumes with
spatial resolution in the hundred nanometer range and reasonable accumulation
times. In a series of experiments di�erent preparation techniques, experimental
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setups and reconstruction methods are examined for mouse nerves of the central
and peripheral nervous system.
Chapter 8 is devoted to three-dimensional imaging of unstained biological cells.
Transmission electron microscopy of cells relies on sectioning and sophisticated
sample preparation steps such as �xation, dehydration and plastic embedment
along with heavy metal staining. Super-resolution �uorescence microscopy tech-
niques which localize isolated �uorescent protein markers in 3D with a resolution
of few tens of nanometers have recently been developed [98, 167]. However, not
all structural problems can be solved based on the distribution of �uorescence
markers. Quantitative three-dimensional determination of local density is a case
in point. Coherent lensless x-ray imaging o�ers the unique potential for quan-
titative three-dimensional density determination by means of quantitative phase
reconstruction schemes [35, 100, 131, 153, 189, 195, 216]. Quantitative imaging
of bacterial Deinococcus radiodurans in two [65] and three dimensions [216] was
recently performed by means of ptychographic scanning coherent di�raction imag-
ing [181, 182, 51, 201]. To prevent structural changes due to radiation damage as
observed in the ptychographical study [216], propagation imaging based on x-ray
waveguides is applied here as a dose-e�cient alternative approach.
Chapter 9 presents experiments aiming at cellular imaging with a spatial reso-
lution better than 100nm. An optimized synchrotron setup for two-dimensional
waveguide-based x-ray propagation imaging is developed, based on recent progress
in waveguide fabrication as well as optimized geometry and detector parameters.
Future experimental upgrades towards high resolution three-dimensional imaging
are brie�y dicussed. Finally, chapter 10 closes with a short summary of obtained
results.

To conclude, the goal of this work is the optimization of cone-beam x-ray propa-
gation imaging in terms of contrast, spatial resolution and �eld of view for three-
dimensional imaging of biological samples of various sizes.





1 Two-dimensional x-ray propagation imaging

A major goal of this work was to investigate how x-ray propagation imaging can
be used to determine structural information of biological and biomedical samples.
While relevant length scales, data processing and instrumentation may vary signif-
icantly from specimen to specimen, the generic setup and the underlying concept
of image formation as depicted in Fig. 1.1 remains una�ected.
At �rst, a divergent x-ray beam is generated and the x-ray wave �eld propa-
gates from the source over a distance z1 to a plane where the specimen is located.
Propagation in free space is introduced in this chapter. The complex wave
�eld can be calculated numerically for any plane, provided that the wave �eld
is known in a single plane. The incident wave �eld traverses the specimen of
thickness t. The concepts of paraxial approximation and projection approx-
imation describe how modi�cations of the x-ray wave �eld are related to the
refractive index n(r) of the specimen. Next, the modi�ed wave �eld propagates
over a distance z2 to the detection plane. Detection of x-ray wave �elds is limited
to intensity measurements. Therefore, phase information of the wave �eld is lost, a
phenomenon denoted as the phase problem. A major challenge in x-ray propaga-
tion imaging is the recovery of phase information using suitable numerical phase

Figure 1.1: Generic setup of an x-ray propagation imaging experiment. A
divergent beam is created by an x-ray source (S) and propagates over a
distance z1 to the object plane. The beam interacts with the object (O) of
thickness t and refractive index n(r). The modi�ed wave �eld propagates
over a distance z2 and is measured by an x-ray detector.



6 Two-dimensional x-ray propagation imaging

reconstruction techniques. Methods applied in this work rely either on multi-
ple measurements with the specimen located in di�erent planes along the optical
axis or useful a priori knowledge about the investigated sample. The information
content of x-ray propagation imaging experiments turns out to be the complex
index of refraction projected along the optical axis. The three-dimensional in-
dex of refraction can be reconstructed by combining x-ray propagation imaging
with tomography, as discussed in chapter 3.

1.1 Propagation of x-rays in free space

1.1.1 Wave equations in free space

The spatial and temporal evolution of electromagnetic �elds in free space con-
stitutes an important part of the image formation process in x-ray propagation
imaging. To study this process we start with Maxwell's equations in the absence
of matter (see e.g. [20, 164]):

∇ ·E(r, t) = 0, (1.1)

∇ ·B(r, t) = 0, (1.2)

∇×E(r, t) + ∂tB(r, t) = 0, (1.3)

∇×B(r, t)− ε0µ0∂tE(r, t) = 0. (1.4)

The set of partial di�erential equations governs the evolution of electric �eld E(r, t)
and magnetic induction B(r, t) at any point in space r = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 and time
t.1 The constants ε0 = 8.854 · 10�12 AsV�1m�1 and µ0 = 4π · 10�7 VsA�1m�1

de�ne the electrical permittivity and magnetic permeability in vacuum, respec-
tively. Based on equations (1.1-1.4), two wave equations for E(r, t) and B(r, t)
can be derived [164]: (

ε0µ0∂
2
t−∇2

)
E(r, t) = 0 (1.5)(

ε0µ0∂
2
t−∇2

)
B(r, t) = 0. (1.6)

Equations (1.5, 1.6) constitute six scalar equations with identical structure. We
neglect polarisation e�ects and describe the electromagnetic �eld by a single com-
plex scalar �eld Ψ(r, t), which obeys the scalar (d'Alambert) wave equation(

ε0µ0∂
2
t −∇2

)
Ψ(r, t) = 0. (1.7)

1 SI units are used throughout this text. Bold letters represent vector quantities.
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To determine the speed of propagation of an electromagnetic �eld, a time-dependent
monochromatic plane wave with angular frequency ω is considered

Ψ(PW)
ω (r, t) = a · exp[iϕ(r, t)]

= a · exp[i(k · r− ωt+ ϕ0)]

= Ψ(PW)
ω (r) · exp(−iωt), (1.8)

where k ∈ R3 is the wave vector, k = |k| = 2π
λ the wave number, λ the wavelength,

φ0 a real constant, |Ψ(PW)
ω (r)| = a the amplitude and ϕ(r, t) the phase of the wave.

The plane wave Ψ
(PW)
ω (r, t) is a solution to the scalar vacuum wave equation (1.7),

if

ε0µ0 =
k2

ω2
.

Wave fronts of the plane wave travel with the vacuum phase velocity

c := ω/k =
1

√
ε0µ0

,

which was experimentally found to correspond to the speed of light in vacuum
[164]. While monochromatic plane waves constitute an idealisation, any electro-
magnetic �eld in a given volume of free space described by a scalar function Ψ(r, t)
can be spectrally decomposed as a superposition of monochromatic �elds [164]

Ψ(r, t) =
1√
2π

∫ 1
0

ψω(r) exp(-iωt)dω. (1.9)

Here, the harmonic time dependence exp(-iωt) of each monochromatic component
of the �eld was separated from the stationary spatial wave function ψω(r), similar
to equation (1.8) for the case of a plane wave. To determine under which cir-
cumstances the decomposition represents a solution to the vacuum wave equation,
we insert equation (1.9) into the d'Alambert wave equation (1.7). The order of
integration and di�erentiation is interchanged, di�erentiation is performed with
respect to time and the time-independent Helmholtz equation [164] is obtained(

∇2 + k2
)
ψω(r) = 0, (1.10)

with k = ω
c . The Helmholtz equation governs the spatial evolution of the station-

ary wave function ψω(r), corresponding to a given monochromatic component of
the spectral decomposition.2

1.1.2 Angular spectrum approach

We investigate how a given monochromatic wave �eld with spatial wave function
ψ(r) propagates from a plane perpendicular to the optical axis at z = 0 to another

2 For the sake of convenience, we will henceforth drop the explicit index and let ψ(r) denote a
monochromatic component, corresponding to an angular frequency ω.
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plane at z > 0 along the optical axis z, following the description in [164]. The time-
independent plane wave ψ(PW)(r) = exp(ik · r), propagating along the wave vector
k = (kx, ky, kz) ∈ R3 is a solution to the Helmholtz equation (1.10), provided that
k2
x + k2

y + k2
z = k2 = ω2

c2 . With lateral coordinates in planes perpendicular to the
optical axis r? := (x, y), the plane wave solutions to the Helmholtz equation can
be rewritten as

ψ(PW)(r?, z) = exp[ik? · r?] exp

[
iz
√
k2 − k2

?

]
. (1.11)

Further elementary solutions to the Helmholtz equation are given by time inde-
pendent spherical waves for all r ∈ R3\{r0}

ψ(SW)(r) =
1

|r− r0|
exp(ik|r− r0|). (1.12)

Spherical waves can be regarded as concentric spheres of constant phase around a
central point r0, without a distinct direction of propagation.
To construct general solutions, we take advantage of the Helmholtz equation's lin-
earity and the invariance of vacuum with respect to translational shifts. Therefore,
propagation of wave �elds along the optical axis z in vacuum can be considered
a linear translational-invariant system with ψ(r?, 0) as input signal and ψ(r?, z)
as output signal. Such a system is characterized by its transfer function or its
impulse response [187, 68, 211]. Equation (1.11) already constitutes a solution to
the problem of determining the harmonic �eld ψ(PW)(r?, z) in a plane z > 0, given
the harmonic �eld ψ(PW)(r?, 0) = exp[ik? · r?] at z = 0, namely by multiplicaton
with the transfer function

Hz(k?) = exp

[
iz
√
k2 − k2

?

]
, (1.13)

which is known as the free space propagator [164]. According to the Fourier the-
orem (section A.1.1), any input �eld ψ(r?, 0) can be decomposed into its spectral
harmonic components

ψ(r?, 0) =
1

2π

∫
ψ̃(k?, 0) exp[ik? · r?]dk?. (1.14)

Here, ψ̃(k?, 0) denotes the two-dimensional Fourier transform of ψ(r?, 0) with
respect to lateral coordinates x and y. By applying the transfer function (1.13) to
each spectral harmonic component, the wave �eld propagated over a distance z is
obtained as

ψ(r?, z) =
1

2π

∫
Hz(k?)ψ̃(k?, 0) exp[ik? · r?]dk? (1.15)

=
1

2π

∫
ψ̃(k?, 0) exp

[
iz
√
k2 − k2

?

]
exp[ik? · r?]dk?. (1.16)
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Since each individual plane wave propagates into direction (k?,
√
k2 − k2

?) the
decomposition (1.16) is also called an angular spectrum of plane waves. With
the notation F?and F -1

? for Fourier transform and Fourier back transform with
respect to lateral coordinates, free space propagation of electromagnetic �elds
in vacuum reads

ψ(r?, z) = F -1
?

[
exp

(
iz
√
k2 − k2

?

)
F?[ψ(r?, 0)]

]
. (1.17)

For notational convenience, free space propagation in vacuum over a distance z
can be described by the operator

Dz = F -1
? exp

(
iz
√
k2 − k2

?

)
F? (1.18)

acting on a given wave �eld. For k2
? > k2, the exponential term of the transfer

function is real-valued and describes a damping factor exp[−z
√
k2
? − k2] wich

decays to zero within few wavelengths. This non-propagating solution is called an
evanescent wave. Relation k2

? > k2 corresponds to spatial frequencies ν? > λ�1

[187]. Hence, the spatial bandwidth of light propagation in vacuum is limited to
about λ�1. X-rays with wavelengths on the order of 1Å= 10�10 m, therefore have
the potential for substantial higher resolution compared to optical microscopy,
even if resolution is still restricted to the 10 nm range [27, 196, 102], due to the
lack of e�cient focusing optics [183, 120, 143] and for biological material ultimately
by radiation damage [97, 190].
Equation (1.17) already su�ces to numerically implement free space propagation
e�ciently using discrete Fourier transforms. However, it is rewarding to apply fur-
ther assumptions on the wave �elds, namely to apply the paraxial approximation.

1.1.3 Paraxial Helmhotz equation

If the wave front normals of a wave �eld form small angles with respect to a given
optical axis, we call the wave �eld paraxial. A paraxial wave

ψ(r) = A(r) · exp(ikz) (1.19)

can be constructed by modulating a plane wave exp(ikz), which rapidly oscillates
along the optical axis, with a slowly varying complex envelope A(r). Without loss
of generality we chose the optical axis to be the z-axis. Substitution of the ansatz
above into the Helmhotz equation (1.10) yields [164](

2ik∂z +∇2
? + ∂2

z

)
A(r) = 0, (1.20)

with the transverse Laplacian in lateral coordinates∇? = ∂2
x+∂2

y . The assumption
that A(r) varies slowly with z boils down to neglecting the second derivate with
respect to z to arrive at the homogenous paraxial Helmholtz equation [187]
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(
2ik∂z +∇2

?
)
A(r) = 0. (1.21)

An elementary solution to (1.21) can be found by regarding a spherical wave
ψ(SW)(r) (1.12) emanating at r0 = 0. Assuming small angles with θ2 = (x2 +
y2)/z2 � 1 we approximate r = |r| as

r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 = z

√
(1 + θ2 = z

(
1 +

θ2

2
−O(θ4)

)
(1.22)

≈ z

(
1 +

θ2

2

)
= z +

x2 + y2

2z
. (1.23)

Insertion of equation (1.23) into the phase of the spherical wave and using the �rst
order approximation r ≈ z for the amplitude 1/r yields

ψ(SW,P)(r) =
1

z
exp(ikz) exp

[
ik
r2
?

2z

]
. (1.24)

One �nds that the paraxial approximation of a spherical wave ψ(SW,P)(r), also
called paraboloidal wave, obeys the paraxial Helmholtz equation (1.21). Note
that a Gaussian beam which is well suited to describe the wave�eld behind a
single-mode x-ray waveguide [56, 57] also constitutes a solution to the paraxial
Helmholtz equation.

1.1.4 Fresnel di�raction

In the following, the paraxial approximation is applied to the angular spectrum
solution (1.17) of the Helmholtz equation. If the given wave �eld is paraxial, all
non-negligible plane wave components will form a small angle with respect to the
optical axis, which is expressed by [164]

|ψ(r?, 0)| > 0 only for k2
? � k2. (1.25)

Equivalently, the given wave �eld varies considerably only over lateral length scales
which are not smaller than amin, with [61, 164]

amin � λ⇔ k2
? � k2. (1.26)

In the case of a paraxial �eld, we can approximate the root in the transfer function
Hz(k?) (1.13)

√
k2 − k2

? = k − k2
?

2k
+O(k4

?) (1.27)

' k − k2
?

2k
, (1.28)
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and obtain the bionomial approximation

HF
z (k?) ' exp(ikz) exp

(
-izk2

?
2k

)
. (1.29)

Insertion into equation (1.17) yields

ψ(r?, z) ' exp(ikz)F�1
?

[
exp

(
−izk2

?
2k

)
F? (ψ(r?, 0))

]
. (1.30)

Equation (1.30) describes propagation of paraxial wave �elds in vacuum, also
known as the Fresnel approximation of free space propagation or simply
Fresnel di�raction. The corresponding Fresnel di�raction operator is denoted
as

DFz = exp(ikz)F -1
? exp

(
−izk2

?
2k

)
F?. (1.31)

As mentioned in section 1.1.2, the process of free space propagation from one plane
to another can be considered as a linear translation-invariant system. Therefore,
it can be described by its impulse response h(r?, z) via a convolution [68, 187]:

ψ(r?, z) = ψ(r?, 0)⊗ h(r?, z). (1.32)

As can be seen by rewriting equation (1.30) as

ψ(r?, z) ' F�1
?
[
F?F�1

?
[
HF
z (k?)

]
F? (ψ(r?, 0))

]
, (1.33)

and applying the convolution theorem (A.11), the Fresnel approximation hF (r?, z)
of the impulse response is given by [187, 164]:

hF(r?, z) ' 1

2π
F�1[HF

z (k?)] (1.34)

=
1

2π
exp(ikz)F�1

[
exp

(
-izk2

?
2k

)]
(1.35)

= − ik exp(ikz)
2πz

exp

(
ikr2
?

2z

)
. (1.36)

Hence, we obtain the following convolution formulation of Fresnel di�rac-
tion:

ψ(r?, z) ' −
ikz exp(ikz)

2πz

∫
ψ(r0?, 0) exp

[
ik(r? − r0?)2

2z

]
dr0?. (1.37)

We now discuss the equation above from a physical point of view. Diverging pa-
raboloidal waves which obey the paraxial Helmholtz equation as we have shown
above, emanate at each point (r0?, 0) in the input plane with the complex amplitude
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ψ(r0?, 0). In the output plane at z > 0, all contributions of each individual parabo-
loidal waves are summed up to obtain the value ψ(r?, z) at each point (r?, z). It
is worthwhile to note that the convolution formulation of Fresnel di�raction (1.37)
is equal to the Fresnel approximation of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld di�raction for-
mula [68], which in turn is the mathematical formulation of the Huygens-Fresnel
principle.

1.1.5 Fraunhofer di�raction

By expanding the quadratic term in the convolution formulation of Fresnel di�rac-
tion (1.37) and switching the notation for r? and r0?, one obtains [164]

ψ(r0?, z) ' −
ik exp(ikz)

2πz
exp

[
ikr0

2z

2
]∫

ψ(r?, 0) exp

[
ikr2
?

2z

]
exp

[
−ik r? · r

0
?

z

]
dr?.

(1.38)
Next, we assume that the incident �eld ψ(r?, 0) only varies signi�cantly within
an area of diameter d. If the propagation distance z is much larger than d, more
precisely if the dimensionless Fresnel number [164]

F :=
d2

λz
(1.39)

is small (F � 1), the spherical phase term inside the integral can be neglected. The
remaining integral is proportional to a two-dimensional Fourier transform (A.1) of
the incident �eld ψ(r?, 0) with respect to angular spatial frequencies k? = kr⊥

z ,
known as the far �eld or Fraunhofer di�raction formula

ψ(r0?, z) ' −
ik exp(ikz)

2πz
exp

[
ikr0

2z

2
]
F? [ψ(r?, 0)]

k⊥=
kr⊥
z

. (1.40)

1.1.6 Fresnel scaling theorem

This section addresses the question, how the propagation of a divergent wave
�eld can be described. We follow the arguments in [61], while a similar derivation
restricted to ideal spherical waves can be found in [164]. Consider a paraxial
divergent wave �eld ψ(r?, 0) at z = 0 with radius of curvature z1, similar to a
paraboloidal wave (1.24) emanating at z = −z1, with an additional nearly planar
complex envelope ψ(P)(r?, 0). This may be expressed by separating the spherical
part from the envelope

ψ(r?, 0) = ψ(P)(r?, 0) exp

[
ikr2
?

2z1

]
. (1.41)
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Propagation to a plane at z = z2 > 0 can be achieved by inserting the ansatz
above into equation (1.38), yielding

ψ(r0?,z2) = A(z2)exp
[
ikr′2⊥
2z2

]∫
ψ(P)(r?, 0) exp

[
ikr2⊥

2

(
1
z1

+ 1
z2

)]
exp
[
−ik r⊥�r′⊥

z2

]
dr0?
(1.42)

with A(z2) = −ik exp(ikz2)/2πz2. By introducing the geometric magni�cation
factor3

M :=
z1 + z2

z2
, (1.43)

we �nd that
1

z1
+

1

z2
=
M

z2
, (1.44)

as well as
|A(z2/M)| = M |A(z2)| (1.45)

and write the amplitude of ψ(r0?, z2) as

|ψ(r0?, z2)| =
∣∣ 1
MA

(
z2
M

)∣∣ ∣∣∣∫ψ(P)(r?, 0) exp
[

ikr2⊥
2z2/M

]
exp

[
−ik r⊥�(r′⊥/M)

z2/M

]
dr0?

∣∣∣ .
(1.46)

Next, regard the propagation of a wave �eld which is identical to the planar en-
velope ψ(P)(r?, 0) over a distance z = z2/M . The amplitude evaluated at lateral
position r0?/M then reads

∣∣∣ψ(P) ( r′⊥
M , z2M

)∣∣∣ =
∣∣A ( z2M )∣∣ ∣∣∣∫ ψ(P)(r?, 0) exp

[
ikr2⊥

2z2/M

]
exp

[
−ik r⊥�(r′⊥/M)

z2/M

]
dr0?

∣∣∣ .
(1.47)

By comparing equations (1.46, 1.47) and de�ning the e�ective propagation
distance

zeff :=
z2

M
(1.48)

one arrives at the Fresnel scaling theorem

|ψ(r0?, z2)| = 1

M
|ψ(P)(r0?/M, ze�)|. (1.49)

Hence, apart from a constant multiplicative factor the amplitude of the divergent
�eld ψ propagated over a distance z2 at lateral position r0? is equal to the amplitude
of the planar part ψ(P) propagated over the distance zeff , evaluated at r0?/M
[171, 39].

3 We will henceforth use the term magni�cation for both, the process of enlarging the appearance
of something and the enlargement itself, quanti�ed by the factor M.
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1.1.7 Numerical implementation of Fresnel di�raction

Free space propagation over a distance z of an incident paraxial wave �eld ψ(r?, 0)
with x-ray wavelength λ = 2π/k in vacuum can be described by the Fresnel di�rac-
tion operator DFz (1.31)

DFz = a · F -1
? exp

(
−iz(k2

x + k2
y)

2k

)
F?, (1.50)

with a = exp(ikz). In most cases, analytical calculation of ψ(r?, z) is not pos-
sible and numerical implementation of equation (1.50) is required. To this end,
we introduce the discrete representation ψ(nx∆x, ny∆y, z) of ψ(r?, z), with sam-
pling interval lengths ∆x, ∆y, number of pixels Nx, Ny and grid indices nx/y =
[0, Nx/y − 1] ∈ N0 for the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The dis-
crete representation of free space propagation of ψ(r?, 0) to a plane at z > 0 then
reads

ψ(nx∆x, ny∆y, z) = a·IDTF
[
exp

(
�iz(n2

x∆k2x+n2
y∆k2y)

2k

)
DTF[ψ(nx∆x, ny∆y, 0)]

]
,

(1.51)
with the sampling interval ∆k in Fourier space and the two-dimensional discrete
Fourier transform (DTF) and its inverse (IDTF). With the reciprocity relations

∆kx∆x = 2π/Nx (1.52)

∆ky∆y = 2π/Ny (1.53)

and the discrete Fresnel numbers

F 1
x =

(∆x)2

λz
, (1.54)

F 1
y =

(∆y)2

λz
, (1.55)

the complex exponential in (1.51) can be written as

exp

(
−iz(n2

x∆k2
x + n2

y∆k2
y)

2k

)
= exp(− iπn2

x

N2
xF

1
x

) exp(−
iπn2

y

N2
yF

1
y

). (1.56)

Therefore, Fresnel di�raction of a given wave �eld with a discrete Nx ×Ny pixel
representation only depends on the combination (1.54, 1.55) of wavelength, prop-
agation distance and pixel size. If necessary to ensure proper sampling of the
complex exponential (1.56) at smaller Fresnel numbers [210], the incident wave
�eld is embedded in a larger array using symmetric padding (mirror re�ections at
the borders or replicate of the border values).
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1.2 X-ray interaction with matter

We are now equipped with numerical and analytical tools to describe the evolution
of x-ray wave �elds in free space. However, structural information of investigated
samples can only be obtained due to x-ray interaction with matter. In this section,
propagation of x-rays in the presence of matter is discussed and the projection
approximation which relates properties of an object to phase and amplitude
modulations of the incident wave �eld is introduced.

1.2.1 Wave equations in the presence of matter

Starting with Maxwells equations in the presence of uncharged, non-conducting,
non-magnetic, static and isotropic material

∇ · [ε(r) ·E(r, t)] = 0 (1.57)

∇ ·B(r, t) = 0 (1.58)

∇×E(r, t) + ∂tB(r, t) = 0 (1.59)

∇×B(r, t)− µ0ε(r, t)∂tE(r, t) = 0, (1.60)

and assuming that the electric permittivity ε(r, t) of the medium varies slowly on
length scales comparable to the wavelength, the scalar wave equation reads [164](

ε(r)µ0∂
2
t −∇2

)
Ψ(r, t) = 0. (1.61)

With the de�nition of the refractive index

n(r) =

√
ε(r)

ε0

the wave equation in the presence of a medium can be written as(
n2(r)

c2
∂2
t −∇2

)
Ψ(r, t) = 0. (1.62)

Plane waves ψ(PW)(r, t) (1.8) constitute an elementary solution, if

k2 = n2(r)
ω2

c2
= n2(r)k2

0, (1.63)

with k0 = 2π
λ0

denoting the wave number in vacuum. With respect to vacuum,
the wavelength λ = λ0/n(r) and the phase velocity v = ω/k = c/n(r) are altered
whithin the medium. Following the angular spectrum approach as outlined in the
case of vacuum in section 1.1.2, we can write the time-independent inhomogenous
Helmholtz equation [164] as(

∇2 + n2(r)k2
)
ψ(r) = 0. (1.64)
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With the approximation of the slowly varying envelope, outlined in section 1.1.3,
the paraxial Helmholtz equation in the presence of matter [187] reads(

2ik∂z +∇2
? + k2

[
n2(r)− 1

])
A(r) = 0. (1.65)

1.2.2 Refractive index fox X-rays

Since interaction of X-rays with matter is rather weak, the refractive index is
commonly expressed in the form [1]

n(r) = 1− δ(r) + iβ(r) (1.66)

with δ(r) and β(r) being real positive numbers much smaller than unity (e.g. Fig.
1.2 a). X-ray interaction with matter can primarily be attributed to bound elec-
trons in shells of atoms and therefore δ(r) and β(r) relate to the electron density
of the medium. Close to resonance energies the energy-dependent dispersion cor-
rection of the atomic scattering factor cannot easily be predicted theoretically.
However, away from resonance edges the decrement δ(r) of the refractive index
can approximately be expressed in terms of the electron density ρe(r) and the
Thomson scattering length re [1]

δ(r) ' 2πre
k2

ρe(r). (1.67)

Throughout this work, hard x-rays with photon energies between ~ω = E =
7.9 keV and E = 17 keV are used4. The resonance energies for most prevalent

Figure 1.2: (a) Real and imaginary part of the refractive index n = 1 � δ +
iβ for a model biological specimen with empirical formula H50C30N9O10S1

and mass density 1.35 g/cm3 [97] at di�erent x-ray photon energies. (b)
Ratio δ/β, corresponding to the values shown in (a). Photon energies E 2
f7.9, 9.25, 13.8, 17g keV used for experiments in this work are indicated with
circles. Data obtained from [89].

4 We de�ne the hard x-ray range in this work as photon energies above 5 keV.
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atoms in biological materials lie outside this energy range, as shown in Fig. 1.2
for a model biological material consisting of H, C, N, O and S atoms. Therefore,
in the context of this work, equation (1.67) is well justi�ed [31]. In the case of
a multi-elemental material, the electron density is further related to the atomic
number Zj and relative atomic mass Aj5 of the j-th element. Taking the molar
fractions pj of each element into account, equation (1.67) can be written in terms
of the mass density ρm

δ(r) ' 2πre
k2u

ρm(r)

∑
j pjZj∑
j pjAj

. (1.68)

For low-Z elements except for hydrogen, one �nds the quotient Z/A ' 1/2. As
the mass fraction of hydrogen atoms in most biological materials is rather small,
one may approximate

δ(r) ' πre
k2u

ρm(r). (1.69)

For the imaginary part β(r) no simple relation to the materials electron density
exists. However, away from absorption edges we can approximate β(r) for a single-
elemental material [1] as

β ∝ Z4E�4. (1.70)

This compares to

δ ∝ ZE�2, (1.71)

as can be seen in equation (1.68) for the case of a single element. Note that both
δ(r) and β(r) are several orders of magnitude below unity for hard x-rays (e.g.
Fig. 1.2 a). Therefore, we can neglect terms of second order and mixed terms in
n2(r) and write

n2(r) ' 1− 2δ(r) + 2iβ(r). (1.72)

1.2.3 The projection approximation

Consider the situation of an x-ray wave �eld traversing an object of thickness
∆t for the case of a paraxial incoming �eld ψ(r) = A(r) · exp(ikz), as outlined
in section 1.1.3. Inserting equation (1.72) into the paraxial Helmholtz equation
(1.65) yields (

2ik∂z +∇2
? + k2 [2iβ(r)−−2δ(r)]

)
A(r) ' 0. (1.73)

The projection approximation corresponds to the limit of geometrical optics
and assumes that all changes to the wave �eld due to sample interaction are
accumulated along streamlines of the unscattered beam [164] as depicted in Fig.

5 The relative atomic mass is a dimensionless quantity, expressed in units of the uni�ed atomic
mass unit 1u ' 1.661·10�27 kg
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1.3. It is valid if the radius of the �rst Fresnel zone
√
λz corresponding to Fresnel

di�raction inside the object is small compared to the smallest non-negligible lateral
length scale ∆r? of the object [31, 171, 39]√

λ0∆t < ∆r?. (1.74)

If ∆r? is regarded as resolution of the imaging system, the maximum thickness of
the object ∆t for the projection approximation to hold is

∆t <
∆r2
?

λ0
. (1.75)

If the conditions above are violated, one may use multi-slice methods (see e.g.
[200]) or solve the inhomogenous Helmholtz equation by means of �nite di�erence
calculations (see e.g. [56]). If the conditions are ful�lled, we account for the
projection approximation by neglecting the transverse Laplacian in equation (1.73)
[164] and write

∂zA(r) ' −ik [δ(r)− iβ(r)]A(r). (1.76)

Solving the boundary value problem for the above partial di�erential equation
(1.76) yields [164]

A(r?,∆z) ' A(r?, 0) exp

[
−ik

∫ ∆t

0

[δ(r)− iβ(r)]dz

]
. (1.77)

With ψ(r?,0) = A(r?,0) and ψ(r?,∆t) = A(r?,∆t) exp(ik∆t) the wave �eld be-
hind the object reads

ψ(r?,∆t) ' exp(ik∆z)ψ(r?, 0) exp

[
−ik

∫ ∆t

0

[δ(r)− iβ(r)]dz

]
. (1.78)

For convenience we introduce the illumination function [61, 182]

P (r?) := ψ(r?, 0) (1.79)

and the object transmission function

O(r?) := exp

[
−ik

∫ ∆t

0

[δ(r) +−iβ(r)]dz

]
(1.80)

and rewrite equation (1.78 ) as

ψ(r?,∆t) ' exp(ik∆t)P (r?)O(r?). (1.81)
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With the de�nitions

δ̄(r?) :=

∆t∫
0

δ(r)dz (1.82)

β̄(r?) :=

∆t∫
0

β(r)dz (1.83)

the object transmission function reads

O(r?) = exp[−kβ̄(r?)] exp[−ikδ̄(r?)]. (1.84)

For a homogenous object with constant index of refraction n = 1 − δ + iβ and
projected thickness T (x, y), the object transmission function can be written as

O(r?) = exp[−kβT (r?)] exp[−ikδT (r?)]. (1.85)

1.2.4 Phase shift and absorption within objects

In the framework of paraxial approximation and projection approximation, the
imaginary part β(r) of the refractive index is related to the amplitude a(r?) of
the object transmission function (1.84) by

a(r?) = |O(r?)| = exp[−kβ̄(r?)] (1.86)

⇔ β̄(r?) = − ln(a(r?))

k
. (1.87)

By taking the squared modulus of equation (1.81) and identifying I(r) = |ψ(r)|2
with the intensity we �nd the familiar Beer-Lambert law

I(r?,∆z) = I(r?, 0) exp[−µT (r?)], (1.88)

for an object composed of a single material with constant β(r) = β, projected
thickness T (r?) along the z direction and linear attenuation coe�cient

µ = 2kβ. (1.89)

While the imaginary part accounts for absorption within the sample, the decrement
δ(r) of the refractive index is related to a phase shift (1.84)6

ϕ(r?) = ϕ(O(r?)) = −kδ̄(r?) (1.90)

⇔ δ̄(r?) = −ϕ(r?)/k. (1.91)

6 The operator ϕ(f) is de�ned here as ϕ(f) = φ for f = a · exp(iφ). Apart from periodicity in
2π, the phase may be identi�ed with the argument of the object transmission function, i.e.
ϕ(O(r?)) = arg(O(r?).
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Hence, the projected refractive index n̄(r?) = 1−δ̄+iβ̄ can be obtained using equa-
tions (1.87, 1.91) by determining phase and amplitude of the object transmission
function.

We note that δ is up to 3 orders of magnitude larger than β [147] as shown for
a typical biological material in Fig. 1.2 b. Together with the proportionalities
(1.70, 1.71) and equations (1.86, 1.90) it is evident that, especially for thin speci-
mens composed of light biological materials, the induced phase shift at high photon
energies will typically be much stronger than the attenuation of the x-ray wave
�eld. However, thicker specimens or biological samples which incorporate high-Z
elements will result in notable absorption. Therefore, an x-ray imaging technique
capable of exploiting both e�ects is desirable. The following sections discuss how
contrast formation in x-ray propagation imaging meets this requirement and how
the desired information can be retrieved from measurable data.

1.3 Contrast formation and imaging regimes

Figure 1.3: Contrast formation in x-ray propagation imaging. According to
the projection approximation, changes to the incident wave �eld P (r?) due
to an object with refractive index n(r) are accumulated along streamlines of
the unscattered beam. These changes are described by the object transmis-
sion function O(r?). The wave �eld behind the object is subject to Fresnel
di�raction D. In the case of plane wave illumination, the intensity detected
in a plane at distance z behind the object is described by jDz fO(r?)gj2.

Fig. 1.3 depicts an idealized situation of a monochromatic plane wave with
P (r?) = 1 traversing a sample at plane z = 0 with object transmission function
O(r?) and thickness ∆t . Assuming the projection approximation (1.81) to hold,
the wave �eld right behind the object can be expressed as

ψ(r?, 0) ' exp(ik∆t)O(r?). (1.92)
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The intensity I(r?, z) of the wave �eld propagated to a plane z > 0 can be ex-
pressed using the Fresnel di�raction operator Dz(1.31)

I(r?, z) = |ψ(r?, z)|2 = |Dz {ψ(r?, 0)}|2 = |Dz {O(r?)}|2 . (1.93)

1.3.1 Contrast transfer function

For a weakly interacting object with µ(r?)� 1 and |ϕ(r?)| � 1, Taylor expansion
to �rst order of the object transmission function (1.84) yields

O(r?) ' 1− kβ̄(r?)− ikδ̄(r?) (1.94)

= 1− µ(r?) + iϕ(r?). (1.95)

The propagated wave �eld ψ(r?, z) is calculated as

ψ(r?, z) = Dz {O(r?)} (1.96)

= F�1 [exp(−iχ)F(1− µ(r?) + iϕ(r?))] , (1.97)

using Dz (1.31) with χ(k?, z) = zk2
?/2k. Following equation (1.93), global phase

factors were dropped since they do not contribute to the intensity. For the sake
of convenience, the dependence on lateral coordinates r? and angular spatial fre-
quencies k? as well as propagation distance z are omitted in the following lines.
With exp(−iχ) = cosχ− i sinχ the propagated wave �eld can be expressed as

ψ = 1 + F�1 [(cosχ− i sinχ) (iϕ̃− µ̃)] , (1.98)

where ϕ̃ and µ̃ denote the Fourier transforms of ϕ and µ, respectively. Using the
Fourier transform convolution theorem (A.11), equation (1.98) can be expressed
as

ψ = 1+ϕ⊗F�1(sinχ)−µ⊗F�1(cosχ)−iµ⊗F�1(sinχ)+iϕ⊗F�1(cosχ). (1.99)

The intensity |ψ|2 to �rst order in ϕ and µ then reads [171]

|ψ|2 ' 1 + 2ϕ⊗F�1(sinχ)− 2µ⊗F�1(cosχ) (1.100)

and can be expressed as Ĩ(k?, z) = F
(
|ψ(r?, z)|2

)
in Fourier space

Ĩ(k?, z) ' 2πδD(k?) + 2ϕ̃(k?) sin [χ(k?, z)]− 2µ̃(k?) cos [χ(k?, z)] , (1.101)

using the Fourier pair (A.22) for the Dirac delta function δD. In terms of spatial
frequencies (νx, νy) = (kx, ky)/2π with χ(ν, z) = πλzν2 equation (1.101) can be
written as [139, 171]

Ĩ(νx, νy, z) ' δD(νx, νy)+2ϕ̃(νx, νy) sin [χ(ν, z)]−2µ̃(νx, νy) cos [χ(ν, z)] . (1.102)
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Here, the scaling property (A.20) of the delta function δD was used. Under certain
conditions, the weak object approximation which was used to derive expression
(1.102) can be relaxed. The assumption of slowly varying phase

|ϕ(r?)− ϕ(r? + λzk?/2π)| � 1. (1.103)

is su�cient for the case of a pure phase object (µ(r?) = 0) [72] or for a homoge-
nous object with δ ∝ β and weak absorption (µ(r?)� 1) [207]. Equation (1.102)
constitutes an important step towards understanding the contrast formation in
x-ray propagation imaging. The intensity is given by amplitude and phase of the
object transmission function, however �ltered by the oscillating terms sin [χ(ν, z)]
and cos [χ(ν, z)] in Fourier space, which are denoted phase contrast transfer
functions (PCTF) and amplitude contrast transfer functions (ACTF),
respectively. The contrast transfer functions are of oscillitory nature as shown in
Fig. 1.4 for the reduced radial spatial frequency

√
λzν [171]. At a given propaga-

tion distance z, the intensity caries zero information about the phase of the object
transmission function for spatial frequencies ν0 =

√
n/λz, since sin [χ(ν0, z)] = 0

for ν0 with n ∈ N. Correspondingly, for cos [χ(ν0, z)] = 0 no information of the
amplitude at spatial frequencies ν0 =

√
(n+ 1/2)/λz is transferred.

Figure 1.4: Phase contrast transfer function (PCTF) and amplitude transfer
function (ACTF) of x-ray propagation imaging for a weak object. PCTF
and ACTF are zero for ν0 =

√
n/λz and ν0 =

√
(n+ 1/2)/λz with n 2 N,

respectively. The contrast transfer at small propagation distances as assumed
by the transport-of-intensity equation (TIE) is shown for a pure phase object.

1.3.2 Transport-of-intensity equation

Another approach to understand contrast formation of free space propagation is to
write the homogenous paraxial Helmholtz equation (1.21) in terms of intensity I(r)
and phase ϕ(r) of the spatial part of a paraxial wave �eldA(r) =

√
I(r) exp(iϕ(r))(

2ik∂z +∇2
?
)√

I(r) exp(iϕ(r)) = 0. (1.104)
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After simpli�cations, the imaginary part results in a second-order elliptic partial
di�erential equation

∇? · (I(r)∇?φ(r)) = −k∂I(r)

∂z
, (1.105)

known as the transport-of-intensity equation (TIE) [198, 83, 199]. This con-
tinuity equation describes the conservation of optical energy of a paraxial wave
�eld as it propagates over an in�nitesimal distance ∂z [164] . If the transverse
gradient of the intensity or phase is small, one may approximate the left side of
equation (1.105) by

∇? · (I(r)∇?φ(r)) = I(r)∇2
?ϕ(r) +∇?I(r)∇?ϕ(r) (1.106)

' I(r)∇2
?ϕ(r). (1.107)

Note that the intensity right behind an object illuminated with a plane wave
exp(iϕ(r)) is given by the amplitude of the object transmission function, I(r?, z) =
|O(r?)|. As discussed in section (1.4), on certain conditions a non-uniform illu-
mination can be normalized and treated as plane wave illumination. In that case,
the above approximation holds for objects with slowly varying absorption. Using
the �nite-di�erence approximation for su�ciently small propagation distances ∆z

∂I(r?, z)

∂z
' ∂I(r?, z + ∆z)− ∂I(r?, z)

∆z
, (1.108)

and inserting equations (1.106-1.108) into the TIE (1.105) yields the weak object
TIE

I(r?, z + ∆z)

I(r?, z)
' 1− ∆z

k
∇2
?ϕ(r?, z). (1.109)

The intensity of the wave �eld propagated by a small distance ∆z and normalized
by the intensity of the non-propagated wave �eld, thus deviates from unity by
a term proportional to the local curvature in the phase of the non-propagated
wave. Importantly, a similar relation (replacing k by a spectrally weighted sum)
holds for polychromatic x-rays [218, 171] making it an important approach for
phase-contrast imaging in the laboratory based on microfocus x-ray sources.

1.3.3 Imaging regimes

Due to complex amplitude and contrast transfer of free space propagation (1.102),
distinct imaging regimes can be identi�ed. Based on equation (1.93) the intensity
in any plane z > 0 can be simulated for a given object transmission function with
pixel side lengths ∆x, ∆y and number of pixels Nx, Ny by means of numerical
implementation of Fresnel di�raction as described in section 1.1.7. For the sake of
convenience, we assume ∆x = ∆y, Nx = Ny. As already shown for the transition
to Fraunhofer di�raction (1.40), the relevant quantity determining the degree of
di�raction for a given feature of lateral extent d of the object transmission func-
tion is the Fresnel number (1.39). Consistently, for numerical implementations
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the discrete Fresnel number (1.54) F 1 = ∆x
λz

2
is su�cient to calculate Fresnel

di�raction of a given incident wave �eld (see equaton 1.56). Since a typical object
comprises structures on several di�erent length scales, a reasonable de�nition of
imaging regimes has to be linked to a certain feature size d. We de�ne a typical
feature size d = 10∆x [117] and the corresponding discrete Fresnel number

F 10 =
(10∆x)

2

λz
= 100 · F 1. (1.110)

Fig. 1.5 shows the simulated intensity along the optical axis z for di�erent val-
ues of F 10 for a simulated object consisting of pure amplitude and pure phase
structures as well as mixed structures with both, absorption and phase contri-
butions. The maximum (relative) phase shift was set to −π/4 and the minimal
amplitude transmission was 0.5. Right behind the object, phase contrast transfer
is zero while amplitude transfer is one. Consequently, in the contact image only
absorbing structures are visible (a), in agreement with the transport-of-intensity
equation (1.109) for ∆z = 0. With increasing propagation distance and decreasing
Fresnel numbers, phase contrast arises due to di�raction especially for high spa-
tial frequencies, as expressed by the transverse Laplacian of the phase in equation
(1.109). Since edges constitute high spatial frequencies one may speak of phase
contrast in edge-enhancement mode [33]. Low spatial frequencies, which rep-
resent the global shape of the object, are not yet subject to strong di�raction, as
expected from the shape of the PCTF (equation (1.102) and Fig. 1.4). Therefore,
at F 10 ' 10 the object is well recognized (b) and one often speaks of the direct
contrast. By further increasing the propagation distance, the intensity loses more
and more resemblence with the object (c-f). The �nite-di�erence approximation
(1.108) for the TIE breaks down and the phase and amplitude CTFs oscillate
rapidly as a function of spatial frequency (Fig. 1.4). This so called holographic
regime is further subdivided into the near and far holographic regime for Fresnel
numbers F 10 ' 1 and F 10 / 0.1, respectively.
Imaging techniques in the aforementioned regimes, which are subsumed as the
near �eld, are often called x-ray propagation based phase contrast, x-ray in-
line holography or x-ray propagaton imaging. Intensity distributions in the
near �eld will be termed (Fresnel) di�raction patterns, holographic intensity
distributions or simply holograms.
Eventually, for discrete Fresnel numbers F 10 � 0.1 the physical Fresnel num-
ber corresponding to the extent of the object and the beam is much smaller than
unity. The intensity is therefore described by Fraunhofer di�raction (1.40), i.e. the
Fourier Transform of the object transmission function. Imaging techniques in the
Fraunhofer regime or far �eld are re�ered to as coherent x-ray di�ractive
imaging (CDI) [141, 28]. In recent years, a particular variant of CDI, denoted
as ptychography, has created broad interest and various applications in x-ray mi-
croscopy and coherent x-ray beam characterisation [182, 181, 133, 200, 65, 66,
216, 43, 150]. A detailed discussion of CDI techniques is deliberately omitted in
this work. Instead, the focus is on applying x-ray propagation imaging for three-
dimensional structure determination of various biological samples, especially of
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various lateral extent. In the respective chapters CDI and ptychographic methods
will be referred to for comparison and discussed in the related context.

a b c

d e f

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

Figure 1.5: Simulated intensity distributions for an object consisting of pure
amplitude ('A'), pure phase ('P') as well as mixed structures ('M') with both,
absorption and phase contributions at di�erent values of F 10. The maximum
phase shift is �π/4, the minimal amplitude transmission is 0.5.

1.4 E�ective near �eld and empty beam division

For an x-ray propagation imaging experiment as simulated in the previous section
with a pixel size of ∆x = 100nm and a typical hard x-ray wavelength of λ = 1Å,
the corresponding Fresnel numbers F 10 ∈ [10, 0.1] are obtained at propagation
distances z ∈ [10�3, 10�6]m. Thus, a suitable two-dimensional detector has to be
placed down to 1 µm behind the sample to access the physical near �eld, which
seems rather unfeasible. More importantly, the obtainable spatial resolution is
limited to the physical pixel size, more precisely the point spread function of the
detector which is at best 300 nm [35] for current detector technology. However,
based on the Fresnel scaling theorem (1.49) it is possible to access the e�ective near

�eld using a nearly spherical illumination function P (r?) = P (P)(r?) exp
[
ikr2⊥
2z1

]
at plane z = 0. The intensity of the illumination function recorded at z = z2 thus
reads

I(r0?, z2) = |Dz {P (r0?)}|2 =
1

M2

∣∣∣Dze� {P (P)(r0?/M)
}∣∣∣2 =: I(E)(r?, ze�),

(1.111)
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with r? = r0?/M. As no object is placed in the beam, I(E)(r?, ze�) will henceforth
be called the empty beam. The recorded intensity with an object placed into
the beam at z = 0 can equivalently be written as

I (r?, ze�) :=
1

M2

∣∣∣Dze� {O(r0?/M)P (P)(r0?/M)
}∣∣∣2 , (1.112)

If the propagation of both, the nearly planar envelope of the illumination function
and the object transmission function can be separated approximately by means of
a multiplication, i.e. if∣∣∣Dze� {P (P)(r?)O(r?)

}∣∣∣2 ' ∣∣∣Dze� {P (P)(r?)
}∣∣∣2 · ∣∣Dze� {O(r?)}

∣∣2 (1.113)

a relation similar to (1.93) can be derived

Ī(r?, ze�) =
I (r?, ze�)

I(E)(r?, ze�)
=

1
M2

∣∣Dze� {O(r?)P (P)(r?)
}∣∣2

1
M2

∣∣Dze� {P (P)(r?)
}∣∣2

'
∣∣Dze� {P (P)(r?)

}∣∣2 · ∣∣Dze� {O(r?)}
∣∣2∣∣Dze� {P (P)(r?)

}∣∣
'

∣∣Dze� {O(r?)}
∣∣2. (1.114)

The result states that as long as approximation (1.113) holds, the squared mod-
ulus of the propagated object transmission function is given by the normalized
intensity Ī(r?, ze�) [61]. Importantly, due to geometric demagni�cation, the ef-
fective propagation distance zeff = z2/M and e�ective pixel size ∆xe� = ∆x/M
allow to access the e�ective near �eld of the object transmission function with a
sampling not restricted to the physical pixel size of the detector. The equivalence
of equation (1.114) with respect to equation (1.93) suggests the term e�ective
plane wave geometry. Numerical simulations and reconstruction techniques
suitable for parallel beams are directly applicable to the experimental situation of
x-ray propagation imaging by switching to the e�ective plane wave geometry.

1.5 Coherence

So far we have discussed x-ray propagation imaging with deterministic monochro-
matric wave �elds with measurable intensity I(r, t) = |Ψ(r, t)|2. Realistic x-
ray wave �elds are of intrinsic random character as they are created by non-
deterministic processes with random quantum mechanical and thermal e�ects in-
�uencing the photon emission. Thus, a given x-ray wave �eld Ψ(r, t) is a stochastic
function in space and time and we de�ne the mean intensity

I(r) =
〈
|Ψ(r, t)|2

〉
E =

〈
|Ψ(r, t)|2

〉
T

= lim
T!1

1

2T

∫ T

�T
|Ψ(r, t)|2. (1.115)
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Replacing the ensemble average with the time average is justi�ed for statistically
stationary wave �elds [187] with the bene�t that the resulting term can approx-
imately be measured in an experiment. Contrast formation in x-ray propagation
imaging is based on intensity measurements of a wave �eld which propagated in
free space to the detection plane. The Hygens-Fresnel interpretation of the wave
�eld in the detection plane is a superposition of diverging paraboloidal waves em-
anating at each point in the input plane (see section 1.1.4). Thus, contrast arises
due to interference e�ects which for stochastic x-ray wave �elds depend on the
two-point correlation function

Γ(r1, r2, τ) = 〈Ψ(r1, t+ τ)Ψ�(r2, t)〉 , (1.116)

known as the mutual coherence function [187, 164]. The mean intensity
I(r1, t) = Γ(r1, r1, 0) is a special case of the mutual coherence function and the
complex degree of coherence is de�ned as

γ(r1, r2, τ) =
Γ(r1, r2, τ)√

Γ(r1, r1, 0)Γ(r2, r2, 0)
=

Γ(r1, r2, τ)√
I(r1)I(r2)

. (1.117)

Monochromatic wave �elds Ψ(r, t) =
√
I(r) · exp[i(ϕ(r) − ωt)] as used in the

previous chapters have a complex degree of coherence

γ(r1, r2, τ) = exp[i(ϕ(r1)− ϕ(r2)− ωt)] (1.118)

with unit modulus and hence full coherence for all space-time points. Realistic x-
ray wave �elds may be modelled as quasi monochromatic wave �elds de�ned
as a superposition of monochromatic components [164]

Ψ(r, t) =
1√
2π

∫ ω=ω̄+∆ω/2

ω=ω̄�∆ω/2

ψ(r) exp(−iωt)dω, (1.119)

with non-zero monochromatic components within a narrow spectral range [ω̄ −
∆ω/2, ω̄ + ∆ω/2] around a mean angular frequency ω̄ with ∆ω � ω̄. With δω =
ω-ω̄ the integral above reads

Ψ(r, t) = exp(−iω̄t)A(r, t) (1.120)

with the complex envelope

A(r, t) =
1√
2π

∫ δω=∆ω/2

δω=�∆ω/2

ψω̄+δω(r) exp(−iδωt)d(δω). (1.121)

Since the quasi monochromatic wave �eld is restricted to a narrow spectral range
with ∆ω � ω, A(r, t) varies slowly compared to the harmonic factor exp(−iω̄t)
[164]. However, variations in phase and amplitude of the complex envelope are
expected to manifest in varying interference patterns with respect to time. Conse-
quently, it can be shown that the complex degree of coherence for quasi monochro-
matic wave �elds satis�es [164]

|γ(r1, r2, τ)| ≤ 1. (1.122)
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While coherence of a wave �eld is expressed as correlations between points in space
and time it is worthwhile to study spatial and temporal correlations separately.
First, we regard spatial correlations of wave �elds for a �xed lag time τ . For τ = 0
the mutal coherence function is denoted as the mutual intensity [164]

Γ(r1, r2) = 〈Ψ(r1, t)Ψ
�(r2, t)〉 . (1.123)

For quasi monochromatic wave �elds the mutual coherence function can be written
as a product

Γ(r1, r2, τ) ≈ exp(−iω̄τ)Γ(r1, r2), (1.124)

where the spatial coherence properties are described completely by the mutual
intensity [187]. An important peculiarity of spatial coherence is that spatial corre-
lations of a wave �eld can be induced by free-space propagation. This property is
quanti�ed by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem [223]. A given intensity distri-
bution I(s?, 0) = I(sx, sy, 0) with zero spatial coherence corresponding to a small
monochromatic source with lateral extent d yields a mutual intensity of

Γ(r?,1, r?,2, z) ∝ F?[I(s?)](k? = k̄(r?,1 − r?,2)/z) (1.125)

in the far �eld of the souce at z � r [156]. Thus, the mutual intensity relates to
the Fourier transform of the lateral intensity distribution of the incoherent source.
For a Gaussian source (for the sake of simplicity in one dimension) with standard
deviation σ and peak intensity I0

I(sx, 0) =
I0√
2πσ

exp

[
− s2

x

2σ2

]
(1.126)

the van Cittert-Zernike theorem states

|Γ(x1, x2, z)| ∝ I0 exp

[
− k̄

2σ2(x1 − x2)2

2z2

]
. (1.127)

We de�ne the spatial coherence length7 ls as the 1/
√
e-decay half-length of

|Γ(x1, x2, z)| and obtain for the Gaussian source

ls =
z

k̄σ
. (1.128)

Therefore, a larger spatial coherence length can be generated by choosing an x-
ray source with smaller standard deviation σ of the intensity distribution or by
increasing the distance z to the source. Note that for x-ray propagation imaging it
is not neccessary to illuminate the entire object coherently [171]. For example, the
microfous arrangement used in chapter 5 with a source size of about 6 µm (FWHM)
exhibits a spatial coherence length o� only about 1µm at typical source-sample
distances of z1 = 80mm. Still, phase contrast arises for high spatial frequencies.

7 Prefactors vary in the literature.
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On the contrary, coherent x-ray di�raction microscopy in the Fraunhofer far �eld
poses more stringent requirements on spatial coherence.
To study the in�uence of the spectral bandwidth of a quasi monochromatic wave
�eld we consider the special case of the mutual coherence function for r1 = r2,
namely the temporal coherence function [187]

Γ(τ) = 〈Ψ(r1, t+ τ)Ψ�(r1, t)〉 . (1.129)

The modulus of the complex degree of temporal coherence

γ(τ) =
Γ(τ)

Γ(0)
(1.130)

is a measure for correlation of the wave �eld at a given point in space for two
points in time separated by a lag time τ. For a spectral density with Lorentzian
shape with bandwith ∆ω, the modulus of the temporal coherence function can
be written as |γ(τ)| = exp(−τ/τc) with coherence time τc as de�ned by the
1/e-decay of |γ(τ)| [209], corresponding to a longitudinal coherence length
ll = cτc [187].
Partial longitudinal coherence is expected to limit the resolution of x-ray propaga-
tion imaging experiments. To this end, we consider the oscillating terms ϕ̃ sin(χ)
and µ̃ cos(χ) of the contrast transfer functions (1.102) with χ = πzλν2. The spec-
tral bandwitdth of the wave �eld with a wavelength spread of ∆λ may be neglected
if ∆χ = πzν2∆λ� π for all ν. This condition is ful�lled if [34, 184]

ε = ∆λzν2
max =

∆λ

λ

λz

4∆r2
� 1, (1.131)

with νmax = 1/(2∆r) being the highest spatial frequency corresponding to a reso-
lution of ∆r. For the parameters of beamline ID22 at the ESRF (see section 4.4)
with ∆λ/λ = 1.6 · 10�2 one obtains ε = 1.75, assuming a half-period resolution of
∆r = 100 nm and typical e�ective propagation distances of ze� = 60mm. There-
fore, the medium monochromaticity of the pink x-ray beam may set an upper
limit for the obtainable spatial resolution. On the contrary, the Coherence Beam-
line P10 (see section 4.3) provides high monochromaticity of ∆λ/λ = 10�4 based
on a double-crystal monochromator. High resolution imaging at the optimized
waveguide con�guration of the GINIX setup at beamline P10 (see section 4.3.5) is
achieved for relatively small propagation distances of ze� = 8mm at e�ective pixel
sizes of pe� = 10nm. This yields values of ε = 0.04− 0.08� 1 at photon energies
in the range of 7.9− 15 keV for a half-period resolution of ∆r = 20nm. Thus, the
longitudinal coherence is su�cient for high resolution x-ray propagation imaging
at the GINIX setup.
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1.6 Radiation damage and dose

Radiation damage of biological samples due to ionizing radiation is a critical issue
which sets an upper limit to the obtainable resolution in lensless coherent x-ray
imaging [97, 190]. The 'primary' process of radiation damage starts with energy
depositioning by photoelectric absorption of x-ray photons and subsequent bond
breaking due to expelled core shell electrons. 'Secondary' damage processes are
based on reactions of di�using atomic and molecular radicals [111, 149]. Thus, ra-
diation damage e�ects are expected to increase with increasing number of absorbed
photons. The deposited energy is quanti�ed by the dose D de�ned as energy per
unit mass (Gy = J/kg) and is related to the incident photon �uence F0 which
is de�ned as the number of photons per unit area. According to Beer-Lambert's
law the �uence decreases at depth t to F = F0 exp(−µt) with linear attenuation
coe�cient µ = 2kβ. Hence, the number of photons absorbed per unit area at the
surface is [∂F/∂t]t=0 = µF0 and the surface dose D for x-ray photons with energy
hν is

D =
µF0hν

ρm
(1.132)

for an object with mass density ρm [97]. Radiation damage can be considered at
di�erent length scales. While order in protein crystals can be destroyed at dose
values of 107 Gy [88], themaximum tolerable dose Dtol for biological materials
at lower resolution may be higher especially if �xation methods which suppress
secondary damage processes are employed, as for example freeze-drying or cryo-
�xation. Empirical studies suggest an approximate linear relationship between
Dtol and spatial resolution ∆r of the form

Dtol[Gy] ≈ 108 ·∆r[nm], (1.133)

for frozen-hydrated samples under cryo-conditions [97]. A successful and meaning-
ful imaging experiment with resolution ∆r demands that the required dose for
imaging Dreq is below or equal the maximum tolerable dose of the specimen at
that resolution. It can be expected that the required dose depends on the imaging
method [99] as well as on sample properties [97]. For coherent x-ray di�raction
imaging in the far �eld the following relation was proposed

Dreq =
25µhν

ρm

1

r2
eλ

2|ρ2|∆r4
, (1.134)

with classical electron radius re and complex electron density ρ = k(β + iδ)/(reλ)
[97]. The equation states that the required dose scales with the forth power of the
requested spatial resolution. For cryo-�xation an upper limit for typical biological
samples is currently estimated to be at about 10nm [97].
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As shown in the previous sections, an x-ray propagation imaging experiment can
be described by equation (1.93), namely

I(r?, z) = |Dz {O(r?)}|2 . (2.1)

The experimental situation of cone-beam illumination is accounted for by switch-
ing to an e�ective plane wave geometry (section 1.4). If Dz {O(r?)} would be
accessible by a measurement, a simple free space backpropagation D�z {O(r?)}
would yield the complex object transmission function O(r?) and quantitative
imaging could be implemented in a straight forward manner. However, the in-
tensity |Dz {O(r?)}|2 is the measureable physical quantity and phase information
is therefore lost. This phenomenon is called phase problem of lensless coher-
ent x-ray imaging or non-crystallographic phase problem [164]. A key aspect for
successful imaging is to recover the lost phase information, a process also termed
phase retrieval or phase reconstruction. Various methods to solve the phase
problem have been proposed (see [156] for a recent review). In this chapter, rele-
vant methods for phase retrieval in the near �eld are discussed. Simulations were
carried out to elucidate assets and limitations of each approach and to varify the
numerical implementations which were applied to experimental data recorded at
varying con�gurations of source, detector, geometry and sample characteristics. To
this end, holograms of pure phase objects were simulated with object transmission
function

O(r?) = exp[−iϕ(r?)], (2.2)

and maximum phase shift ϕmax =max(ϕ(r?)) = π/4 or ϕmax = π/20 . Absorbing
objects were simulated as homogenous objects

O(r?) = a(r?) · exp[−iϕ(r?)], (2.3)

a(r?) = exp[−ϕ(r?)/κ] . The ratio κ = δ/β of decrement and imaginary part
of the refractive index was set to κ = 103. Fig. 2.1 shows simulated holo-
grams for an object with ϕmx = π/4 and κ = 103 at di�erent Fresnel numbers
F 10 = [80, 10, 2, 0.5]. Since holograms with ϕmax = π/20 and for pure phase
objects appear very similar, they are not shown explicitly. Phase retrieval meth-
ods presented in this chapter are based either on the transport-of-intensity equa-
tion (1.105), the contrast transfer functions (1.102), (iterative) use of the Fresnel
di�raction operator (1.31), or a hybrid of those approaches.
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Figure 2.1: Simulated intensity distribution for an object with maximum
phase shift π/4 and maximal absorption of 0.8 %, corresponding to δ/β = 103

at Fresnel numbers (a) F 10 = 80, (b) F 10 = 10, (c) F 10 = 2 and (d)
F 10 = 0.5.

2.1 Holographic reconstruction

The simplest form of phase reconstruction dates back to Garbors idea of in-line
holography [59] for which he received the Nobel prize in 1971. The general prin-
ciple is to encode phase information by intensity measurement I of the coherent
interference pattern between sample wave S and a reference wave R

I = |R+ S|2 = |R|2 +R�S +RS� + |S|2. (2.4)

Treating the measured intensity I as a pure absorption object transmission func-
tion (either numerically or for visible ligth by recording I with a photographic
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Figure 2.2: (a) In-line holographic recording. The interference pattern of
reference wave R and sample wave S is recorded. (b) Holographic recon-
struction. The complex sample wave S appears in focus while it is disturbed
by the defocused twin image corresponding to the conjugate wave S�.

plate), a subsequent illumination with the same reference wave yields a wave �eld
H proportional to

H ∝ R|R|2 + |R|2S +R2S� +R|S|2. (2.5)

Each of the four terms in H represent a beam emerging from the hologram. The
second term is proportional to the sample wave S. The �rst and last term are mod-
i�ed versions of the reference wave and the third term is a beam that corresponds
to the conjugate version of the sample wave S�. If the experiment is designed in
a way that reference and object beam form signi�cantly di�erent angles with the
plane where the hologram is recorded, it is possible to separate the virtual, real
and reference waves. This enables the reconstruction of the wave �eld scattered
by the sample as if the sample was still present.
Even though reference beam holography was demonstrated for x-rays [57], x-
ray propagation imaging corresponds to the original scheme of in-line holog-
raphy as proposed by Gabor [59] depicted in Fig. 2.2. It is assumend that the
scattered wave is produced by the reference wave itself, provided the sample is
weakly interacting with object transmission function O(r?, 0) ' 1+δO(r?, 0) and
|δO(r?, 0)| � 1. We assume a plane wave illumination or equivalently demand
that approximation (1.4) for empty beam correction holds. The recorded intensity
then reads

I(r?, z) = |Dz {O(r?, 0)}|2 ' |Dz {1 + δO(r?, 0)}|2

' 1 + δO(r?, z) + δO�(r?, z) + |δO(r?, z)|2

' 1 + δO(r?, z) + δO(�r?, z). (2.6)

We have neglected |δO(r?, z)|2 due to |δO(r?, 0)| � 1. Historically, I(r?, z) was
recorded on a photographic �lm for optical light and the reconstruction was per-
formed by illumination of the devloped �lm with the same reference wave. Here
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Figure 2.3: Phase distributions obtained by holographic reconstructions of
simulated holograms (Fig. 2.1) for an object with maximum phase shift
π/4 and maximal absorption of 0.8 %, corresponding to δ/β = 103. At
large Fresnel numbers the small propagation distance z yields a twin images
δO�(r?, 2z) similar to the hologram which is dominating the reconstruction.
At smaller Fresnel numbers (larger z) the twin image gets more and more
out of focus and the reconstruction resembles the object more closely.

we have I(r?, z) as a discrete representation recorded by x-ray detectors. Con-
sequently, holographic reconstruction is implemented numerically by simple
back-propagation of I(r?, z) using the Fresnel di�raction operator DFz

DF�z[I(r?, z)] ' exp(−ikz) + δO(r?, 0) +DF�z [δO�(r?, z)] . (2.7)

While the �rst term is constant in lateral coordinates, the second term corresponds
to a reconstruction of the object transmission function. To interpret the third term,
we note that the complex conjugate wave �eld of an incident wave �eld f(r?)
propagated over a distance z is identical to the wave �eld obtained by propagation
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of the complex conjugate incident �eld f�(r?) over the negative distance −z (see
section A.2)

DFz [f(r?)]� = DF�z[f�(r?)]. (2.8)

The third term in (2.7) can then be written as

DF�z [δO�(r?, z)] = DF�z
[
DFz [δO(r?, 0)]

�]
= DFz

[
DFz [δO(r?, 0)]

]�
= DF2z [δO(r?, 0)]

� (2.9)

= δO�(r?, 2z) (2.10)

and the reconstruced wave �eld reads

DF�z[I(r?, z)] ' exp(−ikz) + δO(r?, 0) + δO�(r?, 2z). (2.11)

The reconstruction of the focussed image δO(r?,0) is thus disturbed by δO�(r?,2z).
The so called twin image constitutes the complex conjugate of the wave �eld
which emerges when propagating the object transmission function over a (defocus)
distance 2z. This phenomenon, as illustrated in Fig 2.2 b, is known as the twin
image problem of in-line holography. Especially for small propagation distances
z the twin image δO�(r?, 2z) is similar to the recorded hologram |1 + δO(r?, z)|2
and dominates the reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 2.3 for a simulated object
with maximum phase shift π/4 and maximal absorption of 0.8 %, corresponding to
δ/β = 103. For larger propagation distances z (small Fresnel numbers), the twin
image gets more and more defocused and the reconstruction resembles the object
more closely, however still severely disturbed.

2.2 Transport-of-intensity equation

The transport-of-intensity equation (TIE, equation 1.105) relates the change of
intensity along the optical axis to intensity and phase of the wave �eld in a plane
perpendicular to the optical axis. In the absence of intensity zeroes, the TIE has
a unique solution for the phase up to a constant additive number [82]. TIE-based
phase retrieval [198, 199] was one of the �rst methods suggested and applied for
x-ray phase-contrast imaging [218, 81, 165, 157, 75, 84]. Compatibility with poly-
chromatic x-rays [218, 171] renders TIE-based methods particularly interesting for
cone-beam imaging applications with microfocus x-ray sources [139, 138]. Given a
pure phase object, the TIE can be solved for the phase in a straight forward man-
ner [22] while handling of absorption requires the presence of a homogenous object
[163, 79, 139], the assumption of weak absorption [71, 70, 79] or measurements in
two di�erent planes along the optical axis [84, 157, 165].
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Figure 2.4: (a-c) Phase reconstructions based on the pure phase TIE of sim-
ulated intensities for a pure phase object with maximum phase shift π/4
at di�erent Fresnel numbers F 10 = [80, 10, 2]. (d-f) Magni�ed view (by a
factor of six) of the central part of the images shown in (a-c). (g-i) Ratio
PSDrec/PSDorig (black) of the azimuthally averaged power spectral densities
(PSD) of reconstructed and original phase distribution, along with the corre-
sponding phase contrast transfer functions (PCTF, blue). For large Fresnel
numbers, the reconstruction is accurate up to the point where phase contrast
transfer assumed for the TIE (red) deviates signi�cantly from the PCTF. At
smaller Fresnel numbers reconstructions are disturbed by zero crossings of
the PCTF.
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2.2.1 Pure phase object

For a pure phase object with I(r?, 0) = |O(r?)| = 1 equation (1.109) simpli�es to
the pure phase TIE

I(r?, z) ' 1− z

k
∇2
?ϕ(r?), (2.12)

with ϕ(r?) = ϕ(O(r?)). Here we switched variables ∆z → z and z → 0 without
loss of generality. For comparison, the contrast transfer function (1.102) of a pure
phase object with µ̃(νx, νy) = 0 reads

Ĩ(νx, νy, z) ' δD(νx, νy) + 2ϕ̃(νx, νy)χ(ν, z), (2.13)

when the assumption of a small propagation distance is taken into account by
approximating [139, 171]

sin [χ(ν, z)] ≈ χ(ν, z). (2.14)

Fourier backtransform of equation (2.13) then consistently yields the pure phase
object TIE (2.12) as can be seen in Fig. 1.4. If I(r?, z) is known, the phase
distribution can be calculated by

ϕ(r?) = −k
z
∇�2
? (I(r?, z)− 1). (2.15)

By use of the Fourier representation for the inverse Laplacian ∇�2
? [164]

∇�2
? = −F�1

[
1

k2
x + k2

y

F
]

(2.16)

the following solution is obtained [22]

ϕ(r?) = −k
z
F�1

[
F [I(r?, z)− 1]

k2
?

]
, (2.17)

which can be implemented by means of discrete Fourier transforms. The original
algorithm suggested by Bronnikov [22] was developed as an approach to combine
phase retrieval and tomography. Since �ltering for phase retrieval and �ltering for
tomography (see chapter 3, equation (3.18)) both take place in Fourier space, one
can save two Fourier transforms and merge the operations into one step. This is
possible for all phase retrieval algorithms based on Fourier transforms [24, 123]
but for data analysis it is typically more convenient to separate these two steps.
Thus, equation (2.17) can be considered the phase retrieval part of the original
algorithm [22]. To illustrate the dependence on the discrete Fresnel number (1.54)
F 1 = ∆x

λz

2
we assume again ∆x = ∆y, Nx = Ny and introduce the dimensionless

reciprocal variable q? = ∆x · k?. Then, equation (2.17) can be written as

ϕ(r?) = −2πF 1F
[
F [I(r?, z)− 1]

q2
?

]
. (2.18)
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Fig. 2.4 shows phase reconstructions based on equation (2.18) for simulated in-
tensitiy distributions of a pure phase object with maximum phase shift π/4 at
di�erent discrete Fresnel numbers F 10 = [80, 10, 2]. For a large Fresnel number
F 10 = 80 corresponding to small propagation distances, the reconstructed phase
agrees well with the original phase of the simulated object. Accurate reconstruc-
tion is also evidenced by the azimuthally averaged power spectral density (PSD)
which is nearly identical to the original (g). Only at higher spatial frequencies the
approximation (2.14) sin [χ(ν, z)] ≈ χ(ν, z) fails and small deviations in the PSD
are visible (arrow in (g)). For smaller Fresnel numbers the intensity gets more and
more holographic (compare Fig. 2.1 b,c), the �nite di�erence aproximation for
∂I(r?z)/∂z breaks down and the reconstruction gets blurred and inaccurate (b,c).
A comparison of the corresponding PSD with the original reveals that zeroes in
the phase contrast transfer function (PCTF) disturb the reconstruction (h,i).

2.2.2 Treatment of absorption

While the pure phase TIE (2.12) delivers accurate reconstructions at large Fresnel
numbers it fails for non-zero absorption. The Fourier �lter (2.16) exhibits large
values for low spatial frequencies k?. For large Fresnel numbers mainly low fre-
quencies of the amplitude are transferred corresponding to the amplitude transfer
function (1.4). As a consequence, the reconstruction is severly disturbed by low
frequency artifacts as can be seen in Fig. 2.5 for an object with maximum phase
shift π/4 and maximum absorption of 0.8 %, corresponding to δ/β = 103. How-
ever, for slowly varying absorption the weak object TIE (1.109) is valid. If I(r?, 0)
is obtained in a second measurement the phase can be calculated by [23]

ϕ(r?) = −2πF 1F
[
F [I(r?, z)/I(r?, 0)− 1]

q2
?

]
. (2.19)

The assumption of slowly varying absorption can further be discarded by an alter-
native formulation of the TIE (1.105) due to Paganin and Nugent [165, 164]. On
the assumption, that a scalar potential ξ(r?) with

I(r?, 0)∇?ϕ(r?) ≈ ∇?ξ(r?) (2.20)

exists, the following expression for the phase can be obtained

ϕ(r?) = −k∇�2
?

[
∇? ·

(
1

I(r?, 0)
∇?

[
∇�2
?

∂

∂z
I(r?, 0)

])]
' −k∇�2

?

[
∇? ·

(
1

I(r?, 0)
∇?

[
∇�2
?
I(r?, z)− I(r?, 0)

z
)

])]
.(2.21)

The validity of approximation (2.20) related to the existence of phase vortices is
discussed in detail in [165]. Note that for slowly varying absorption, I(r?, 0) may
be moved inside of the gradient and inverse Laplacian. With ∇? · ∇? = ∇2

?
one inverse Laplacian is cancelled out and the equation gets identical to the weak
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object TIE (1.109) when variables are switched (∆z → z and z → 0). Equation
(2.21) allows to calculate the phase of a mixed phase and amplitude object based
on two separate intensity measurements. However, a second measurement of the
contact image I(r?, 0) is experimentally challenging for cone-beam geometry, as
it requires to bring the object very close to the x-ray source or to the detector, in
order to achieve a vanishing e�ective propagation distance ze� = z1z2/(z1 + z2).
Both options may be impossible due to space constraints or the fact that large
magni�cation is needed to achieve su�cient sampling. Therefore, it is desirable
to reconstruct the phase distribution approximately from a single measurement of
an absorbing object. To this end, the modi�ed Bronnikov algorithm (MBA)

ϕ(r?) ' −2πF 1F�1

[
F [I(r?, z)− 1]

q2
? + α

]
(2.22)
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Figure 2.5: (a) Phase reconstruction based on the pure phase TIE of a simu-
lated hologram at Fresnel number F 10 = 80 (Fig. 2.1 a) for an object with
maximum phase shift π/4 and maximal absorption of 0.8 %, corresponding
to δ/β = 103. The reconstruction exhibits strong low frequency artifacts. (b)
Phase reconstruction using the modi�ed Bronnikov algorithm with regular-
isation parameter α = 4πF 1β/δ, circumventing the low frequency artifact.
(c,d) Ratio of the azimuthally averaged power spectral densities (PSD) of
the reconstructed and original phase distribution. (c) Introduction and (d)
suppression of low frequency artifacts is evident.
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with a rather arbitrary regularization parameter α was suggested [70, 71] as an
extension of the pure phase object algorithm (2.17). The parameter α substitutes
the singularity at q? = 0 with the value 1/α and stabilized the reconstruction at
low spatial frequencies. For α = 0 the algorithm is identical to the pure phase
object case (2.17), while for α → ∞ the Fourier �lter e�ectively vanishes and
the recovered phase is identical to the measured intensity distribution (apart from
scaling). Therefore, the regularisation parameter has to be chosen semi-empirically
[70] by evaluating the quality of the phase reconstruction. Another approach is
based on the assumption of a homogenous object composed of a single material
with κ = δ/β, yielding the exact expression [163]

ϕ(r?) =
κ

2
· ln
(

4πF 1β

δ
F�1

[
F [I(r?, z)]

q2
? + 4πF 1/κ

])
. (2.23)

Note the similar structure of the single-material approach (SMO) compared to
the MBA (2.22). Especially the Fourier �lter is identical to the SMO �lter for
α = 4πF 1/κ. Hence, both algorithms typically lead to similar results [24] with
di�erences depending on the compositions of the object [18]. Most importantly,
for both algorithms the assumption of a homogenous or semi-homogenous object
(δ ∝ β with varying density of the material) should be met. Otherwise both
algorithms produce artifacts such as blurring [18]. The similarity between SMO
and MBA motivates the choice of α = 4πF 1/κ for the latter. Indeed, another
algorithm for homogenous objects based on the contrast transfer function simpli�es
to the MBA formula in the case of a weakly absorbing and slowly varying object
transmission function [79], again with α = 4πF 1/κ . Applying the MBA algorithm
with this regularisation parameter successfully removes the low frequency artifacts
for the simulated object as shown in Fig. 2.5 c. Even though α = 4πF 1/κ
is a good starting point, for experimental data the regularisation parameter is
chosen by means of visual inspection since homogeneity is not strictly met and
other experimental imperfections have to be regularized as well. Because of the
restrictive validity conditions of low absorbing or semi- homogenous objects, SMO
and MBA may result in blurred reconstructions for actual inhomogenous objects
with signi�cant absorption. As an alternative approach the Bronnikov aided
correction (BAC) was suggested [219], based on the weak object TIE (1.109),
solved for the intensity I(r?, 0) in the sample plane

I(r?, 0) =
I(r?, z)

1− z
k∇

2
?ϕ̃(r?)

. (2.24)

An approximation of the phase distribution ϕ̃(r?) is obtained by applying the
MBA (2.22). Then, the approximated phase ϕ̃(r?) is used to calculate the intensity
of an hypothetical pure phase object

C(r?) = 1− γ∇2
?ϕ̃(r?) (2.25)

and to reconstruct the absorption signal

I(r?, 0) =
I(r?, z)

C(r?)
, (2.26)
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where z/k was replaced by an α-dependent control parameter γ [219]. Both pa-
rameters α and γ are chosen based on visual inspection. The BAC parameter
γ is selected in a way that the correction signal C(r?) compensates the edge-
enhancement in I(r?, z). Reconstruction of objects with non-negligable absorption
has proven to show more details than MBA phase reconstruction [219]. Note that
the reconstructed absorption signal is not equal to the measurements of classical
absorption radiography since the BAC implicitly utilized δ ∝ β and the comple-
mentary behaviour of absorption and phase contrast transfer of Fresnel di�raction
(1.102).

2.3 Contrast transfer function

Phase retrieval based on the TIE is limited to the edge-detection regime with small
propagation distances, i.e. large Fresnel numbers F 10 � 1, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2.4. The validity of the contrast transfer function (1.102) is not subject
to this limitation. Instead, it is based on linearization of the object transmission
function justi�ed for weak absorption and slowly varying phase [72]. To �ll up in-
formation not transmitted by the transfer functions at distinct spatial frequencies,
a through-focus variation method developed for electron transmission microscopy
[36] was adapted by Cloetens et al. [34] for the case of hard x-ray imaging. By
recording several holograms at suitable di�erent Fresnel numbers [222] zero cross-
ings of the PCTF are e�ectively circumvented and quantitative reconstructions
in 3D are achievable [35, 33]. For the case of pure phase or homogenous objects,
single-distance CTF methods were proposed [207, 77, 80].

2.3.1 Pure phase object

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the following derivation to one dimension,
with the two-dimensional case being a trivial generalisation. The contrast transfer
function (1.102) for a pure phase object, i.e. µ(x) = 0, reads

Ĩ(ν, z) ' δD(ν) + 2ϕ̃(πλzν2) sin
[
πλzν2

]
. (2.27)

zeroes in the PCTF due to the sinusoidal term motivate intensity recordings at
several planes along the optical axis to �ll up the Fourier space for all spatial fre-
quencies. Reconstruction of the phase ϕ(ν) from a set of N intensity distributions
measured at propagation distances zm with m = 1...N is then performed by least
square minimization of the di�erence between measured intensites Ĩ(exp)(ν, zm)
and intensities Ĩ(approx)(ν, zm) corresponding to ϕ̃(ν) [36, 34]. We de�ne the cost
function in Fourier space

Sc =
1

N

N∑
m=1

∫
dν|Ĩ(exp)(ν, zm)− Ĩ(approx)(ν, zm)|2 (2.28)

=
1

N

N∑
m=1

∫
dν|Ĩ(exp)(ν, zm)− 2ϕ̃(πλzν2) sin

[
πλzν2

]
− δD(ν)|2 (2.29)
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Figure 2.6: Phase reconstructions based on the CTF approach of simulated
holograms for a pure phase object with maximum phase shift π/20 at Fresnel
numbers (a) F 10 = 2, (b) F 10 = 0.5 and (c) F 10 = [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8]. (d-f)
Magni�ed view (by a factor of six) of the central part of the images shown in
(a-c). (g-i) Ratio PSDrec/PSDorig of the azimuthally averaged power spec-
tral densities (PSD) of reconstructed and original phase distribution along
(only in g) with the corresponding ratio for the TIE-based reconstruction
(Fig. 2.4 c,f,i). The ratio is shown on a logarithmic scale (top) and on a
linear scale (bottom) with adjusted ordinate scaling. Compared to the TIE
reconstruction, zero crossings of the phase contrast transfer function produce
only minor deviations from the orginal PSD visible as artifacts in d,e. By
using four distances, high frequency artifacts are removed (f) yielding a PSD
in good agreement with the original, except for the low frequencies.
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and calculate the minimum ∂Sc/∂ϕ̃ = 0, yielding

ϕ̃(ν) =

∑N
m=1 Ĩ

(exp)(ν, zm) sin
[
πλzν2

]∑N
m=1 2 sin2 [πλzν2]

. (2.30)

The phase distribution can thus be obtained from a sum of measured intensity
distributions �ltered in Fourier space by contrast transfer related sinusoidal terms.
In two dimensions we get

ϕ(r?) = F�1

[∑N
m=1 F [I(exp)(r?, zm)] · sin

[
q2
?/F

14π
]∑N

m=1 2 sin2 [q2
?/F

14π]

]
. (2.31)

The denominator is zero at q? = 0 for all F 1 and can also vanish for non-zero
spatial frequencies [222]. To account for this, for residual absorption and for ex-
perimental imperfections, a frequency dependent regularisation parameter α(q?)

α(q?) = α1 · f(q?) + α2 · (1− f(q?)) (2.32)

with
f(q?) = (1− erf

[
(q2
? − qcut)/σα)

]
/2 (2.33)

is added [222]

ϕ(r?) = F�1

[∑N
m=1 F [I(exp)(r?, zm)] · sin

[
q2
?/F

14π
]∑N

m=1 2 sin2 [q2
?/F

14π] + α(q?)

]
. (2.34)

For a single distance equation (2.31) simpli�es to

ϕ(r?) = F�1

[
F [I(exp)(r?, zm)]·

2 sin [q2
?/F

14π] + α(q?)

]
, (2.35)

in agreement to what has been derived in [77, 80]. Fig. 2.6 a,b shows phase
reconstructions based on a single simulated hologram of a pure phase object with
maximum phase shift ϕmax = π/20 at respective Fresnel number F 10 = 2 (α1 =
10�10, α2 = 10�4) and F 10 = 0.5 (α1 = 10�10, α2 = 10�3). Compared to the TIE
reconstruction at F 10 = 2 (Fig. 2.4 c,f,i), zero crossings of the PTCF produce
only minor deviations from the orginal PSD, even for a smaller Fresnel number
F 10 = 0.5 (b). However, artifacts associated with deviations in Fourier space are
visible in magni�ed views of the reconstructed phase maps (d,e). Application
of multi-distance phase retrieval (α1 = 10�10, α2 = 10�3) expressed by equation
(2.31) for simulated holograms at F 10 = [0.5; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8] e�ectively removes these
artifacts (c,f) yielding a PSD in good agreement with the original (i), expect
for low frequencies for wich phase contrast transfer vanishes. However, the CTF
approach relies on the assumption of slowly varying phase. By increasing the
maximum phase shift of the simulated object to ϕmax = π/4 additional artifacts
are introduced as shown in Fig 2.7.
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2.3.2 Treatment of absorption

Small absorption e�ects can be treated by appropriate choice of the low frequency
regularisation parameter α1 in equation (2.32). However, similar to the TIE case,
assumption of homogeneity can advantageously be incorporated in the reconstruc-
tion process. Consider the contrast transfer function (1.102) for an object with
slowly varying phase and weak absorption

Ĩ(ν, z) ' δD(ν) + 2ϕ̃(πλzν2) sin
[
πλzν2

]
− 2µ̃ cos

[
πλzν2

]
. (2.36)

For a homogenous object with κ = δ/β we get

Ĩ(ν, z) ' δD(ν) + 2ϕ̃(πλzν2) sin
[
πλzν2

]
+

2

κ
ϕ̃ cos

[
πλzν2

]
(2.37)

' δD(ν) + 2ϕ̃(πλzν2)

(
sin
[
πλzν2

]
+

1

κ
cos
[
πλzν2

])
. (2.38)

Consequently, ∂Sc/∂ϕ̃ = 0 yields [31]

ϕ(r?) = F�1

[∑N
m=1 F [I(exp)(r?, zm)] ·

(
sin
[
q2
?/F

14π
]

+ 1
κ cos

[
q2
?/F

14π
])∑N

m=1 2
(
sin [q2

?/F
14π] + 1

κ cos [q2
?/F

14π]
)2

+ α(q?)

]
.

(2.39)
For a single distance this simpli�es to

ϕ(r?) = F�1

[
F [I(exp)(r?, zm)]

2
(
sin [q2

?/F
14π] + 1

κ cos [q2
?/F

14π]
)

+ α(q?)

]
, (2.40)

in agreement to what has been derived in [207].

2.4 Iterative algorithms

The approaches above using TIE and CTF are based on linearization of Fresnel
di�raction. Hence, they are limited to the validity range of the respective approxi-
mations, i.e. small propagation distances for the TIE and weak absorption as well
as slowly varying phase for the CTF. To account for the full nonlinear process of
image formation, iterative algorithms are particularly well suited. Reconstruction
by iterated projections was introduced by Gerchberg and Saxton (GS) in the con-
text of electron microscopy [60]. Extensions of the orginial scheme, known as the
error-reduction (ER) and hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithms, were proposed
by Fienup [53]. The Gerchberg-Saxton-Fienup (GSF) type of algorithms were de-
veloped for the case where di�raction pattern and image plane are related via a
Fourier transform. Therefore, they found application in the �eld of x-ray coherent
di�raction imaging (CDI) [141]. For x-ray propagation imaging in the holographic
regime they can be applied by replacing Fourier transforms by Fresnel di�raction
operators [76, 63]. A wide variety of iterative projection algorithms exists to date
(see e.g. [46, 134] for an overview ). Another approach to solve the inverse problem
of Fresnel di�raction are non-linear regularisation methods [191, 41, 94].
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Figure 2.7: Phase reconstructions of a simulated hologram for a pure phase
object with maximum phase shift π/4 at Fresnel number F 10 = 0.5. (a)
Reconstruction based on the CTF approach. (b) GS reconstruction obtained
from 2 � 104 iterations. (c) Reconstruction based on a modi�ed HIO scheme.
The support is indicated by the dashed circle. (d-f) Magni�ed view (by a
factor of six) of the central part of the images shown in (a-c). (g-i) Ratio
PSDrec/PSDorig of the azimuthally averaged power spectral densities (PSD)
of reconstructed and phase distribution. The ratio is shown on a logarithmic
scale (top) and on a linear scale (bottom) with adjusted ordinate scaling.
Due to violation of the slowly varying phase assumption, the CTF method
introduces artifacts. The modi�ed HIO reconstruction recovers the phase
distribution at all spatial frequencies to a very high accurarcy.
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2.4.1 Gerchberg-Saxton-Fienup type algorithms

The following algorithms can be interpreted as iterative maps onto constraint sets
[46]. We introduce the space E of discrete representations of two-dimensional
complex wave �elds ψ := ψ(nx, ny) := ψ(nx∆x, ny∆y), with sampling interval
lengths ∆x,∆y, number of pixels Nx, Ny and grid indices nx/y = [0, Nx/y − 1] ∈
N0. A constraint set is a subspace C ∈ E of wave �elds wich obey a certain
condition. An element ψC ∈ C is assigned to a given ψ ∈ E by the constraint map
PC

PC : E\{0} → C : ψ → ψC . (2.41)

A reasonable constraint PC1 is for example compatibilty of the wave �ed with
the measured data in the detection plane. A priori information about the sample
could constitute a second constraint PC2, e.g. requirement of unit amplitude in
the case of pure phase objects. Then, a solution to the phase retrieval problem
has to be an element of the intersection C\ = C1 ∩C2. The algorithms presented in
this section aim at �nding an element ψ ∈ C\ by iterative application of constraint
maps. Note that depending on the constraints and especially in the presence of
noise, the intersection C\ may be empty and only approximate solutions to the
problem can be obtained.

2.4.1.1 Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm

Consider the situation of two normalized intensity distributions I1 := |ψ|2 and
I2 := |Ψ|2 := |Dz[ψ]|2 of a wave �eld, known in two respective planes Σ1 and
Σ2 perpendicular to the optical axis and separated from each other by a distance
z > 0. The two constraints of the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm [60] are
compatibility of the wave �eld ψ with the respective intensity distributions I1 and
I2. To this end, a given wave �eld ψn corresponding to iteration n is propagated
to plane Σ2:

Ψn = Dz[ψn]. (2.42)

The phase of the wave �eld is retained while the amplitude is replaced by the
known amplitude

√
I2:

Ψ0n =
√
I2

Ψn

|Ψn|
. (2.43)

Backpropagation yields a wave �eld ψ0n in Σ1 compatible with I2

ψ0n = D�z[Ψ0n]. (2.44)

The constraint map corresponding to the operations above

PM [ψn] = D�z
[√

I2
Dz[ψn]

|Dz[ψn]|

]
:= ψ0n (2.45)

is denoted as the modulus constraint operation. Compatibility with intensity
distribution I1 is achieved by

P1[ψ0n] =
√
I1
ψ0n
|ψ0n|

:= ψn+1 (2.46)
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The GS algorithm is described by iterative application of operations P1 and PM :

ψsol = (P1PM )Nit [ψ0], (2.47)

with number of iterations Nit. The algorithm is stopped either after a �xed number
of iterations Nit or when the mis�t or reconstruction error

d2(|Ψn|2) :=
1

(NxNy)

∑
(nx,ny)

(
|Ψn(nx, ny)|2 − I2(nx, ny)

)2
(2.48)

between the measured and predicted intensities in Σ2 reaches a prede�ned thresh-
old d ≤ dstop. One can set random values of phase and amplitude [164] for the
inital guess ψ0 or incorporate a priori information as obtained for example from
an approximate phase reconstruction using TIE approaches [76]. It has been shown
that the mis�t d decreases monotonically for the GS, i.e. each iteration ψn+1 will
have an equal or smaller reconstruction error than ψn [60]. Convergence in a
wider sende is achieved if further iterations will not have an e�ect on the estimated
wave �eld. This may take a large number or even an in�nite number of iterations.
Note further that convergence does not imply a correct solution. The GS algo-
rithm can be applied for phase retrieval even for the case of a single intensity
measurement I2. With the assumption of a pure phase object we get

I1 = |ψ|2 = |O|2 = 1 (2.49)

for x-ray propagation imaging with normalized intensities. Hence, the intensity
distributions I1 and I2 are known and the GS scheme can be applied. Fig. 2.7
b shows the phase reconstruction of a simulated hologram for a pure phase object
with maximum phase shift π/4 at F 10 = 0.5 after Nit = 2 · 104 iterations of the
GS algorithm. An intial guess ψ0 with random phase and amplitude modulation
was used1

ψ0 = exp(iR1(xn, yn)−R2(xn, yn)), (2.50)

with equally distributed pseudo-random numbers R1/2(xn, yn) on the interval
[−0.5, 0.5]. Compared to the CTF reconstruction which breaks down for strong
phase shift, fewer artifacts are visible. However, deviations in the PSD are visible
at spatial frequencies which are not constrainted by the PCTF (not shown) and
most prominent at low spatial frequencies.

2.4.1.2 Error reduction algorithm

The errror reduction algorithm (ER) by Fienup [53] is designed for phase re-
construction of a wave �eld ψ from a single measurement of the modulus I2
of its Fourier transform. In this work, it is particularly relevant for determin-
ing the wave �eld exiting an x-ray waveguide in Σ1 by measuring the wave-
guide far �eld in Σ2 [119, 120]. We de�ne the support S of ψ in Σ1 as the set

1 For the present case of a pure phase object one could also use an amplitude of unity.
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S := {(nx, ny)|ψ(nx, ny) 6= 0} of points where the wave �eld is non-zero. If S is
known for some reason the support constraint operation can be de�ned as

PS [ψ0n] :=

{
ψ0n(nx,ny) (nx, ny) ∈ S
0 (nx, ny) /∈ S

:= ψn+1. (2.51)

In other words, the support constraint sets the wave �eld to zero for all points
outside the support, where the wave �eld is expected to vanish. The ER algo-
rithm is described by iteratitve application of support and magnitude constraint
operations PS and PM :

ψsol = (PSPM )Nit [ψ0], (2.52)

with number of iterations Nit. As for the GS algorithm it is stopped either after
a �xed number of iterations Nit or when the reconstruction error d reaches a
prede�ned threshold d ≤ dstop. Since the support is typically not exactly known,
a �nal application of PM makes the result consistent with the data. As for the GS
algorithm the error decreases monotonically with each iteration [54].

2.4.1.3 Hybrid Input-Output algorithm

The monotonic decrease of the mis�t d between measured and predicted intensi-
ties may cause the ER and GS algorithms to be trapped in local minima of the
complex error landscape de�ned by d. To circumvent stagnation in local min-
ima the Hybrid-Input-Output (HIO) algorithm constructs a new iterate ψn+1 as
a linear combination of the input ψn and output ψ0n of the latest modulus con-
straint operation [53]. We will discuss a modi�ed version (mHIO) of the original
scheme well adapted to x-ray propagation imaging of pure phase object [63, 76].
in the case of known intensity I2 := |Ψ|2 := |Dz[ψ]|2 in the detection plane Σ2 and
known support S in the sample plane Σ1. For x-ray propagation imaging we use
an alternative de�nition of support as the set S := {(nx, ny)|O(nx, ny) 6= 1} of
all points where the object transmission function O induces a phase or amplitude
modulation of the incident wave �eld. The algorithm is initialized with a random
or structured initial guess ψ0. The �rst (recurring) operation is the application of
the modulus constraint on the current guess ψn

ψ0n = PM [ψn]. (2.53)

The next iterate ψn+1 is then constructed by [76]

|ψn+1| = |ψ| − β · (|ψ0| − 1) (2.54)

and [63]

ϕ(ψn+1) =

{
ϕ(ψn(nx, ny))− γ · ϕ(ψ0(nx, ny)) (nx, ny) /∈ S
min [ϕ(ψn(nx, ny)), 0] (nx, ny) ∈ S.

(2.55)

Equation (2.54) slowly pushes the amplitude to unity as expected for a pure phase
object, controlled by parameter β with 0 < β ≤ 1. The phase however is pushed
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slowly towards zero outside the support, controller by 0 < γ ≤ 1 of equation
(2.55). These operations resemble the real space update of the original HIO scheme
[54]. Constraining the phase shift within the support to negative values by equa-
tion (2.55) incorporates the a priori knowledge that the object has only positive
electron density. This corresponds to the positivity constraint in coherent x-ray
di�raction imaging. Setting the upper limit of phase shifts to zero is valid since any
constant phase factor in the sample plane is in agreement with measured intensity
data. In contrast to the GS and ER algorithm, the error of the HIO algorithm can
increase. Especially in the presence of noise the mHIO error might grow without
bound. To account for experimental noise and to stabilize the reconstruction, a
modi�ed modulus constraint operation as described in [63] is used:

PM [ψn] = D�z

[√
(1− D

d
)I2 +

D

d
|Ψn|2

Ψn

|Ψn|

]
:= ψ0n, (2.56)

with Ψn = Dz[ψn]. The squared amplitude in detection plane Σ2 is constructed as
a linear combination of the measured intensity I2 and currently guessed intensity
|Ψn|2 . Depending on the mis�t

d2(|Ψn|2) :=
1

(NxNy)

∑
(nx,ny)

(
|Ψn(nx, ny)|2 − I2(nx, ny)

)2
, (2.57)

guessed and measured intensity distributions are weighted according to the ra-
tio D/d. The parameter D is closely related to the standard deviation of the
normalized intensity [63]. The expected misi�t of an ideal reconstruction is

〈
d2(|Ψn|2)

〉
=

〈
1

(NxNy)

∑
(nx,ny)

(
|Ψn(nx, ny)|2 − I2(nx, ny)

)2〉
(2.58)

=
1

(NxNy)

∑
(nx,ny)

〈
(〈I2(nx, ny)〉 − I2(nx, ny))

2
〉

(2.59)

=
1

(NxNy)

∑
(nx,ny)

σ2(nx, ny) (2.60)

= σ̄2, (2.61)

with the standard deviation σ(nx, ny) of intensity I2(nx, ny) at each point (nx,ny).
A natural choice of D is thus D =

√
σ̄2. As long as the mis�t is larger than what

could be achieved ideally, the reconstruction is altered. Otherwise, if d ≤ D
the reconstruction is stopped to prevent over�tting of noise. Since I2(nx, ny) =

I
(raw)
2 (nx, ny)/I(E)(nx, ny) is the ratio of recorded raw intensity I(raw)

2 and empty
beam intensity I(E) (see section 1.4 ), the values of σ(nx, ny) depend on the ex-
pectation values and noise characteristics of recorded hologram and empty beam.
A good estimate for D is the standard deviation of a histogram of normalized in-
tensity values outside the support area [61]. For experimental data D is adjusted
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Figure 2.8: Mis�t d between reconstructed and measured holographic inten-
sity distribution for phase reconstruction with a modi�ed HIO scheme. The
hologram was simulated for a pure phase object with maximum phase shift
π/4 at Fresnel number F 10 = 0.5. An initial guess based on a TIE recon-
struction (blue curve) reduces the number of necessary iterations compared
to a random initial guess (black curve), here by a factor of about four.

both by monitoring the trajectory of the mis�t and by visual inspection of the
reconstructed phase distribution.
Fig. 2.7 c shows the phase reconstruction of a simulated hologram for a pure
phase object with maximum phase shift π/4 at Fresnel number F 10 = 0.5 using the
modi�ed HIO algorithm. An initial guess ψ0 with random phase and amplitude
values (see equation 2.50) and a parameter D = 10�4 was used. After Nit = 5405

iterations the reconstruction stopped. The trajectory of the mis�t d(|Ψn|2) (Fig.
2.8) shows that the mHIO escaped local minima before the error decreased mono-
tonically towards the �nal reconstruction. The reconstructed phase resembles the
original phase distribution almost perfectly (c,f). No deviations in the azimuthally
averaged PSD are visible (i). Importantly, the algorithm has reconstructed spatial
frequencies which are unconstraint in plane Σ2 due to zeroes in the PCTF based
on the knowledge of support and the intensity distribution in Σ1. This e�ect can
partially be seen for the high frequencies of the GS reconstruction (b,e,h) and
can be attributed to bandwidth-extrapolation due to analyticity of the Fourier
transform of complex two-dimensional functions with compact support [63, 68, 7].

2.4.2 Newton Methods

The inverse problem of �nding the sample plane wave �eld from measured intensity
data can be formulated as an operator equation

F (u) = g, (2.62)

with the unknown complex wave�eld u ∈ B ⊂ L2(R) in the sample plane, the
measured (normalized) intensity distribution g ∈ L1(R) and a non-linear operator
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F : B → L1(R2). The operator describes a priori constraints and the image
formation process consisting of Fresnel di�raction and application of the squared
modulus. The inverse problem is typically ill-posed since a strict solution does
not have to exist due to noisy data or inconsistent constraints. Also, a solution
migth not be unique or might not depend continuously on the data. Therefore,
regularization is required [203]. A common method to solve nonlinear ill-posed
operator equations is the iteratively regularized Gauss-Newton method (IRGN)
[5, 4, 15, 107] given by

un+1 ∈ argminu2BS[g, F (un) + F 0(un, u− un)] + αnR(u0), (2.63)

with the data mis�t functional S(g, ĝ) = |g− ĝ|2, Fréchet derivative F 0(u) of F at
u2, initial guess u0, penalty term R(u0) = |u−uo|2 and regularisation parameters
αn, which satisfy

α
0
≤ 1, αn ↘ 0, 1 ≤ αn

αn+1
≤ C, for alln ∈ N. (2.64)

The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB3 by Thorsten Hohage and colleagues
at the Institut für Numerische und Angewandte Mathematik of the University
of Göttingen. The a priori information of a pure phase object with a compact
support is incorporated in the forward operator. In each Newton step a con-
vex minimization problem has to be solved. This is achieved by a conjugate
gradient method [91]. A recent generalization to general data mis�t functionals
S(g, F (un)+F 0(un, u−un) enables to take noise statistics explicitely into account,
as shown for the relevant case of Poisson noise [94]. However, in the present case of
normalized holograms we assume normal distributed noise and apply the original
IRGN method. The algorithm was tested for noise-free data with the regulariza-
tion paramters αn set to zero. Reconstruction of a simulated hologram at Fresnel
number F 10 = 0.5 of a pure phase object with maximum phase shift π/4 essen-
tially looked the same as the original object (data not shown). No deviations in
the PSD were present and zeroes in the PCTF were �lled up in agreement to what
was obtained for the mHIO algorithm (see Fig. 2.7 c,f,i). For noise-free data
an initial guess with unit intensity and zero phase shift was su�cient. Choosing
a CTF reconstruction as inital guess as used in chapter 8 for experimental data,
also resulted in an artifact free reconstruction.

2.5 Hybrid approaches

Due to the fact that all phase retrieval methods come with their respective lim-
itations, several combinations were proposed. As shown by Gureyev [76], it is
particularly e�cient to use a TIE solution as an initial guess for iterative re�ne-
ment with GSF-type algorithms [158]. Fig. 2.8 demonstrates this for the modi�ed

2 A derivaton of the Fréchet derivative of the Fresnel di�raction intensity operator can be found
in [191]

3 MATLAB is a commercial software package developed by The MathWorks, Inc.
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HIO scheme. Compared to random initialisation, an inital guess based on an MBA
phase reconstruction reduces the number of iterations needed to achieve a certain
mis�t (here d = 10�4) by a factor of about four. The observed phase maps were
almost identical (the result for random initialisation is shown in Fig. 2.7 c,f,i).
For non-ideal and noisy experimental data an initial guess based on a determin-
istic (but approximate) phase retrieval is expected to in�uence the reconstruction
quality in addition to the reduced number of iterations. In the same manner, sin-
gle distance CTF solutions could also be used as an initial guess. Indeed, CTF
reconstructions are often regarded as approximate solutions and iteratively re�ned
[34, 33] by means of a maximum likelihood method, which minimizes the di�erence
between measured and calculated di�raction patterns [36]. It has been shown that
the CTF does not coincide with the TIE in the limit of small propagation distances
[73]. An iterative mixed approach was developed as an attempt to combine CTF
and TIE in order to extent the validity range to large propagation distances and
strong absorption [73]. However, phase retrieval for mixed objects with consider-
able absorption is still a challenge (especially for non-homogenous objects) and an
active area of research [125, 124].
Recently, a promising deterministic approach for phase retrieval of arbitrary ob-
jects was developed by Krenkel et al. [117] as a combination of TIE and holo-
graphic reconstruction which the authors termed Holo-TIE. It is based on the fact
that equation (2.21) does not impose any restriction on the object transmission
function. Due to the �nite-di�erence approximation of the derivate with respect
to z (1.108), the TIE is typically seen to be restricted to the edge-detection regime
and large Fresnel numbers (e.g. [123, 163, 139, 24]). This holds only if one of
the planes is chosen to be the sample plane. However, equation (2.21) is valid
for any pair of closely separated planes. By measuring the intensities I1 and I2
in two planes at z and z + ∆z in the holographic regime, an approximate phase
distribution

ϕ̃(r?, z) = −k∇�2
?

[
∇? ·

(
1

I1(r?, z)
∇?

[
∇�2
?
I(r?, z + ∆z)− I(r?, z)

∆z
)

])]
.

(2.65)
and hence, the complex wave �eld in one of the planes can be calculated. A
subsequent simple backpropagation then yields the complex wave �eld in the object
plane and therefore the object transmission function [117, 204]

O(r?) = D�z
{√

I1(r?, z) exp[iϕ̃(r?, z)]
}
. (2.66)

Again, the Holo-TIE solution can be re�ned iteratively by means of GSF type
algorithms [117]. A limitation of Holo-TIE may be the need for smooth illumi-
nation functions and high photon �ux in order for the di�erence image not to be
deteriorated by noise and low frequency variations. However, in combination with
tomography it has the unique potential for deterministic quantitative 3D structure
determination of mixed objects without any a priori information on the sample.



3 Three-dimensional x-ray propagation imaging

As discussed in the previous chapters, x-ray propagation imaging with suitable
phase retrieval yields the amplitude a(r?) = exp[−kβ̄(r?)] and phase ϕ(r?) =
−kδ̄(r?) of the object's two-dimensional complex transmission function (1.80).
The aim of tomography is to determine three-dimensional information of the
object from a set of two-dimensional images recorded at di�erent rotation angles.
The mathematical foundation of this method was developed by Radon in 1917
[175]. For the experimental realisation [37, 96] Cormack and Houns�eld received
the Nobel prize in 1979. The discussion mainly follows [103] and we start by
writing the de�nitions (1.82,1.83) of δ̄(r?) and β̄(r?) for a plane of constant y1

δ̄y(x) = −ϕy(x)/k =

z∫
0

δy(x, z)dz (3.1)

β̄y(x) = − ln[ay(x)]/k =

z∫
0

βy(x, z)dz. (3.2)

Figure 3.1: Projection Py,θ(x) of a function fy(x0, z0) at angle θ.

1 The index y indicates that the respective function is dependent on variable y but handled as
a parameter here, since it is constant.
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We introduce the coordinate system of the object (x0, y0, z0) which is rotated around
the y axis against the laboratory system by an angle θ

x

y

z

 =


cos θ 0 sin θ

0 1 0

− sin θ 1 cos θ



x0

y0

z0

 . (3.3)

The inverse rotation maxtrix is obtained by switching θ → −θ. Let fy(x, z) be a
funtion describing either δy(x, z) or βy(x, z). Then, equations (3.1,3.2) are identical
to what is de�ned a projection Py,θ(x) of fy(x0, z0) at angle θ

Py,θ(x) =

∫
Sθ,x

fy(x0, z0)dz, (3.4)

with the integral over straight lines Sθ,x which obey x0 cos θ + z0 sin θ = x (Fig.
3.1). The integral transform into the space of all such straight lines in R2

Py(θ, x) = Rf =

∫
fy((−z sin θ + x cos θ), (+z cos θ + x sin θ))dz (3.5)

Figure 3.2: (a) A function fy(x0, z0) and the corresponding sinogram Py(θ, x)
along with two projections at angles θ = [45, 135]�. (b) From a y�stack of
sinograms Py(θ, x) the three-dimensional function f(x0, y0, z0) is reconstruced
by a series of inverse Radon transforms R�1.
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given by the operator R is denoted as two-dimensional Radon transform [175].
Based on the fact that a Dirac delta function is transfomed by R into a function
which can be expressed by a sinusoid, Py(θ, x) is often called a sinogram (Fig.
3.2 a). Since the sinogram Py(θ, x) corresponds to the phase or amplitude of
the two-dimensional object transmission function evaluated in a plane y, it can
be obtained experimentally by solving the phase problem for di�erent rotation
angles. Applying an inverse Radon transformR�1 then yields the two-dimensional
function

fy(x0, z0) = R�1Py(θ, x). (3.6)

for a plane of constant y. By evaluating several planes, f(x0, y0, z0) and therefore
the three-dimensional index of refraction n(r) = 1− δ(r) + iβ(r) within the object
can be obtained (Fig. 3.2 b). The essential theorem for inverting the Radon
transform is outlined in the next section.

3.1 Fourier slice theorem

Insertion of equation (3.5) into the one-dimensional Fourier transform P̃y(θ, ν) of
Py(θ, x) with respect to the second argument yields

P̃y(θ, ν) =

∫
Py(θ, x) exp(−i2πνx)dx

=

∫∫
fy((−z sin θ + x cos θ), (+z cos θ + x sin θ))exp[-i2πνx]dzdx.

(3.7)

Figure 3.3: (a) Fourier slice theorem. The one-dimensional Fourier trans-
form P̃y(θ, ν) of a projection Py(θ, x) at angle θ equals a slice through the
two-dimensional Fourier transform f̃y(ν cos θ, ν sin θ) of the corresponding
function f(x0, z0). (b) The fast Fourier transform is de�ned on a cartesian
grid while the Fourier slices are obtained on a polar grid.
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Switching to the coordinate system of the object results in

P̃y(θ, ν) =

∫∫
fy(z0, x0)exp[-i2πν(x0 cos θ + z0 sin θ)]dz0dx0

=

∫∫
fy(z0, x0)exp[-i2πν cos θx0]exp[-i2πν sin θz0]dz0dx0.

(3.8)

We identify the two-dimensional Fourier transform of fy and write the Fourier
slice theorem as [103]

P̃y(θ, ν) = f̃y(ν cos θ, ν sin θ). (3.9)

The one-dimensional Fourier transform of a projection is identical to a slice at
the respective rotation angle through the two-dimensional Fourier transform of
the corresponding function (Fig. 3.3 a). Therefore, the inverse Radon trans-
form seems analytically fairly simple. If several projections are known, the two-
dimensional information in Fourier space f̃y(u, v) can be �lled up slice by slice.
Then, by an inverse Fourier transform the two-dimensional function fy(x0, z0) can
be reconstructed. A numerical implementation of such a direct Fourier method
is however aggravated by the fact that the Fast Fourier transform is de�ned on
a rectangular grid, while the Fourier slices are known on a polar grid (Fig. 3.3
b). Interpolation between the two coordinate systems in Fourier space can result
in strong artifacts in real space [103]. Therefore, to date the most widely used
method for tomographic reconstruction is �ltered backprojection.

3.2 Filtered backprojection

The inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform of fy(x0, z0)

fy(x0, z0) =

∫ 1
�1

∫ 1
�1

f̃y(u, v) exp(i2π(ux0 + vz0))dudv (3.10)

can be written in polar coordinates

u = ν cos θ (3.11)

v = ν sin θ (3.12)

as

fy(x0, z0) =

∫ 2π

0

∫ 1
0

f̃y(θ, ν) exp(i2πν(x0 cos θ + z0 sin θ))νdνdθ. (3.13)

With the relation
f̃y(θ + π, ν) = f̃y(θ,−ν), (3.14)

the integral over 2π can be split up and written as

fy(x0, z0) =

∫ π

0

∫ 1
�1

f̃y(θ, ν) |ν| exp(i2πν(x0 cos θ + z0 sin θ))dνdθ. (3.15)
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Using the Fourier slice theorem (3.9) one obtains

fy(x0, z0) =

∫ π

0

[∫ 1
�1

P̃y(θ, ν) |ν| exp(i2πν(x0 cos θ + z0 sin θ))dν
]
dθ. (3.16)

This integral may be expressed as [103]

fy(x0, z0) =

∫ π

0

Qy(θ, x0 cos θ + z0 sin θ)dθ (3.17)

with

Qy(θ, x) =

∫ 1
�1

P̃y(θ, ν) |ν| exp(i2πνx)dν. (3.18)

The de�nition of Qy(θ, x) motivates the term �ltered projection, since the pro-
jection Py(θ, x) is �ltered in Fourier space with a frequency �lter |ν|. The frequency
�lter |ν| may also be understood intuitively by considering the polar grid sampling
in Fourier space which gets sparser for higher spatial frequencies (Fig. 3.3 b).
Equation (3.17) describes contribution of the �ltered projections for each angle θ to
the values of fy(x0, z0). For all coordinates (x0, z0) with x0 cos θ+z0 sin θ = x, a con-
stant value of Qy(θ, x) is added to fy(x0, z0). Since the relation x0 cos θ+z0 sin θ = x
describes lines which form an angle θ with respect to the x0-axis, this process may
be interpreted as smearing back the values of Qy(θ, x), hence the term backpro-
jection. A numerical implementation still has to handle interpolation from polar
to cartesian grids, but the interpolation now takes place in real space and produces
less pronounced artifacts.

3.3 Cone-beam tomography

In the sections above, a parallel beam geometry was assumed. This allowed to treat
each y−plane separately and the three-dimensional problem was divided into a set
of methodological identical two-dimensional reconstructions. X-ray propagation
imaging with geometric magni�cation is based on a cone-beam illumination. De-
pending on resolution, sample thickness and cone angle this simpli�cation is no
longer justi�ed and the backprojection cannot be performed in parallel planes.
Instead, a three-dimension reconstruction has to be performed. Feldkamp, Davis
and Kress (FDK) developed an approximate solution to the problem by means of
three-dimensional �ltered backprojection [52]. The FDK algorithm weights and
�lters each projection according to its relative location to the central plane of the
illumination cone. Then, each weighted and �ltered projection is backprojected
into the three-dimensional volume. Artifacts appear for voxels with increasing
distance to the central plane because a circular orbit does not ensure that all vox-
els are seen from all angles. This e�ect is aggravated by large cone angles [208].
Since projections in cone-beam geometry are integrals over tilted fan beams, a
scan range over 180 degrees as in parallel beam tomography is not su�cient. For
a fan beam, a minimal complete dataset consists of 180 degrees plus fan angle to
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ensure that all pixels are seen from all angles. Hower, a minimal complete dataset
contains partially redundant data and cannot be reconstructed in a straigth for-
ward manner. By applying a suitable weighting function to the sinogram, known
as Parker weigths [166], reconstruction of a minimal complete dataset can be per-
formed my means of �ltered backprojection. In this work, experiments exhibit
only small cone angles below 10 degrees and minimal artifacts associated with
cone-beam reconstruction are expected [95].

3.4 Reconstruction and visualization software

An e�cient numerical implementation of tomography should utilize the fact that
(cone-beam) �ltered backprojection can be highly parallelized. For some experi-
ments huge datasets of up to 2000 projections and more than 109 voxels have to be
processed. To this end, a commercial software package (Ultra Fast ConeBeam Re-
construction Software, Bronnikov Algorithms, Netherlands) was customized and
implemented into the phase retrieval and data analysis chain. An interface was
written which handles the access to the C++ DLL (dynamic link library) of the
programm via MATLAB. A computer with two Intel XEON processors (2,4 Ghz),
96 Gbyte DDR3 RAM, Zotec GeForce GTX 285 graphics card and two SAS hard
discs in RAID0 con�guration was set up to process huge datasets and to ensure
reasonable reconstruction times. A typical cone-beam reconstruction of a dataset
with 20483 voxels from over 1000 projections takes about one hour. Analysis and
visualisation of the three-dimensional data was performed using Avizo Fire 7 (Vi-
sualisation Science Group) installed on the same computer to allow fast feedback
on the reconstruction quality. Data recorded at the ID22NI beamline was recon-
structed using a software package (PyHST [29]) which is installed on the ESRF
beamline server and remotely accessible. Small parallel beam datasets with less
than 107 voxels were reconstructed with a MATLAB implementation of �ltered
backprojection.



4 Implementation of x-ray propagation imaging

As outlined in the previous chapters, an x-ray propagation imaging experiment
consists of three ingredients: source, sample and detector. In this work, compact x-
ray sources based on electron impact were used for laboratory experiments. Highly
focused undulator beams produced at synchrotron storage rings were used for fast
measurements and x-ray waveguides provided highly coherent beams with small
lateral source dimensions needed for high resolution imaging. Motorized stages
for sample positioning along and perpendicular to the optical axis as well as for
tomographic scans and a variety of x-ray detectors were provided by the respective
instruments.

4.1 X-ray detectors

A crucial device for x-ray propagation imaging is the detector. Several types of x-
ray detectors exist, each with its speci�c advantages and limitations. The spatial
resolution for example is limited by the pixel size or more precisely the point
spread function. The available number of pixels limits the �eld of view in x-ray
propagation imaging while sensitivity, noise characteristics and dynamical range
are further important parameters which in�uence image quality. Hence, di�erent
kinds of detectors were used to account for the various experimental conditions.

Single-photon counting device

Single-photon counting detectors, also termed pixel detectors, deliver a high dy-
namic range while having zero read-out noise. The main drawback of these de-
tectors are the relatively large pixel dimensions. The Pilatus 300k [21] (Dectris,
Switzerland) and the Maxipix [173, 172] (ESRF, France) have pixel sizes of 172µm
and 55µm, respectively. The Pilatus with its high dynamical range (maximum �ux
of & 2×106 photons/s/pixel [205]) and large active area (84×107mm2) is used for
�ux calibrations and recording of highly divergent x-ray waveguide far �elds. The
Maxipix o�ers a very high frame rate of up to 300Hz and is used for waveguide
based imaging. However, these pixel detectors consist of several modules each
having only a very limited number of pixels and insensitive inter-module gaps.

Charged-coupled devices

Direct illuminated charged-coupled devices (CCD) o�er medium sized pixels of few
tens of micrometers and a large number of pixels. The direct-illumination CCD
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used here (LCX, Princeton Instruments) has 1340 × 1300 pixels, 20µm in size.
However, the dynamical range is limited to about 100 photons per pixel. Therefore,
several accumulations are needed for a certain signal level. Since the readout time
of the LCX is 1.8 seconds [155], this results in a rather ine�ective measurement for
intense x-ray beams where only short exposure times are necessary.

Scintillator-based devices

To date, the highest spatial resolution for x-ray detection is achieved with scintilla-
tor based detector systems. The incoming x-ray photons are converted into visible
light photons by a scintillating crystal. Then, the optical photons are recorded
using detector technology for visible light. Two basic principles are commonly
used, the scintillator is either imaged by an optical microscope or bonded onto
optical �bres. The spatial resolution of such a combined detector system is char-
acterized by the point spread function (PSF) of the scintillator, abberations of the
optics and the PSF of the optical detector. Two �bre-coupled scintillator-based
detectors with a custom scintillator (15 µm GdOS:Tb, Photonic Science) and 6.54
µm pixel size were used. The detector connected to a CCD (1040 × 1388 pixels,
X-ray Mini FDI, Photonic Science) is termed FDI, the detector connected to an
sCMOS-Chip (1080 × 1920 pixels, Photonic Science) is termed sCMOS. Two dif-
ferent high resolution detector systems were used, based on optical microscopes
built by Optique Peter (France). The �rst detector system (termed PCO here) uses
a 20µm thick LuAG:Ce scintillating screen (Crytur, Czech Republic), magnifying
objective lenses (x4, x10, x20, Olympus, Germany) and a PCO.2000 CCD (PCO,
Germany) with 2048 × 2048 pixels, 7.4 µm in size. Depending on the objective
lense, the detector system is termed PCOx4, PCOx10 or PCOx20. The standard
deviation of the PSF reaches values down to 1.1 µm. The second system (termed
FReLoN here) uses a fast readout and low noise CCD (FReLoN 4m, ESRF [121])
with 2048×2048 pixel, 24µm in size. The 20µm thick LSO:Tb scintillating screen
is imaged with a x10 objective and a x3.1 eyepiece, resulting in a pixel size of
756nm.

4.2 Laboratory setup JuLiA

Experiments aiming at a spatial resolution in the micrometer range for millimeter
sized objects were carried out at the laboratory instrument for phase-contrast
microtomography called �Just a Liquid Anode� (JuLiA). The instrument was set
up by the author at the Institute for X-ray Physics of the University of Göttingen
and is described in detail in [9]. Since a few modifactions of the initial setup
were necessary to increase performance and �exibility and in particular to allow
tomography in the inverse geometry (see section 5.4.3), main components of the
instrument as used in this work (Fig. 4.1 ) are described in the following.
The x-ray source is a JXS R5 prototype (Excillum, Sweden) which can be equipped
either with a cooled solid metal target to operate as a standard microfocus source
at 60 kVp and 0.07 mA current or with a galinstan (GaInSn alloy) liquid-metal-
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jet anode [87, 162] which provides roughly 10 times higher brilliance operating at
60 kVp and up to 0.7 mA current. The characteristic photon energy is 17.5 keV
(Mo-Kα) for the solid target and 9.25 keV (Ga-Kα) for the liquid target. Typical
source sizes are 6 µm×6 µm for the solid and 4 µm× 7 µm for the liquid anode
(FWHM, h.× v.). In the liquid-metal-jet con�guration, a heated debris window is
installed to prevent galinstan from covering the x-ray output window. However,
during operation galinstan debris often caused a short circuit and consequently
a failure of the heater, limiting the use for long tomographic measurements. To
overcome this limitation an intermediate piece of copper was fabricated to increase
the distance of the output window from the liquid-metal-jet (Fig. 4.1). Current
market-ready versions of the source do not su�er from this phenomenon. Indeed, a
MetalJet D2 (Excillum, Sweden) with minimal maintenance and increased stability
is currently being installed as an update for the JuLiA instrument.
Positioning of detector and sample tower along the optical axis is facilitated with
an aluminum pro�le (X95, Linos, Germany) allowing highest �exibility. The de-
tectors FDI, sCMOS, PCO and LCX are implemented in the control software and
can easily be switched. The sample tower (Fig. 4.1) consists of 3 translational
stages with optical encoders (PLS-85, Micos, Germany) and a two-segment cradle
(5203.10, Huber, Germany) to align the axis of rotation (angles α and β) in the
beam. To allow small source-detector distances down to 85mm, a compact ro-
tation stage (RS-40, Micos, Germany) was chosen along with two compact linear
nano positioners with optical encoders (ANPx101/NUM, Attocube, Germany),
mounted on top of the rotation stage for alignment of the sample into the axis of
rotation.

4.3 GINIX at beamline P10 of PETRA III

A major goal of this work was the implementation and improvement of x-ray prop-
agation imaging techniques at the Göttingen Instrument for Nano-Imaging with
X-rays (GINIX) [106, 105, 104] which is installed at the P10 beamline of the new
third generation synchrotron source PETRA III at DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-
Synchrotron, Hamburg) and operated by the Institute for X-ray Physics of the
University of Göttingen. The unique design with a circumfence of 2304m makes
PETRA III the most brilliant storage ring light source worldwide [55, 6, 14].

4.3.1 Coherence Beamline P10

The Coherence Beamline P10 consists of front-end (FE), optics hutch (OH) and the
�rst and second experimental hutches (EH1 and EH2). It is designed to utilize the
high coherent �ux for investigation of sample dynamics by x-ray photon correlation
spectroscopy and for coherent lensless imaging of micro- and nanostructures. For
that purpose, the beam can be brought to di�erent experimental endstations.
For the sake of simplicity, in Fig. 4.2 only beamline components relevant for
propagation imaging with the GINIX setup are shown, while a comprehensive
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Figure 4.2: Components of the P10 coherence beamline at PETRA III relevant
for propagation imaging with their respective distances from the undulator
source. Front-end (FE) with primary (S1) and secondary (S2) slits. Optics
hutch (OH) with high-heat load double-crystal Si(111) monochromator (M).
First experimental hutch (EH1) with beam position monitor (BP), slits (S3),
fast shutter (FS) and beam intensity monitor (M1). Second experimental
hutch (EH2) with slits (S4), beam intensity monitor (M2), GINIX setup
(G), �igth path (F) and detector bench (D).

description of the beamline components can be found in [225, 104, 226]. The
5 m long U29 undulator is installed in a low-β section of the ring providing an
x-ray source only 85µm × 14µm in size (FWHM, h.×v.) with a divergence of
28µrad × 3.7 µrad (1σ, h.×v.) [226, 14]. After the primary and secondary slits
of the front-end, the optics hutch contains a high-heat load double-crystal Si(111)
monochromator with a spectral bandwidth of ∆E/E = 10�4. A mirror for pink
beam operation, i.e. using only the intrinsic monochromaticity of the undulator
harmonic without double-crystal monochromator, is foreseen. The feedback signal
of the beam position monitor (FMB Oxford, UK) in EH1 serves to stabilize the
pitch of the second monochromator crystal. An intensity monitor behind a set of
pink beam compatible in-vacuum slits is installed in both experimental hutches.
Exposure times down to a few milliseconds are enabled by a piezo-driven fast
shutter system (FPS400M, Cedrat Technologies, France) mounted in EH1.

4.3.2 GINIX

The GINIX setup is located on an optical table in EH2 (see Fig. 4.2) which
can be moved into the beam. Apart from the initial con�guration as a dedicated
x-ray waveguide-based imaging endstation [104], the modular design enables var-
ious applications, covering scanning nano-di�raction, scanning transmission x-ray
microscopy (STXM), ptychographic CDI [66, 217] as well as full�eld x-ray prop-
agation imaging [117] and tomography [12, 158]. While sample positioning and
mounting of additional optical elements vary for di�erent con�gurations, all GINIX
setups share certain key components (Fig. 4.3 a). The central optical element is
the non-dispersive Kirkpatrick-Beaz (KB) mirror system, composed of two ellip-
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tically shaped mirrors in orthogonal arrangement [110] with a focal plane about
87m behind the source. The �rst mirror (polished by WinlightX, France) focuses
the beam in vertical direction (vertical mirror) with a focal length of f = 302mm,
and an incidence angle of θ = 3.954mrad at the center of the mirror. To increase
re�ectivity at higher photon energies a 35nm thick Pd layer was coated onto the
mirror (WinlightX). The second mirror (polished by JTEC, Japan and coated
with 55nm Pd by Axo Dresden, Germany) focuses the beam in horizontal direc-
tion (horizontal mirror) with a focal length of f = 200mm and an incidence angle
of θ = 4.05mrad at the center of the mirror. The maximum deviation of the ellip-
tical shape (peak to valley) was measured by optical metrology to be 13.9nm and
4.8 nm for the vertical and horizontal mirror, respectively. Coating and geometry
of the mirrors allow for e�cient hard x-ray focusing up to 13.9 keV. A comprehen-
sive description of the mirrors can be found in [104, 105]. To reduce beam-induced
degredation, the KB system is operated at ultrahigh vacuum. Wavefront changes
due to x-ray windows of the vacuum vessel are minimized by using 1 µm thick
Si3N4 membranes (7mm × 7mm, Silson, UK). The geometric acceptance of the
KB system is set by the incidence angles and length of the mirror substrates to
about 400µm × 400 µm resulting in focus sizes down to about 200 nm × 200nm
with a �ux larger than 1011 ph/s [185]. The illumination of the mirror system is
controlled via slit systems S3 and S4 in EH1 and EH2 and by two pairs of hybrid
metal single-crystal blades (Xenocs, France) mounted on the optical table in front
of the vacuum vessel (S5). Coherent illumination of the mirrors is achieved by
closing the slit gaps of S5 in front of the mirrors and enables ptychographic appli-
cations and reconstruction of the intensity distribution in the focal plane [66, 217].
The controllable numerical aperture of the mirrors results in adjustable focus sizes
in the range of 250 − 500nm [66]. This enables versatile possibilities to use the
high coherent �ux of the P10 beamline. The unfocussed and partially focussed
components of the beam are blocked by a 450 µm thick W foil while the focused
beam passes through an aperture (A) of 1mm diameter. To reduce photon �ux
for alignment or to minimize radiation damage of samples and detectors, a set of
attenuators (PF4, Xia, USA) is installed in front of the KB system. An on-axis
optical microscope (M1, Optique Peter, France) with a working distance of 50mm
and a tilted drilled mirror (1.5mm inner diameter) facilitates alignment of opti-
cal elements like waveguides, pinholes or soft edges in the x-ray beam. A second
on-axis optical microscope (M2, Bruker AXS, USA) with a working distance of
32mm and a drilled objective (1.2mm inner diameter) is used to align and ob-
serve samples while they are exposed to x-rays. Reduction of air scattering and
absorption behind the sample is achieved by a vacuum �ight path either with a
1 µm thick Si3N4 membrane (5mm × 5mm, Silson, UK) or a 50µm thick poly-
imide foil (25mm diameter) as entrance window and a 75 µm thick polyimide foil
(135mm diamter) as exit window. The motorized detector bench is positioned
about 5m behind the x-ray focus and can be equipped with up to four di�erent
area detectors at a time.

Based on experimental experience gained during this work, positioning of sample
and optical elements was modi�ed and improved compared to the inital GINIX
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setup described in [104], resulting in three main imaging con�gurations (Fig. 4.3).
One con�guration aims at propagation imaging with the pure KB beam, the others
are tailored to waveguide-based imaging.

4.3.3 X-ray waveguides

While the focus of the KB mirror system delivers a high photon �ux, the partial
spatial coherence [185] and a focal size of S > 200nm limits the achievable reso-
lution, contrast and dose e�ciency in x-ray propagation imaging. Moreover, high
frequency variations in the KB far �eld (Fig. 4.4 a) violate assumption (1.113)
needed for empty beam correction (Fig. 4.8), owing to considerable intensity in
the tails of the focus (see Fig. 4.9 and [66]). X-ray waveguides on the other
hand act as coherence and spatial �lters, since only a limited number of modes
can propagate inside the waveguide [170, 101, 58, 160, 161, 25, 122]. Recently,
high transmission planar waveguides [186] were combined in a crossed geometry
yielding almost fully coherent [185] hard x-ray beams con�ned in two dimensions
below 15nm [119, 118]. Two-dimensional x-ray propagation imaging of eukariotic
cells was previously achieved [63] using waveguides and a similar KB setup at
beamline ID22NI of the ESRF. Implementation of waveguide-based x-ray propa-
gation imaging at GINIX and extending it to three dimensions was a major goal
of this work.
Four waveguides of two di�erent types (see Tab. 4.1 for relevant parameters)
were used in front-coupling mode [57, 159]: three crossed multilayer waveguides
(XWG1-XWG3) [119, 120, 186] and one bonded lithographic channel waveguide
(BWG) [66, 85, 152]. Crossed multilayer waveguides (XWG) consist of two pla-
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Figure 4.4: (a) KB far�eld intensity distribution at 13.6 keV photon energy
recorded within 0.1 seconds using the sCMOS camera about 5m behind the
focus. The primary beam was attenuated by a factor of about 370 using 100
µm thick W. Prominent high frequency variations are visible. (b) The far�eld
of a crossed x-ray waveguide (XWG3) exhibits no high spatial frequencies
but a smooth intensity distribution. However, no attenuators were used
within the 10 second exposure, due to the reduced photon �ux compared to
the pure KB beam. Logarithmic color coding. Scale bars, 2mm.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Sketch of a crossed x-ray waveguide consisting of two one-
dimensional waveguide slices of lengths L1 and L2 and a transmission opti-
mized sputtered thin �lm sequence Ge/Mo/C/Mo/Ge. (b) Scanning electron
micrograph (SEM) of a single waveguide slice with guiding layer thickness
d = 35 nm. (c) Sketch of a lithographic channel waveguides with length L
and guiding core dimensions d1 and d2. (d) SEM image of the exit sur-
face of an air-�lled bonded silicon channel waveguide with core dimensions
d1 = 120 nm, d2 = 65 nm and length L = 1mm.

nar waveguide slices each with a sputtered thin �lm sequence Ge/Mo/C/Mo/Ge
optimized for transmission at photon energies of 11.5− 18 keV. The Mo interlay-
ers between a C guiding layer and the strongly absorbing Ge cladding signi�cantly
enhance transmission and enable smaller con�nement of modes compared to single-
material waveguides [186]. Even though layer thicknesses of 18nm and 9 nm were
achieved [117], here d = 35 nm or d = 59 nm was chosen for the diameter of the
guiding layer to ensure su�cient photon �ux for imaging applications. Fig. 4.5
a,b shows a sketch of the XWG design along with a scanning electron micrograph
revealing the multilayer structure corresponding to a slice of XWG1/2. For lower
photon energies (here 7.9 keV) empty (air) channels are favourable. Recently, chan-
nel waveguides in silicon wafers with sub-100 nm lateral dimensions were realised
[64, 85, 152] based on e-beam lithography and wafer-bonding [113, 174]. Fig.
4.5 c,d shows a sketch of the channel waveguide design along with a scanning
electron micrograph of the exit surface of BWG1. Far �eld intensity distributions
of each waveguide are shown in Fig. 4.6 a-d. They were recorded at the re-
spective photon energies (Tab. 4.1) with a Pilatus pixel detector (see section

1 The channel used here corresponds to channel G23 of wafer dw8-TG in [85].
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Figure 4.6: Logarithmic far �eld intensity distributions of waveguide (a)
XWG1, (b) XWG2, (c) XWG3 and (d) BWG. (e-h) Reconstructed near �eld
intensity using the ER algorithm, logarithmic color coding. The gaussian
initial guess has a standard deviation of twice the size of the autocorrelation
function (FWHM). (i-j) Gaussian �ts to the central peak of the near �eld
intensity (h.� v.). Scale bars, (a) 10mm, (b) 20 nm.
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σ XWG1 XWG2 XWG3 BWG

AC, FWHM [nm] - 17× 20 23× 20 41× 34 58× 51

ER, FWHM [nm] 1 9.8× 9.6 10.9× 11.3 14× 11 19.8× 16.8

ER, FWHM [nm] 2 ·AC 10.3× 10.1 11.4× 11.8 16× 13 27× 22

d1 × d2 [nm] 35× 35 35× 35 59× 59 120× 65

L1/L2 [µm] 400/207 220/270 385/379 -

L [µm] 607 490 764 1000

I [ph/s] 2 · 107 1 · 108 5 · 108 2 · 109

E [keV] 15 13.8 13.6 7.9

Table 4.1: X-ray waveguide parameters with lateral dimensions d1/2, lengths
L1/2, total length L, maximum photon �ux I and photon energy E. An
upper limit for beam con�nement is set by the autocorrelation (AC), a lower
limit by ER reconstruction of the near �eld intensity distribution using a
gaussian initial guess with standard deviation σ and a rectangular support
with 200 nm side length.

4.1) about 5m behind the waveguide exit. To �ll in missing information in the
inter-module gaps of the Pilatus detector, two measurements with the detector at
two di�erent lateral positions were combined into a single image. For XWG3, a
Si3N4 membrane was glued on a round aperture and used as entrance window of
the �ight path resulting in dark regions outside the central waveguide cone (c).
The photon �ux exiting the waveguide was measured by integrating the far �eld
intensity distribution recorded with the single-photon counting detector. A lower
limit for the lateral extension of the near �eld intensity distribution is set by the
size sAC (FWHM) of Gaussian �ts to the two-dimensional autocorrelation along
the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively. A more precise measure for
the beam con�nement is obtained by reconstructing the complex wave �ed right
behind the waveguide exit (e-f) using the ER algorithm (see section 2.4.1.2) and
subsequent Gaussian �tting of the central peak. Since the result of phase recon-
struction by means of ER depends on the initial guess, the ER algorithm was run
with two di�erent inital guesses. A two-dimensional Gaussian with standard devi-
ation σ = 1nm was used to reconstruct an upper limit while a standard deviation
twice the size of the autocorrelation function σ = 2sAC was used to get a more
conservative value. The support was set to a rectangle with 200 nm side lengths.
Results are tabulated in Tab. 4.1.

4.3.4 Original waveguide con�guration

For high geometric magni�cations M = 1 + z2/z1 the sample has to approach
the x-ray waveguide exit very closely. At the same time, the waveguide has to be
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aligned in three translational and two rotational degrees of freedom in addition
to the degrees of freedom needed for sample alignment and tomographic scans.
Therefore, sample and waveguide mounting and positioning is a challenging de-
sign parameter. The original con�guration of GINIX [104] (Fig. 4.3 b) was used
for three-dimensional imaging of bacterial cells (see chapter 7). A set of minia-
turized piezo-driven stick-slip positioners with optical encoders (ANPx101/NUM,
ANPx51/NUM, ANPz101/NUM, ANR101/NUM, ANGp101/NUM, attocube sys-
tems, Germany) which are mounted upside down onto an additional piezo stage
(P-622.ZCD, Physik Instrumente, Germany) provide the degrees of freedom needed
for waveguide alignment (T1 in b) [104]. A crossed x-ray waveguide with guiding
layer thickness d = 35nm (XWG1/2) was placed into the focal plane of the KB mir-
rors. Small source sizes are evidenced by large divergence angles (Fig. 4.6 a,b).
For both waveguides Gaussian �ts (Fig. 4.6 i,j) to the central peak of the ER
reconstructions (Fig. 4.6 e,f) give a source size (FWHM) below 12nm × 12nm
(Tab. 4.1). The sample is mounted on top of a an air bearing rotation stage
(UPR-160 AIR, Micos, Germany) of a dedicated sample tower (T2 in Fig. 4.3
b) for precise tomographic scans. In case of large samples or assymetric sample
mounts, rough lateral alignment above the rotation axis is facilitated by a manual
table. Precise positioning is carried out with an xyz piezo stage (NanoCube P-615,
Physik Instrumente, Germany) with 350µm× 350µm× 250µm travel range. The
rotation unit is moved along the optical axis (about 200mm travel range) and
relative to the x-ray beam by a combined xyz stage (HPS-170, UPL-160, Micos,
Germany). A manual stage for angular alignment of the rotation axis was added
to the instrument. However, for convenient use a motorised version of the stage is
foreseen as a future upgrade. This con�guration of waveguide and sample position-
ing circumvents the spatial constraints present in previous experiments [119, 63]
and allows to bring the sample as close to the waveguide exit as needed, a compact
sample environment provided. Magni�ed in-line holograms were recorded with the
Maxipix pixel detector.

4.3.5 Optimized waveguide con�guration

Even though the original waveguide con�guration enables three-dimensional x-ray
propagation imaging of biological cells (see chapter 7) several improvements were
implemented. First of all, the waveguide positioning system exhibits major draw-
backs. Alignment of the small x-ray waveguide channels is aggravated by the lack
of reproducibility for repeated scans and parasitic side movements of the position-
ers [104]. More importantly, long-term stability of the waveguide position relative
to the KB focus could not be achieved. The stacking of positioniers resulted in an
arrangement sensitive to small motions due to thermal drift and vibrations. Up-
side down mounting of the slip-stick positioniers may have also favoured unwanted
drifts. As a result, the intensity of the waveguide beam �uctuated signi�cantly
(Fig. 4.7 a). Lateral shifts between waveguide entrance and KB focus in turn
involved varying waveguide far �eld intensity distributions. Hence, severe empty
beam correction problems occured, creating a need for elaborate data analysis
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Figure 4.7: (a) Intensity �uctuations of a WG beam (XWG2) in the original
WG setup. Every two seconds, the integral intensity I(t) was measured
with one second dwell time. The mean intensity is Ī = 6 � 107 ph/s, the
relative �uctuation σ/ ¯(I) = 21%, with standard deviation σ. (b) The same
measurement (XWG3) for the optimized WG setup with a mean intensity
Ī = 2 � 108 ph/s and reduced relative �uctuation of σ/ ¯(I) = 6%.

and �ltering (see section 7) and limiting the spatial resolution. In addition, the
intensity often dropped by an order of magnitude within few minutes, demanding
frequent realignment of the waveguide. Moreover, relative movements of wave-
guide and sample lead to washed out holograms and degraded spatial resolution.
Considerable improvements in positioning stability could be achieved by mounting
the waveguides on top of the robust sample tower (see Fig. 4.3 c) resulting in
less �uctuation of the beam intensity (Fig. 4.7 b). In addition, the scanning
capabilites of the xyz piezo stage enabled a signi�cantly faster alignment, which
was essential to examine new waveguide fabrication techniques and to character-
ize waveguide channels of di�erent thicknesses and lateral dimensions. Important
conclusions could be drawn from experiments performed with the originial con-
�guration using waveguides with guiding core dimensions of 35nm. First, beam
con�nement well below the guiding core dimensions was achieved (see Tab. 4.1)
due to the di�erent modes propagating in the waveguide [119, 120]. However,
the achieved spatial resolution in imaging applications was considerably lower (see
section 7). Due to relatively low photon �ux in the order of 107 photons per second
the highly sensitive and noise-free Maxipix detectors was used. The rather large
pixel size of 55 µm demands for geometric magni�cations of M ≈ 2000 to achieve
e�ective pixel sizes in the order of 25nm (needed for 50nm full-period resolution
for the optimistic case of sampling-limited spatial resolution). This can only be
achieved if the sample is moved as close as 2− 3mm to the waveguide exit. While
it was possible to do so, the corresponding e�ective propagation distance of about
2 − 3mm (ze� ≈ z1 for large M) resulted in decreased contrast as expected from
the PCTF (1.102). Stability issues as stated above degraded the achievable res-
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olution especially at long exposure times according to the low photon �ux. To
circumvent these limitations, an optimized waveguide-detector combination was
devised. Based on the fact that the x-ray beam is con�ned below the waveguide
core dimensions, this parameter was relaxed to 60−100nm (see Tab. 4.1, XWG3
and BWG). The resulting x-ray sources, still with lateral dimensions well below
30 nm× 30nm, showed increased photon �ux of up to 2 · 109 photons per second,
which is two orders of magnitude above the achievement in the �rst experiment.
This gain in photon �ux allowed to take advantage of the high resolution provided
by a scintillator-based and �bre-coupled sCMOS detector (see 4.1). The small
pixel size of 6.54µm requires only a geometric magni�cation ofM ≈ 650 to achieve
10nm sampling of the magni�ed holograms. This results in a source-sample dis-
tance of z1 ≈ 8mm which allows convenient sample chambers and positioning but
most importantly higher contrast due to increased e�ective propagation distances
ze� ≈ z1 ≈ 8mm compared to the original con�guration2. The in�uence of these
experimental adjustments on the achievable spatial resolution and contrast is dis-
cussed in chapter 8. With the sample tower (T2) occupied by the waveguide, the
need for alternative sample postitioning arises. For that purpose, a miniaturized
xyz nano-positioner (SLC-1730, SmarAct, Germany) with crossed-roller slides and
optical encoders was installed on top of the rotation stage (T3 in Fig. 4.3 c) next
to the xyz piezo stage used for waveguide alignment. The large travel range of
21mm × 21mm × 21mm and the small minimum step size of 50nm has proven
an ideal combination for high resolution two-dimensional imaging (see chapter 8).
For tomographic measurements another sample tower (T4) was mounted on the
optical table. A precision rotation stage (PRS-110, Micos, Germany) is placed
onto a stack of linear positioners (PLS-85, Micos, Germany). The large travel
range of about 200mm along the optical axis enables high resolution as well as
medium resolution and large �eld of view scans. Two goniometer stages (WT-85
and WT-100, Micos, Germany) below the rotation unit facilitate angular align-
ment of the rotation axis while a goniometer (MS-1006, Huber, Germany) above
the rotation stage is used to center and orient the sample with respect to the axis
of rotation.

4.3.6 KB con�guration

X-ray waveguides with their small guiding core dimensions and consequently small
source sizes have proven an ideal quasi-point source for propagation imaging (see
chapters 6,7,8 and [63, 12]). However, the need for su�cient motorized degrees of
freedom for waveguide alignment and long-term stability issues along with the re-
duced photon �ux raises the question, whether the pure KB beam of beamline P10
can be used as a source for x-ray propagation imaging with short exposure times
[145]. The focal size of about 200nm would facilitate spatial resolutions below
those currently achieved by parallel beam imaging [35]. To this end, waveguides

2 Since the PCTF is a function of ν2z, contrast changes di�erently for di�erent spatial frequen-
cies. However, for a given z contrast is weak for spatial frequencies below the �rst maximum
of the PCTF at ν =

√
0.5/λz.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Empty beam intensity of a pure KB beam at photon energy of
7.9 keV. (b) Hologram of a biological specimen (C. elegans). (c) Normalized
intensity showing artifacts associated with features in the KB far �eld. (d-
f) Empty beam, hologram and normalized intensity for a similar specimen
using a low-pass �ltered KB beam (1.4 µm pinhole). Scale bars, 20µm.

are removed (Fig. 4.3 d) and the sample is mounted on the dedicated sample
tower (T2). For large �eld of view imaging at lower resolution, sample tower T4
which was mounted on the optical table in the optimized waveguide con�guration
can be installed between �ight path and detector bench (compare Fig. 4.3 c,d).
The high photon �ux of the KB beam enables �ne sampling of holographic fringes
based on the high resolution of few micrometers provided by the PCO detector
system (see section 4.1).

Fig. 4.8 a-c shows empty beam, hologram and normalized intensity for a biolog-
ical specimen (EPON-embedded C. elegans, see [158] for details on sample prepa-
ration) at z1 = 0.19m recorded within 2 seconds using the PCOx4 at z2 = 5.49m.
In the domain where the object is located, prominent artifacts in the normalized
intensity (c) appear which are in strong correleation to the features of the struc-
tured KB far �eld (a). While the assumption (1.113) for empty beam correction is
exact for an ideal plane wave and experimentally proves to be su�ciently ful�lled
for smooth x-ray waveguide far �elds, it is obviously violated here for high fre-
quency modulations of the illumination function. Based on the fact that smooth
waveguide far �elds yield good results, improvement of empty beam correction can
be expected if high frequency variations of the KB far �eld are suppressed. To
this end, we note that the Fraunhofer far �eld intensity is the Fourier transform
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Figure 4.9: (a) Normalized intensity distribution in the focal plane of the KB
mirrors obtained by scanning a one-dimensional waveguide slice through the
focus along the horizontal direction. (b) Logarithmic scaling reveals residual
intensity in the tails of the focus. Red and blue lines indicate the diameter
of the pinholes used for low-pass �ltering. (c,d) Reconstructed normalized
amplitude in the focal plane obtained by ptychography [66]. A pinhole of
(c) 8 µm diameter and (d) 1.4 µm diameter was placed close to the focal
plane. The dashed circles have a diameter of 1.4 µm. (e,f) Measured far �eld
intensity distributions in logarithmic color coding. Scale bars, (a) 1 µm, (b)
1 mm.
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is shown in Fig. 4.9 c. Next to the central peak (the focus) residual inten-
sity is visible. Therefore, the corresponding far �eld intensity measured within
10 seconds using the PCOx4 (e) shows variations on medium spatial frequencies.
However, compared to the un�ltered beam (Fig. 4.4 a) high frequency variations
are suppressed. The smaller lateral extent of the far �eld is a consequence of the
closed slit system S5 needed for ptychography. Note that for propagation imaging
the slit system was opened again. Next, a smaller pinhole with a 1.4µm diameter
milled by a focused ion beam (EMPA, Switzerland) into a 200 µm thick W foil was
aligned in the beam 0.5mm upstream of the focus. Ptychography was performed
with an exposure time of 1.5 seconds per scan point and primary beam attenua-
tion of roughly two orders of magnitude. The normalized amplitude (d) is now
restricted to an area roughly corresponding to the pinhole diameter of 1.4 µm. As
a result the KB far �eld appears to be what may be called �smooth�, i.e. only low
frequencies carry substantial intensity.

Empty beam correction is now free of apparent artifacts (Fig. 4.8 d-e, here slits
S5 were opened to 150 µm × 300 µm, h.×v.) enabling phase retrieval of recorded
holograms [158, 117]. It is important to note that the �ltered KB beam provides
normalized holograms of su�cient quality to apply Holo-TIE, a phase reconstruc-
tion technique developed at the GINIX setup (see section 2.5 and [117]). Fig 4.10
a shows a normalized hologram of a 500 nm thick test object (ATN/XRESO-50HC,
NTT-AT, Japan) made of Tantal. The sample was positioned at z1 = 0.19m be-
hind the focus and recorded within 5 seconds using the PCOx4 at z2 = 5.42m.
The photon energy was set to 13.8 keV and the slit system S5 was opened to the
geometric acceptance of the KB mirrors (400 µm × 400µm). A second hologram
was recorded with the sample moved a distance ∆z = 6mm along the optical axis
(not shown, see [117]). The phase (shown in b) was reconstructed using the deter-
ministic Holo-TIE approach and subsequent iterative re�nement with a GS-type
algorithm. The iterative algorithm utilized a coupling of amplitude and phase of
the object transmission function [158] justi�ed for a homogenous object, based on
tabulated values of δ and β for Ta [116]. Features down to 200 nm in size are
resolved (inset in b) as expected for a KB focus of about 200 nm.

4.4 Beamline ID22NI of the ESRF

The nano-imaging endstation ID22NI [137] of beamline ID22 [194] at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, France) provides a high-�ux nanoprobe
[17, 16, 206] and the instrumentation for magni�ed x-ray propagation imaging
[145, 126]. The U19 undulator is located at a high-β section of the storage ring
resulting in a highly assymetric source with 25µm×900µm (v.×h., FWHM) lateral
extension [17]. A photon energy of 17 keV was selected corresponding to the �rst
harmonic of the undulator [126]. While the vertical source size is comparable to the
values of the P10 beamline, for small focus sizes and su�cient spatial coherence
a virtual source is needed in the horizontal direction. To this end, high-heat-
load slits 27m away from the source can be closed to 10 − 25 µm, depending
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no high frequency artifacts. Accordingly, no ring artifacts are present after phase
and tomographic reconstruction. Together with the results obtained at GINIX we
conclude that signi�cant improvements of KB-based x-ray propagation imaging
can be achieved by applying the described �ltering scheme. However, the rather
improvised mounting of the pinhole at beamline ID22 resulted in unstable pinhole
positioning. Hence, the pinhole was not used for tomograms of biological samples
(see chapter 6).

4.5 Distance calibration

In x-ray propagation imaging it is important to know the geometric parameters z1

and z2 to determine magni�cation M , e�ective pixel size ∆x and e�ective prop-
agation distance ze� accurately because they are needed for phase reconstruction
schemes. Moreover, a correct pixel scaling in the sample plane is crucial for quan-
titative data analysis and interpretation.

4.5.1 Distance calibration with periodic structure

The distances z1 and z2 can be obtained by the following procedure. A periodic
object with known period length λreal is positioned in the beam at di�erent un-
known source-sample positions z1 + nz ·∆z1 with step size ∆z1 and integers nz.
Holograms are recorded at each position by a detector placed at unknown distance
z2 from the source. Next, the number of pixels per period npixel is determined for
each hologram. To this end, all pixel values along the direction perpendicular to
the periodic structure are summed up yielding a one-dimensional pro�le. A peak
in the corresponding power spectral density at νmax corresponds to the spatial
frequency of the periodic feature. Thus, the number of pixels per period is

npixel = ν�1
max. (4.1)

The geomeric magni�cation M can be calculated from the known period length
λreal and the physical pixel size ∆x by

M =
npixel ·∆x
λreal

. (4.2)

The geometric magni�cation in turn can be written as

1

M
=

z1 + nz∆z1

z2

=
z1

z2
+

∆z1

z2
nz

= a+ b · nz. (4.3)

Thus, a and b can be obtained by a linear �t and by z2 = ∆z1/b and z1 = a·∆z1/b,
both distances can be calculated.
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Figure 4.13: Normalized holograms of an object with periodic features (λreal =
200 nm) aligned along (a) the horizontal and (b) vertical direction. (d,e)
Holograms recorded with the object moved a distance 130 � ∆z1 = 6.5mm
downstream. (c,f) Power spectral densities of one dimensional pro�les ob-
tained by summing up all pixel values along the direction perpendicular to
the periodic structure.

Fig. 4.13 illustrates the determination of M for a 500 nm thick object (ATN/
XRESO-50HC, NTT-AT, Japan) made of Tantal. The periodicity was λreal =
200nm and the step size was ∆z1 = 50µm. Normalized holograms at two di�erent
planes separated by 130 · nz = 6.5mm are shown, both for horizontally (a,d)
and vertically (b,e) oriented lines. The PSDs (shown for the horizontal lines)
of the one-dimensional pro�les corresponding to both planes (c,f) demonstrate
how the peak (small arrow) moves as the geometric magni�cation changes. Fig.
4.14 shows linear �ts as advised by equation (4.3) for the horizontal and vertical
direction. Only distances where the peak in the PSD could be clearly identi�ed
were used for the �ts. For the present example, one obtains z1,x = 6.3805mm
and z2,x = 5.064m for the horizontal direction as well as z1,y = 6.001mm and
z2,y = 5.075m for the vertical direction. The detector positions in both directions
coincide within a relative deviation of 0.2 %. The resulting di�erence between
source-sample distances z1,x − z1,y = 379.5µm �ts very well to the separation
of the two one-dimensional sources provided by the crossed x-ray waveguide (see
section 4.3.3), since the second waveguide slice (aligned horizontally and con�ning
the beam vertically) had a length of l2 = 379µm (XWG3).
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Figure 4.14: Linear �ts of the form 1
M

= a + b � nz yield the source-sample
distance z1a �∆z1/b and the source-detector distance z2 = ∆z1/b .

4.5.2 Distance calibration using holographic reconstruction

When a new sample is mounted in the beam, z1 has to be determined again.3 The
deterministic one step holographic reconstruction proves very helpful here. Fig.
4.15 shows holographic reconstructions of a simulated hologram with F 10

sim = 0.5
for di�erent Fresnel number F 1 = [0.98, 1, 1.02] · Fsim. Due to high sensitivity of
the holographic reconstruction with respect to small deviations of F 1, the correct
Fresnel number can be found accurately. We assume that the source-detector
distance zD = z1 + z2 was already determined in a separate measurement (e.g. as
described above) and use the relations

∆x =
∆p

M
,

M = zD/z1,

ze� =
zD − z1

M
,

F =
∆x2

λze�
.

Since zD, detector pixel size ∆p and λ are known, with Fresnel number F 1 the
source-sample distance z1 can be calculated as

z1 = zD/(1 +
∆p2

F 1zDλ
).

Propagation of error for the common experimental case M � 1 yields

∆z1

z1
=

1

1 + 1
M

∆F 1

F 1

' ∆F 1

F 1
.

Therefore, z1 can be determined with the same relative accuracy as the Fresnel
number, neglecting the uncertainty of zD.
3 An alternative approach is to determine the axis of rotation of a tomographic sample tower
once, e.g. by the method using a known period structure. Then, new samples are aligned into
the axis of rotation.
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scala tympani and scala vestibuli by the basilar membrane and the thin Reissner
membrane, respectively. Sound waves originating at the oval window travel along
the scala vestibuli and excite vibrations of the basilar membrane. The freely oscil-
lating membrane of the round window (separating scala tympani and the tympanic
cavity) ensures movement of the �uid within the cochlea. The basilar membrane
varies in thickness, sti�ness and width from base to apex. This results in di�erent
resonant sound frequencies at di�erent locations along the membrane. Therefore,
the basilar membrane performs a Fourier analysis of the incoming sound wave
with high frequency resonances located near the oval window and low frequency
resonances near the helicotrema. The organ of Corti is located on the basilar
membrane and acts as the interface between mechanical sound oscillations and
auditory nervous system. Outer hair cells which are in contact to the tectorial
membrane serve as local non-linear ampli�ers of the vibrations. Inner hair cells
respond to vibrations by releasing neurotransmitters which in turn trigger action
potentials in corresponding nerve cells. The cell bodies of these neurons lie in the
spiral ganglion within Rosenthals canal with their axons reaching to the central
nervous system. Depending on their position relative to the basilar membrane
the spiral ganglion neurons encode distinct sound frequencies. This relation be-
tween spatial position and sound frequency is called tonotopy. The brain interprets
the nerve signal by a corresponding tonotopic map to evaluate the frequency of
the perceived tone. When deafness is caused by malfunctioning hair cells, treat-
ment by means of cochlear implants utilizes this tonotopic organisation. At �rst,
a microphone records the sound which is decomposed into its frequency compo-
nents. Next, electrodes implanted within scala tympani at di�erent positions along
the basilar membrane bypass the organ of Corti and directly stimulate the spiral
ganglion neurons. The nerve activitiy is then interpreted by the brain as if the
corresponding tone is being heard.

5.1 Challenges of cochlear imaging

Detailed knowledge about the delicate and complex cochlea morphology is neces-
sary to understand malformations caused by genetic defects, improve the treat-
ment of hearing diseases and optimize the design of cochlear implants [177, 127].
Therefore, three-dimensional visualization with su�cient contrast and resolution
for functional soft tissues is required. Since cochlea morphology comprises soft
tissue within surrounding bone (Fig. 5.1 ) most methods to determine its 3D,
structure such as classical histology [129], optical coherence tomography [220],
orthogonal-plane optical �uorescence [213] and magnetic resonance imaging [202],
require invasive sample preparation (e.g. slicing [129], staining [129, 202, 213], de-
hydrating [129], opening the bony cochlea wall [220]) or lack su�cient contrast or
spatial resolution. Speci�c advantages of x-ray imaging on the other hand concern
the combination of high resolution and compatibility with unsliced, unstained and
hydrated specimens. Hard x-ray microtomography based on absorption contrast
has been used for non-destructive 3D structure determination of human cochleae
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[212, 67, 127]. For small scale soft tissues e.g. within the mouse cochlea, absorp-
tion is weak and the interaction with x-rays results predominantly in a shifted
phase. Therefore, coherent x-ray methods exploiting the phase shift induced by
the sample are particularly well suited for cochlea imaging, as shown by recent
synchrotron radiation studies [177, 176, 180]. However, these methods rely on the
(limited) availability of third generation synchrotron facilities, inhibiting a routine
use in the laboratory, which is needed for long-term biomedical research.
The goal of the present experiments was to implement 3D imaging of functional
mouse cochlear soft tissue within the surrounding bone using compact laboratory
microfocus x-ray sources. A speci�c application is the analysis and characterisation
of optogenetic cochlear implants developed by the Inner Ear Lab of the University
of Göttingen. Optogenetic stimulation of spiral ganglion neurons using light-gated
ion channels is a novel promising approach to overcome the limited sound frequency
resolution of current cochlear implants. In this research, a central challenge is the
determination of position and orientation of light emitter(s) relative to the spiral
ganglion. Grating based phase contrast imaging with compact sources is currently
limited to spatial resolutions above 30µm [170, 169, 115, 50, 13], a resolution
range not suitable to identify small membranes or nerve �bres within the mouse
cochlea. Therefore, a combination of cone-beam propagation based phase contrast
and a fast Fourier-based phase reconstruction procedure (BAC, section 2.2.2) is
presented in this chapter for biomedical tomography towards high resolution well
below 10µm.1

5.2 Experiment

5.2.1 Experimental setup

A series of experiments was performed at the laboratory instrument for phase-
contrast microtomography JuLiA (section 4.2). Several tomographic phase-contrast
datasets of mouse and rat cochleae were recorded using the solid target source
con�guration with geometric magni�cation M > 3 (see Fig. 5.2a). The suit-
ability of this compact and reliable setup was examined for 3D cochlea imaging
and especially optogentic cochlear implant research. The high-brilliance liquid-
metal-jet x-ray source was then used (i) to decrease accumulation time and (ii)
to increase spatial resolution using an optimized geometric arrangement of source,
sample and detector (see Fig. 5.2b). To characterize the spatial resolution of a
particular setup an absorbing test structure (RT RC-03, JIMA, Japan) was used.
Polystyerene spheres with 10µm diameter (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) on a 200µm thick
1.5 × 1.5mm2 Si3N4 window (Silson, UK) served as phase contrast test samples.
The experiments were carried out with di�erent source and detector con�gurations
as well as geometric parameters. A list of relevant parameters can be found inTab.
5.1 for cochlea datasets and in Tab. 5.2 for measurements with test structures.
If an increased signal-to-noise ratio was necessary several detector accumulations

1 The work presented here has been published in a shorter form in [10] before.
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were recorded and summed up. Since no drift correction was performed, for the
sake of simplicity only the total accumulation time per projection is listed. For all
datasets a corresponding empty beam intensity distribution was recorded.

Figure 5.2: Experimental geometry for (a) high and (b) low geometric mag-
ni�cation. The sample (S) is placed on a tomographic stage at a distance z1

behind the x-ray source (X), the detector is placed at z2 behind the sample
(penumbral blur shown in red). For low geometric magni�cations a high
resolution detector system is used (scintillation screen (SC), objective (O),
mirror (M), optical CCD, see section 4.1).

5.2.2 Sample preparation and mounting2

Di�erent preparation methods were used, listed for each specimen in Tab. 5.1.

� (i) The spiral ganglion neurons of the cochleae which were used for optoge-
netic stimulation experiments were genetically rendered sensitive to light. A
small window in the bony cochlear capsule (cochleostomy) was cut. Prior to
the imaging experiment the spiral ganglion neurons were stimulated either
by a high power LED put onto the cochleostomy or an optical �bre inserted
through the cochleostomy. Subsequently, brainstem responses to light stim-
ulation were recorded (see [90] for details on optogenetic experiments). After
the optogenetic experiment, either the LED was removed or the �bre was
�xed in place with dental cement. The cochlea was carefully dissected from
the skull and chemically �xed. The organ was slowly perfused through the
round and oval window with PFA 4 % in phosphate bu�er solution (PBS).
Finally, the posterior semicircular canal was opened to facilitate the di�u-
sion of the �xative in the endolymphatic space. The organ was maintained in
�xative for 1 h, washed with PBS and then mounted for x-ray measurements
(see below).

� (ii) For cochleae without cochleostomy, a small window in the bony capsule
near the apex was cut to facilitate chemical �xation as described in (i)

2 The preparation of mouse and rat cochleae as well as the optogenetic measurements were
performed at the Inner Ear Lab of the University of Göttingen Medical Center. Victor Her-
nandez performed the preparation and measurements, Tobias Moser supervised the optogenetic
implant study.
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Figure

5.6 - 5.10 5.11 5.17 a 5.17 b

5.15 a,c 5.15 b,d

5.16 a 5.16 b

Detector FDI sCMOS PCOx10 PCOx4 LCX

Pixel size [µm] 6.54 6.54 0.74 1.85 20

z1 [mm] 78 77 77 93 120

z2 [mm] 116 168 18 8.5 460

z1 + z2 [mm] 194 245 95 101.5 580

M 2.49 3.18 1.23 1.09 4.83

pe� [µm] 2.63 2.06 0.6 1.7 4.13

ze� [mm] 47 53 15 7.8 95

Metal target Solid Liquid Liquid Liquid Solid

e-beam power [W] 4.2 40 40 42 4.2

Accumulation

time [s] 20 2 90 40 44

BAC α 0.05 0.07 0.03 - 0.3

BAC γ 0.15 0.16 0.25 - 0.17

Number of

projections 916 916 916 1801 1831

Angular step 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

Total time [h] 5 0.5 23 20 22.4

Sample preparation i iii iii ii ii

Table 5.1: Main experimental parameters used for cochlea datasets. The ta-
ble is divided into detector and geometric parameters, x-ray source settings,
phase reconstruction parameters, tomography measurement parameters and
sample preparation with z1 source-sample distance, z2 sample-detector dis-
tance, M geometric magni�cation, pe� e�ective pixel size, ze� e�ective prop-
agation distance, BAC α and β parameters of Bronnikov Aided Correction.
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Figure 5.13 a 5.13 d 5.13 b,c 5.13 e,f 5.14

Detector FDI PCOx10 LCX PCOx20 PCOx20

Binning 2x2 2x2

Pixel size [µm] 6.54 0.74 20 0.74 0.74

z1 [mm] 72 95 70 65 82.4-65

z2 [mm] 418 3 1930 20 2.6-20

z1 + z2 [mm] 490 98 2000 85 85

M 6.81 1.03 28.57 1.31 1.03-1.31

pe� [µm] 0.96 0.72 0.7 0.57 0.72-0.57

ze� [mm] 61 3 68 15.3 2.5-15.3

Metal target Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid

e-beam power [W] 20 42 35 35 35

Accumulation time [s] 50 600 3600 3600 3600

BAC α - - 0.01 0.01 0.01

BAC γ - - 0.16 0.15 0.15

Table 5.2: Main experimental parameters used for test structure measure-
ments. The table is divided into detector and geometric parameters, x-ray
source settings and phase reconstruction parameters with z1 source-sample
distance, z2 sample-detector distance, M geometric magni�cation, pe� e�ec-
tive pixel size, ze� e�ective propagation distance, BAC α and γ parameters
of Bronnikov Aided Correction.

� (iii) For preparation of intact cochleae, mice between 4 and 6 weeks old
were intracardially perfused with a �xative solution of PFA 4 % in PBS in
deep terminal anaesthesia following intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of
Ketamine/Xylazin (0.125/5mg/kg). A longitudinal incision was performed
along the midline, from xiphoid cartilage to the pelvis to expose the abdom-
inal cavity. The diaphragm was opened to allow access to the rib cavity and
two parallel incisions were done following the lateral borders of the sternum.
The bone was then retracted using forceps to expose the heart. A needle was
inserted into the heart through a small nick in the apex of the left ventricle
and the right auricle was cut. PBS solution was then slowly perfused until
blood was cleared from body and the �xative solution was then injected. Di-
rectly afterwards, the cochlea was extracted, maintained in �xative for 1h,
washed with PBS and mounted for x-ray measurements.

During tomography measurements the extracted �xed cochlea was kept in air,
facilitated by the holder shown in Fig. 5.3 a. The organ was glued with 2-
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Figure 5.4: Alignment of rotation axis (green). A copper alignment grid (blue)
is placed between x-ray source (S) and detector (D). (a,b) Alignment of the
grid relative to the axis of rotation using positioners sx and sz (indicated in
orange) and (a) alignment of angle β (indicated in purple). (c,d) Alignment
of angles α and θ (indicated in purple) by moving the grid above the axis of
rotation (for θ = 0�).

� (ii) The axis of rotation is centered relative to the detector using the x
translation below the rotation stage (see section 4.2).

� (iii) The grid is now centered relative to the rotation axis. Since it is only
10µm thick it can be rotated 180� with respect to θ without any cone-beam
magni�cation e�ects. A linear �t to the (x, y) coordinates of corresponding
grid intersections at θ = 0� and θ = 180� (Fig. 5.4 a, indicated in purple)
yields the angle β which is then corrected by the motorized cradle below the
rotation stage.

� (iv) The grid is moved by ±2mm above the rotation axis (at θ = 0�) using
the sz positioner. In addition to the di�erent geometric magni�cations a
lateral shift between the two grids exists (Fig. 5.4 c, indicated in purple) if
the angle α is not aligned correctly. The corresponding o�set in α is corrected
by the motorized cradle below the rotation stage.

� (v) The lateral shift as described in (iii) is also used to determine θ = 0�

(Fig. 5.4 d, indicated in purple).

To check the alignment, the grid is moved again by ±2mm above the rotation
axis (at θ = 0�) and images I1(r?) and I2(r?) are recorded, respectively. (Fig.
5.5 a,b ). A pixelwise division I1(r?)/I2(r?) results in the image shown in Fig.
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5.5 c. Since the contrast vanishes exactly at the center of the image, no lateral
drift between I1 and I2 is present, apart from the di�erences in magni�cation
due to cone-beam illumination. Note that due to spatial constraints, the pivot
points of the cradles below the rotation stage do not coincide with the center of
the illumination cone. Therefore, each rotation of α and β has to be corrected for
by a subsequent movement in x and y during alignment. Future upgrades of the
instrumentation at JuLiA should aim at a sample mounting in the pivot point.

3.tif

a b c

Figure 5.5: Image of the copper alignment grid moved (a) +2mm (I1) and
(b) �2mm (I1) relative to the rotation axis using the sz positioner above the
rotation stage resulting in di�erent geometric magni�cations (c) Pixelwise
division I1(r?)/I2(r?) of the images shown in (a) and (b).

5.3 Data analysis

5.3.1 Phase and tomographic reconstruction

Phase reconstruction is illustrated for a particular con�guration of the setup.
While geometric parameters and therefore the degree of phase contrast may vary
between the datasets, the same steps of analysis were performed for all datasets
with sligthly di�erent reconstruction parameters (see Tab. 5.1 and 5.2). Due to
the homogenous illumination the normalized intensity Īθ(r?, ze�) with a cochlea
in the beam shows no artifacts (Fig. 5.6 a). Hence, no further image processing
is needed prior to phase reconstruction. Corresponding to a Fresnel number of
F10 ≈ 80 the data shows edge enhancement as can be seen in the pro�les across
the optical �bre (dashed lines in Fig. 5.6, pro�les shown in Fig. 5.7). Com-
pared to absorption imaging, this edge-enhancement allows higher contrast for low
absorbing features and enables increased spatial resolution [139, 33]. However, to-
mography of such phase contrast images would result in disturbing edge-artifacts in
the 3D data and consequently inhibit automatic segmentation. Contrarily, phase
reconstruction circumvents those artifacts, simpli�es the image segmentation pro-
cess [219] and improves the signal-to-noise ratio in tomographic reconstructions
[19]. Application of the MBA algorithm (equation 2.22) to the normalized inten-
sity yields an approximation of the phase φ̃(r?) of the object transmission function
suitable for tomography (Fig. 5.6 b).
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Figure 5.6: (a) Raw projection image Īθ(r?, ze�) of a mouse cochlea (C) with
implanted optical �bre (OF) used for optogenetic characterisations. (b) Re-
construction of the phase φ̃(r?) using modi�ed Bronnikov algorithm (MBA).
(c) Hypothetical pure phase contrast image C used to reconstruct (d) the
amplitude I0

θ (r?) using Bronnikov aided correction (BAC). The insets show
a magni�ed view of the region marked with the dashed rectangles. Scale
bars, 500 µm.
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Figure 5.7: Pro�les along the optical �bre corresponding to the dashed lines
in Fig. 5.6 a-d). (a) Edge-enhancement for the projection image is clearly
visible. The signal-to-noise ratio is increased by phase reconstruction as can
be seen for (b) MBA and (d) BAC.
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Note that the MBA reconstruction yields edge-artifact free tomographic recon-
structions but shows signi�cant blurring compared to the normalized intensity.
Since the bony parts of the cochlea give rise to strong absorption, a subsequent
reconstruction of the amplitude Iθ(r?, 0) using the correction signal C(r?) of the
BAC algorithm (equation 2.26) shown in Fig. 5.6 c, results in superior image
quality (Fig. 5.6 d). Notably, the images are sharper compared to the MBA
reconstruction and at the same time enable edge-artifact free tomographic recon-
structions. The chosen parameters α and γ of the algorithm are listed in Tab.
5.1 for cochlea datasets and in Tab. 5.2 for measurements with test structures.
The amplitudes Iθ(r?, 0) were reconstructed for θ ∈ [0, 183]� from 916 phase con-
trast projections (angular increment of 0.2�). Cone-beam �ltered backprojection
(section 3.3 ) then yields the three-dimensional attenuation coe�cients µ(r) of the
object.

5.3.2 Threshold based segmentation of bone

As a central result, no edge-artifacts disturb the 3D data quality (Fig. 5.8)
owing to the applied phase reconstruction scheme and careful optimization of
experimental parameters. This enables histogram-based segmentation of bony
structures in contrast to previously reported in-line phase contrast studies of the
cochlea which skipped the phase reconstruction step [177, 176]. An automatic
segmentation of bony structures was achieved using a region growing operation in
three dimensions. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the process of segmentation for one slice
of the reconstructed 3D volume of µ(r). A histogram for all values of µ(r) in the
complete dataset was computed with 256 bins. One of the two peaks that appear
in the histogram corresponds to voxels with high attenuation attributable to bony
structures. The lower threshold for the region growing operation (Magic Wand
Tool, Avizo Fire) was therefore chosen between the peaks of the histogram. The
seed voxel was manually chosen to be in the bony wall of the cochlea, which can
readily be identi�ed. Choosing the parameter �all slices� of the Magic Wand Tool
results in a 6-connectivity3 in 3D for the growing operation. The segmentation
(shown in red in Fig. 5.8b) clearly distinguishes between bone and soft tissue
structures. The histogram based segmentation is therefore fast and convenient,
which is a key requisite for batch analysis of several cochleae as needed for the
present case of a biomedical study.

3 A voxel on a three dimensional cartesian grid has 6 direct neighbours with a voxel-voxel distance
of one pixel.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Slice through the reconstructed 3D volume of a mouse cochlea
along with the histogram of the attenuation coe�cients. The gray area indi-
cates the range of the applied colormap. (b) The same slice after application
of a 3D region growing operation, segmentation is marked in red. The thresh-
old for segmentation was chosen between the peaks of the histogram. Scale
bars, 500 µm.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Solid target source

As part of an optogenetic study several mouse cochleae were investigated using the
water-cooled solid target microfocus con�guration of the x-ray source (see section
4.2). The normalized intensity Īθ(r?, ze�) and corresponding phase reconstruction
of the amplitude Iθ(r?, 0) are shown in Fig. 5.6 for one projection. Note that
the e�ective pixel size of pe� = 2.6µm (z1 = 78mm, z2 = 116mm) is smaller com-
pared to a recent tomographic synchrotron radiation study of the cochlea [176]. A
slice through the reconstructed 3D volume (Fig. 5.9 ) reveals several functional
structures. Notably, resolution and contrast are high enough to identify nerve tis-
sue as well as the basilar membrane and the thin Reissner membrane. Therefore,
all three cavities (scala tympani, scala vestibuli and scala media) can be identi�ed.
Basilar membrane, Reissner's membrane, Rosenthal's canal and the optical �bre
were traced by manual segmentation and subsequent interpolation (Interpolate
Slices, Avizo Fire). Visualisation in 3D (Fig. 5.10 a) was achieved using surface
rendering of the segmented structures. A semi-transparency was chosen for bony
structures. Manually segmented nerve tissue (Fig. 5.10 b) was visualized using
volume rendering and shows how the nerve �bres of the spiral ganglion reach out
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towards the basilar membrane where the organ of Corti and the sensory cells of
hearing are located (not visible in the data). The colouring in Fig. 5.10 b was
chosen identical to the one of Fig. 5.1 for convenient comparison. The three-
dimensional visualisation allows to readily evaluate the tonotopic position of the
cochleostomy in the investigated cochleae. To this end, markers were set at di�er-
ent positions along the basilar membrane, a spline curve was �tted to the markers
and was used to calculate the distance of the cochleostomy from the apex (not
shown). Di�erent positions along the basilar membrane correspond to di�erent
resonant sound frequencies. Therefore, the tonotopic position of the cochleostomy
can be mapped to a certain sound frequency range of stimulated spiral ganglion
neurons. As an important result it was found that the tonotopic position of the
spiral ganglion neurons which were stimulated coincided with the tonotopic posi-
tion of the cochleostomy (see [90] for details). Next, position and orientation of
optical �bres relative to the tonotopic map of the cochlea were evaluated for sev-
eral specimens based on 3D visualisations as shown in Fig. 5.10 c-e. Obviously,
the orientation of the �bre varies strongly from specimen to specimen even though
the cochleostomy was cut at roughly the same position. Therefore, x-ray phase
contrast tomography was necessary to identify the tonotopic region of stimulated
neurons, complementing the analysis of brainstem responses to light stimulation
(see [90] for details on optogenetic experiments and results).
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Figure 5.9: Slice through the reconstructed 3D volume of a mouse cochlea
with basilar membrane (BM), Reissner's membrane (RM), scala tympani
(ST), scala vestibuli (SV), scala media (SM), spiral ligament (SL), stria
vascularis (STV), spiral ganglion (SG) within Rosenthal's canal (RC), nerve
�bres (NF), helicotrema (H) and surrounding bone (B). Scale bar, 200 µm.
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Figure 5.10: (a) 3D visualisation of bone (brown, semi-transparent), basilar
membrane (green), Reissner's membrane (yellow), Rosenthal's canal (blue)
and optical �bre (gray). Scale bar, 800 µm. (b) Magni�ed view showing nerve
tissue (orange). The nerve �bres of the spiral ganglion pass out between the
two layers of the lamina spiralis ossea (bottom layer shown in magenta).
Scale bar, 400 µm. (c-e) Position and orientation of the optical �bre relative
to the spiral ganglion in Rosenthal's canal for three di�erent investigated
mouse cochleae. The central cone of the stimulating optical light from the
�bre illuminates the spiral ganglion neurons at di�erent tonotopic positions.
The tonotopic position is derived from the measured distance of the �bre
from the apex along the basilar membrane (green). This information was
used for optogenetic cochlear implant development, see main text. Scale bar,
1 mm.
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5.4.2 Liquid metal jet source

A substantial reduction in accumulation time of about an order of magnitude could
be achieved using the high-brilliance liquid-metal-jet x-ray source [132] (see section
4.2) and a fast sCMOS detector (see section 4.1). A tomogram with 2 µm voxel
size was recorded within 30 minutes, compared to the typical exposure time of �ve
hours using the solid target source (see also Tab. 5.1). Since the cochlea is kept
in air during exposure, drying of the liquid-�lled cavities and the attached soft
tissue is di�cult to avoid during long measurements. This may be the reason why
the organ of Corti could not be observed in the long exposure tomograms (Fig.
5.9). Contrarily, in the fast acquisition dataset, soft tissue structures are visible
in the region of the organ of Corti and the tectorial membrane (Fig. 5.11a). A
subsequent replicate of the 30 minute measurement one hour later already shows
that due to dehydration of the cochlear cavities, those soft tissue structures are not
observed anymore and that Reissner's membrane ruptured at the basal turn (Fig.
5.11b). This is in agreement with the fact, that a recent synchrotron study (with
intrinsic fast acquisitions) could visualize the organ of Corti [176], even though
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Figure 5.11: (a) Slice through the reconstructed 3D volume of a mouse cochlea
obtained within 30 min exposure time using a liquid-metal-jet x-ray source
and a fast sCMOS detector in conventional geometry showing basilar mem-
brane (BM), Reissner's membrane (RM), Rosenthal's canal, scala tympani
(ST), scala vestibuli (SV) and scala media (SM). The fast acquisition en-
ables the observation of soft tissue structures in the region of the organ of
Corti and the tectorial membrane (dashed circles). (b) The same tomogram
was repeated one hour later. Due to dehydration of the cochlear cavities,
those soft tissue structures could not be observed anymore (dashed circles)
and Reissner's membrane ruptured at the basal turn. These observations il-
lustrate the advantages of fast tomography using the liquid- metal-jet x-ray
source and motivate agarose embedding for even better structure preserva-
tion. Scale bars, 200µm.
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the images appear to be of less quality (in terms of spatial resolution and contrast
between bone and soft tissue) compared to the current results. These observations
illustrate the advantages of fast tomography using a liquid- metal-jet x-ray source
and motivate future work directed at improved structure preservation. Prevention
of dehydration could be achieved using agarose embedding, which was successfully
used in a current synchrotron study of C. elegans [158] and for 3D imaging of
entire mouse nerves as presented in chapter 6. So far, the low photon energy of
the current liquid-metal source (9.25 keV, Ga Kα ) inhibits embedding due to very
high resulting absorption e�ects. Note that beam hardening e�ects due to heavily
absorbing bone already degrades the quality of the tomograms recorded with the
liquid-metal source. Compared to the results of the solid target source with 17.5
keV photon energy (Mo Kα), the absorption coe�cients µ(r) are less uniform for
bony structures (compare Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.11). Since a 24 keV metal-jet has
recently been developed [128] 3D cochlea imaging with short exposure times and
improved structure preservation using compact laboratory sources may further be
extented.

5.4.3 Optimizing spatial resolution

Propagation imaging of the cochlea can be further optimized for spatial resolu-
tion. The standard deviation σsys of the cone-beam imaging system point-spread
function (PSF) in the sample plane can be written as

σsys =
√

(M − 1)2M�2σ2
src +M�2σ2

det, (5.1)

whereM = 1+z2/z1 is the geometric magni�cation and σsrc and σdet indicate the
standard deviation of the source intensity and detector PSF, respectively [78, 151].
Note the relation between full-width at half maximum (FWHM) and standard
deviation of a Gaussian FWHM = 2

√
2 ln 2σ. The MTF of a gaussian PSF drops

to about 3% contrast for features with a full-period equal to the FWHM of the
PSF (see section A.3). Therefore, the half-period resolution is equal to FWHM/2.
For the imaging system, the PSF is constituted by the lateral source dimensions
for high geometric magni�cations (σsys ≈ σsrc, if M → ∞, Fig. 5.2a) and by
the detector PSF for low geometric magni�cations (σsys ≈ σdet, if M → 1, Fig.
5.2b). By setting the derivative of equation (5.1) equal zero we �nd the optimal
geometric magni�ction

Mopt = 1 +

(
σdet
σsrc

)2

= 1 +

(
FWHMdet

FWHMsrc

)
,2 (5.2)

yielding the smallest imaging system PSF [151, 78], i.e. the highest spatial reso-
lution

σopt,sys =

√
σ2
srcσ

2
det

σ2
src + σ2

det

. (5.3)
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For σdet/σsrc = 10 (large detector PSF) the large optimal magni�cation Mopt =
101 yields an imaging system resolution of FWHMsys = 0.995 · FWHMsrc, domi-
nated by the source size (Fig. 5.12 a). For σdet/σsrc = 0.1 (small detector PSF)
the small optimal magni�cation Mopt = 1.01 yields an imaging system resolution
of FWMMsys = 0.995 · FWHMdet, dominated by the detectors resolution (Fig.
5.12 b). Typically, compact cone-beam setups use σdet > σsrc and a high geomet-
ric magni�cation (z1 < z2) to achieve spatial resolutions below the detector PSF
[139]. We denote this con�guration (used for the results in the previous sections)
as the conventional geometry of compact microfocus cone-beam setups. However,
using a high-resolution detector system with σdet < σsrc in the low magni�cation
geometry, a spatial resolution well below the source size was obtained, as can be
seen for an absorbing test structure in Fig. 5.13 a,d.

Figure 5.12: FWHM of the imaging system PSF (3% MTF contrast resolu-
tion) for di�erent source and detector con�gurations along with the optimal
magni�cationMopt and resulting optimal FWHMopt. (a) σsrc = 4 µm, σdet =
40 µm, Mopt = 101, FWHMopt = 3.98µm. (b) σsrc = 4µm, σdet = 0.4µm,
Mopt = 1.01, FWHMopt = 0.398µm. (c) σsrc,h. = 4µm, σsrc,v. = 7µm,
σdet = 3 µm, Mopt,h. = 1.56, Mopt,v. = 1.18, FWHMopt,h. = 2.4 µm,
FWHMopt,v. = 2.76µm. (d) Increase in resolution relative to source size
(solid black curve) and detector resolution (dashed black curve) at the opti-
mal magni�cation (blue dasehd curve) for di�erent ratios σdet/σsys.
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Figure 5.13: (a,d) Image of an absorbing test structure with 2 µm lines
and 2 µm spaces along the direction corresponding to a source size of 7 µm
(FWHM) recorded with (a) source-size limited (z1 = 72mm, z2 = 418mm,
pe� = 0.96 µm) and (d) detector PSF limited spatial resolution (z1 = 95mm,
z2 = 3mm, pe� = 0.72 µm). (b,e) Phase contrast image of 10 µm polystyrene
spheres along with (c,f) the reconstructed amplitude (BAC) for conventional
(z1 = 70mm, z2 = 1930mm, pe� = 0.7 µm) and inverse (z1 = 65mm,
z2 = 20mm, pe� = 0.57 µm) geometry, respectively.

Figure 5.14: (a-d) Projection images of polystyrene spheres with 10 µm di-
ameter. The sample-detector distance z2 is increased (2.6mm (a), 5mm (b),
10mm (c), 20mm (d)) while the source-dectector distance was kept constant
at z1 +z2 = 85mm. (e-f) Reconstruction of the object transmission function
using the BAC algorithm.
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Due to the symmetry of the e�ective propagation distance ze� = z1z2/(z1 + z2)
with respect to z1 and z2, phase contrast can also be exploited in this con�g-
uration given a su�cient resolution of the detector to resolve the phase contrast
fringes [151, 78]. We denote this geometry (z1 > z2) as the inverse geometry. Since
ze� ≈ z2 for the low magni�cations case (z1 � z2), phase contrast arises for z2 � 0.
This e�ect is illustrated in Fig. 5.14 for polystyrene spheres of 10µm diameter.
The sample-detector distance z2 was gradually increased from 2.6mm to 20mm
while the source-dectector distance was kept constant at z1 + z2 = 85mm. The
negligible attenuation of the x-ray beam due to the thin sample yields very little
absorption contrast. By increasing z2 phase contrast arises and the object can
be well recognized, however spoiled by edge-enhancement. With su�cient phase
contrast the object transmission function can be reconstructed with a high signal-
to-noise ratio using the BAC algorithm. Therefore, in the inverse geometry a high
contrast due to phase sensitivity is combined with high spatial resolution below
the x-ray spot size dimensions, yielding better results than in the conventional ge-
ometry case (compare Fig. 5.13 c and f). An asymmetric x-ray spot size a�ects
the image resolution in the conventional geometry and creates a need for decon-
volution [138]. The in�uence of the liquid-jet source size (4 µm × 7 µm, h.×v.) is
obviously reduced in the inverse geometry, however still de�ning the spatial co-
herence lengths. Note that the geometry z1 > z2 is well known for synchrotron
based imaging. In fact, the parallel beam geometry employed in most synchrotron
tomography experiments (from early demonstrations [193, 31, 81] to recent cochlea
studies [177, 176]) corresponds to the limit z1 � z2, as for typical beamlines the
distance to the source is much larger than the distance between sample and de-
tector. The terms conventional and inverse geometry are therefore used in view
of compact cone-beam setups and do not re�ect the historic development of phase
contrast imaging at synchrotron sources, where the inverse geometry may be de-
noted as the conventional case. However, contrary to synchrotron instrumentation,
for the case of compact microfocus setups z1 and z2 can easily and continuously
be changed and optimized for contrast and resolution [78, 151]. Fig. 5.12 c il-
lustrates this advantage in terms of spatial resolution for the source and detector
parameters of the JuLiA setup. Importantly, at Mopt the imaging system resolu-
tion is simultaneously below both the lateral source dimensions and the detector
resolution as expressed by

σopt,sys
σsrc

=

√
c2

c2 + 1
< 1, (5.4)

σopt,sys
σdet

=

√
1

c2 + 1
< 1, (5.5)

with c = σdet/σsrc. The increase in resolution relative to source size and detector
resolution is shown in Fig. 5.12 d depending on the ratio c. At the limiting cases
(Mopt = 1 and Mopt =∞) the ratios σopt,sys/σsrc and σopt,sys/σdet reach their ex-
trema (zero and unity). For the symmetric case of σdet = σsrc the optimal magni�-
cation isMopt = 2 and the resolution increase is σopt,sys/σsrc=σopt,sys/σdet=1/

√
2.
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Despite these experimental design options, the vast majority of phase contrast
tomography work at compact x-ray sources is based on z1 < z2, while only few au-
thors have previously used z2 < z1 [2]. The fact that the inverse geometry has not
been exploited for tomography of biological samples may be due to the reduced ef-
�ciency of high-resolution scintillator-based detectors. However, the combination
with a high-brilliance liquid-jet source renders this geometry a promising approach
for phase contrast imaging applications. From the spatial frequencies correspond-
ing to 3 %−10 % contrast, observed for the absorbing test structure atM ≈ 1 and
M � 1 (similar to Fig. 5.2 a,b, data not shown) the FWHM of the detector PSF
and source intensity was estimated to FWHMdet = 3µm, FWHMsrc,h. = 4µm and
FWHMsrc,v.7 µm (asymmetric spot size for the liquid metal source), respectively.
The x-ray spot size was previously imaged with a Fresnel zone plate yielding
consistent values [9]. The parameters of source and detector result in optimal
magni�cations Mopt,h. = 1.56 and Mopt,v. = 1.18 along with optimal resolutions
FWHMopt,h. = 2.4 µm and FWHMopt,v. = 2.76 µm for the vertical and horizon-
tal direction, respectively. Phase contrast images of mouse cochlea (Fig. 5.15)
were recorded at an intermediate value of M = 1.23 as a compromise between
optimal resolution in the vertical and horizontal direction. The images obtained
in the inverse geometry exhibit higher spatial resolution when compared to con-
ventional geometry results. Consequently, the corresponding 3D reconstruction
reveals smaller features (Fig. 5.16 ), e.g. �ner nerve �bres are resolved. The
higher spatial resolution in 3D is con�rmed by the corresponding azimuthally av-
eraged power spectral density (Fig. 5.16 c). The (half-period) resolution for
the inverse geometry setup is about 1.75 µm (corresponding to three voxels), well
below the dimensions of the x-ray spot and in agreement with the optimal (half-
period) resolutions FWHMopt,h./2 = 1.2µm and FWHMopt,v./2 = 1.4µm of the
setup.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Projection image of a mouse cochlea in (a) the conventional
and (b) the inverse geometry. A higher spatial resolution is obtained in the
inverse geometry, as can be seen in the (c,d ) magni�ed views of the areas
marked in (a,b). Scale bars, (a,b) 200 µm, (c,f) 50 µm.

Figure 5.16: Slice (region of interest) through the reconstructed 3D volume
obtained from data recorded in (a) the conventional and (b) the inverse
geometry. (c) The azimuthally averaged power spectral densities indicate
that by using the inverse geometry spatial frequencies up to 280mm�1 were
reconstructed, compared to 150mm�1 in the conventional geometry. This
corresponds to 1.75 µm, which is well below the x-ray spot size dimensions.
Scale bars, 200 µm and 20 µm (insets).
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5.4.4 Space estimation for intra-cochlear implants

As a next step towards optogenetic cochlear implants, the spiral ganglion neurons
should be stimulated from within the cochlea rather than cutting a window into
the bony capsule. To this end, miniaturized implants will be inserted through the
round window of the cochlea in future experiments. The available space for such
devices was estimated by analyzing intact mouse and rat cochleae. The basilar
membrane, scala tympani and scala vestibuli et media were traced as described
above, a surface rendering is shown in Fig. 5.17. Note that the datasets shown
here were recorded during an early stage of the experimental optimizing for cochlea
imaging. Therefore, source setting, choice of detector and geometric parameters
are rather mixed and vary from the optimum settings described in the previous
sections. The size of scala tympani along the basilar membrane was measured
at di�erent positions. The blue and black lines illustrate the measurements at
one position. Blue represents the direction with largest width and black is the
corresponding orthogonal direction. Both directions along with their geometric
mean (e�ective diameter) are shown as a function of the distance from the base in
Fig. 5.18. This information was used by the Inner Ear lab and collaborators for
the design and development of miniaturized LED arrays.

Figure 5.17: 3D visualisation of basilar membrane (green), scala tympani
(fawn), scala vestibuli et media (brown, only traced in the mouse cochlea)
for a (a) mouse and (b) rat cochlea. The size of scala tympani along the
basilar membrane was measured at di�erent positions, illustrated by the
blue and black lines for one position.
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Figure 5.18: Estimation of available space for intra-cochlear implants in (a)
mouse and (b) rat cochleae. Both directions (see Fig. 5.17) along with
their geometric mean (red, e�ective diameter) are shown as a function of the
distance from the base.

5.5 Summary

The results demonstrate that functional cochlear soft tissue within the surrounding
bone can be imaged with unprecedented quality in 3D using compact laboratory
microfocus x-ray sources. This was possible by means of optimized geometric
parameters, matched to source and detector settings, in combination with suit-
able phase reconstruction algorithms. The phase retrieval algorithm based on the
transport-of-intensity equation yields 3D data quality which allows for an auto-
matic histogram-based segmentation between bone and soft tissue, while previ-
ously reported synchrotron based phase contrast studies of the cochlea skipped
the phase reconstruction step [177, 176]. This enables fast and convenient data vi-
sualization and therefore, batch analysis of several cochleae as required by biomed-
ical studies and demonstrated here for cochlear implant research. The additional
advantage of using a novel liquid-metal-jet source is evidenced in terms of sig-
ni�cantly reduced accumulation time as well as higher spatial resolution when
combined with a high resolution detector in an optimized (inverse) geometry. The
obtained 3D cochlea datasets were used to characterize brainstem responses to
optogenetic stimulation and for design parameter estimations of future implants
for mouse and rat cochleae. Note that biomedical phase contrast tomography ap-
plications have been demonstrated at compact laboratory instruments based on
grating interferometry [170]. However, the current work provides a spatial res-
olution an order of magnitude higher than the resolution range of 30 − 200µm
reported for grating based phase contrast [50, 170, 169, 115, 13]. For example, the
thin membranes (basilar membrane, Reissner's membrane) and the nerve �bres
in the cochlea could not have been resolved with medium spatial resolution. The
presented approach can be applied to a wide range of biological samples and may
deliver 3D data with unprecedented spatial resolution and contrast for soft tissue.
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To understand cellular networks in the nervous system and to map connectivity,
three dimensional structural information of multi-cellular tissue over hundreds of
micrometers is required with resolution and contrast high enough to resolve sub-
cellular features. While multiple scattering, �uorescence staining and resolution
issues pose a limit to visible light microscopy studies, preparation di�culties such
as cutting and staining as well as limited penetration depth restrict the applica-
tions of electron microscopy. Serial block-face scanning electron microscopy was
developed to image larger volumes with high resolution. The method is based
on serial sections which are either cut with a diamond knife [42] or milled by
focused ion beam [112]. Recently, this destructive technique was used to trace
axons (nerve �bers) contained in a volume of roughly (80 µm)3 within a mouse
brain [142]. However, the reported 8 µs dwell time for each scanning point cor-
responds to more than 17 hours for a dataset with 20003 voxels. Full-�eld x-ray
tomography on the other hand o�ers the unique potential for non-destructive three
dimensional imaging of large volumes within a reasonable amount of time. The
goal of the present experiments was to explore whether x-ray propagation imag-
ing can be applied to determine the three-dimensional structure of myelinated
nerves. The myelin sheath is a concentric multilamellar membrane stack which
is wrapped around axons of neurons [136]. The segmental structure of the insu-
lating myelin sheath along the axon, with segments separated by so-called nodes
of Ranvier (where myelin is lacking), enables the saltatory conduction of nerve
impulses, needed for fast signal transduction [221, 214]. Three dimensional data
of thousands of axons running parallel in the nerve along with their respective
myelin sheath segments would allow to study if and how positions of the nodes
of Ranvier in neighboring axons are correlated. In this chapter, x-ray propagaton
imaging of uncut saphenus, sciatic, and optical mouse nerves is presented.1

1 The contents of this chapter is based on an unpublished manuscript [11].
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6.1.2 Experimental setup II

An unstained immersion �xated saphenus nerve (WT mouse, P28) embedded in
agarose between two polyproylene foils was imaged using the optimized WG imag-
ing con�guration of GINIX (section 4.3.4) at a synchrotron ring current of 100mA.
The x-ray beam was monochromatized to 13.6 keV and focused to 380nm×420nm
(h.×v.) as measured by scanning one-dimensional x-ray waveguides through the
focus. A crossed multilayer x-ray waveguide with 59 nm guiding core dimensions
(XWG3) was placed in the focal plane of the mirrors as a quasi point source with
a maximum measured �ux of 5 · 108 ph/s. A 1 µm thick Si3N4 membrane was
installed as entrance window of the vacuum �ight path to reduce spurious phase
contrast from polyimide windows used before. The sCMOS detector was installed
at a distance z2 = 5.127m and operated with gain factor 2. The sample was
positioned at z1 = 0.24m behind the focus (on sample tower T4 in Fig. 4.3 c)
resulting in geometric magni�cation M = 21.1, e�ective pixel size pe� = 309nm,
Fresnel number F 10 = 0.45 and a �eld of view of 585 µm × 334µm (h.×v.). For
tomography, 838 holograms distributed among 180 degrees were recoded with an
exposure time of 5 seconds. The missing wedge of 12.4 degrees resulted from the
�at design of the sample holder. Empty beam intensities were recorded with 60×5
seconds exposure time after every 150th projection (30 degrees).

6.1.3 Experimental setup III

Sciatic, optical and saphenus nerves prepared either by high pressure freezing or
immersion �xation followed by agarose embedding in a polyimide tube were im-
aged at beamline ID22NI (section 4.4). The energy of the pink photon beam was
set to 17 keV for the current experiment. The focus size was about 80nm× 80nm
(FWHM) as determined by translating a gold edge of a nanofabricated test pat-
tern (Xradia, USA) and recording both the transmitted intensity by a diode and
the Au-Lα �uorescence emission line by a silicon drift detector (vortex-EX, SII
NanoTechnology Inc., USA). Prior to tomographic measurements geometrical dis-
tortions due to abberations of the focusing optics were measured using a grid with
3 µm periodicity [145]. Tomographic datasets were recorded at di�erent geometric
magni�cations and e�ective pixel sizes using the FReLoN detector system with a
pixel size in the detection plane (z2 = 526mm) of p = 756nm. Low resolution
datasets with e�ective pixel size pe� = 430nm were recorded at a single distance,
higher resolution datasets (pe� = [100; 200]nm ) were recorded using four planes
with relative distances z12

− z11
= 1mm, z13

− z11
= 5mm and z14

− z11
= 15mm.

(see Tab. 6.1). For tomography 1499 projections distributed among 360° were
recorded. The illumination time was altered between 0.1, 0.5 and 1 seconds for a
single projection, depending on the focal distance and sample preparation method.
For fast data acquisition and to minimize local tomography artifacts, tomograms
were recorded in a continuous fashion with the rotation stage moving during ac-
cumulation. To minimize structural changes due to radiation damage, the x-ray
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beam was attenuated by a factor fatt = 8 using 1.5mm thick aluminum for most
samples.

6.1.4 Sample preparation and mounting

A careful sample preparation and suitable mounting is essential for x-ray propaga-
tion imaging. Aiming at near-native stucture preservation simultaneous compata-
bility with three-dimensional imaging is an important issue. Di�erent preparation
and mounting methods have been investigated based either on immersion �xa-
tion of the nerves allowing wet environments or EPON-embedding allowing higher
doses and possibly higher spatial resolution.2

6.1.4.1 Immersion �xation

Wildtype C57Bl6/N mice were sacri�ced by cervical dislocation. The optic nerves
were carefully removed and �xed by immersion in 4 % formaldehyde, 2.5 % glu-
taraldehyde in phosphate bu�er at the pH of 7.2 containing 0.5 % NaCl according
to [108] as described in [140]. Subsequently, the sciatic and saphenus nerves were
prepared and �xed by immersion in the same �xing solution. For (optional) os-
mium tetroxide staining, after 18 hours of �xation at 4�C pieces of all the di�erent
nerves were post�xed in 2 % OsO4 in 0.1M phosphate bu�er pH 7.3 for two hours
on ice and then washed several times in 0.1M phosphate bu�er.

6.1.4.2 Mounting of immersion �xated samples

Immersion �xated mouse nerves had to be kept in a wet environment to prevent
drying while keeping them spatially �xed. Several approaches were investigated for
compatibility with 3D x-ray propagation imaging. In a �rst attempt, nerves were
sucked into glass capillaries �lled with phosphate bu�er (Fig. 6.2 a). However,
strong scattering from the glass-air interface at the capiallary wall and relatively
strong absorption of water and capillary degraded the quality of the phase re-
construction, especially since the nerves were close to the wall of the capillary
with 0.5mm diameter. A second approach used agarose embedding between two
polypropylene foils on two metal rings [158] (Fig. 6.2 b). This preparation en-
ables a kind of �contrast matching� by avoiding interfaces between air and strongly
scattering sample parts improving phase reconstruction. However, the �at design
of this holder imposes problems in tomographic reconstructions such as missing
projections or varying absorption at di�erent rotation angles. A third approach
was developed as a merger of the �rst two wich has proven an ideal sample con-
tainer for three-dimensional imaging and phase reconstruction (Fig. 6.3 a-e).
Strong absorption is circumvented by using a polyimide tube instead of a glass
capillary. An increased diameter prevents capillary-air interfaces parallel to the
optical axis to scatter, given the specimen is well centered within the tube and the
illuminating beam is smaller than the capillary diameter. To position the nerve

2 Immersion �xation, EPON-embedding and high pressure-freezing as well as optical and electron
microscopy was performed by the Wiebke Möbius and colleagues, Max-Planck-Institut für
Experimentelle Medizin, Göttingen, Germany.
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Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6

Nerve opt. saph. saph. saph. opt. sci.

Preparation IF1 IF2 IF3 IF3 IF3 HPF

OsO4 X X X

z1+z2[mm] 5510 5127 526 526 526 526 526 526 526

z11
[mm] 5333 240 300 300 300 138 69 300 69

z12
[mm] - - - - - 139 70 - 70

z13
[mm] - - - - - 143 74 - 74

z14
[mm] - - - - - 153 84 - 84

pe�1 [nm] 718 309 430 430 430 198 99 430 99

pe�2[nm] - - - - - 199 101 - 101

pe�3
[nm] - - - - - 205 107 - 107

pe�4
[nm] - - - - - 219 121 - 121

Time [s] 10 5 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

Attenuator - - - X X X X X X

MBA α 0.04 0.005 - - - - - - -

NitGS - 4 - - - - - - -

CTF κ 150 9 9 - - 9 25

CTF α1 0 0 0 10�4 10�4 0 0

CTF α2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.01 0.2 0.01

Table 6.1: Main experimental parameters for 3D x-ray phase contrast imaging
of nerve samples with source-detector distance z1+z2, source-sample distance
z1m , e�ective pixel size pe�m , accumulation time corresponding to a single
projection at a single distance, attenuator settings (1.5mm aluminum), and
phase reconstruction parameter α(for MBA), Nit (for GS),κ = δ/β, α1,α2

(for CTF methods). Sample preparation is tabulated as IF1-3 (immersion
�xation, di�erent sample mounting and embedding) or HPF (high pressure
freezing).
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2 % uranyl acetate (Merck, Germany) followed by lead citrate according to [178].
Electron micrographs were taken with a LEO912AB Omega electron microscope
(Zeiss, Germany) equipped with an on-axis 2048× 2048 pixel CCD-camera (TRS,
Germany).

6.2 Data analysis

6.2.1 Treatment of raw data

For experimental setup I, all di�raction patterns I(r?,ze�) were corrected by cor-
responding empty beam intensities I(E)(r?) and dark �eld recording I(D)(r?)

Ī(r?,ze�) =
I(r?,ze�)− I(D)(r?)

I(E)(r?)− I(D)(r?)
. (6.1)

The dark �eld image represents detector read-out noise without any x-ray signal.
Fig. 6.4 shows di�raction pattern, empty beam and the corresponding normal-
ized intensity for a single projection. Due to the �ltering pinhole in the focal
plane, there are no visible high frequency in the normalized intensity. The up-
per and lower part of the image corresponds to signi�cantly lower photon �ux of
the illumination as can be seen in (b) and were not used for subsequent recon-
struction steps. Tilt of the pixel columns of the detector against the rotation axis
were corrected by numerically rotating all corrected intensity distributions by the
corresponding angle (d).
The same steps were performed for experimental setup II. Due to the fact that
movements of the sample tower out of the beam resulted in a misaligned wave-
guide, empty beam intensities were recorded every 150th projection and averaged
from 60 individual 5 second exposures. The waveguide was then realigned again.
Fig. 6.5 shows di�raction pattern, empty beam and the corresponding normal-
ized intensity for a single projection. Note the smooth illumination provided by
the waveguide. However, medium frequency features (horizontal stripes) of the
wavegudie beam persist after empty beam correction in addition to residual low
frequency variations. This may be due to instabilities of the storage ring orbit
and drift of the waveguide relative to the focus in combination with the rather
large time interval between di�raction pattern and empty beam recording. Low
frequency variations were e�ectively removed by dividing the intensity distribution
by a pro�le obtained from the mean pro�le of the upper 200 rows of the image
and subsequent application of a moving average �lter with 200 pixel kernel. The
resulting corrected intensity pattern is shown in (d).
Data processing for experimental setup III was performed using a software package
(based on Octave, ImageJ and PyHST) installed at the ID22 beamline server which
was remotely accessible. All holograms were corrected by corresponding empty
beam intensity and dark �eld recordings and normalized to a mean value of one.
The di�raction pattern I(r?,ze�) for a single projection and the empty beam is
shown in Fig. 6.6, the normalized intensity in Fig. 6.9 a. Empty beam intensities
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6.2.2 Phase retrieval

6.2.3 Single-distance phase retrieval

For experimental setup I, phase retrieval was performed using the modi�ed Bron-
nikov algorithm (MBA, 2.22) with regularisation parameter α = 0.04 as shown in
Fig 6.7 for sample 1 (see Tab. 6.1). The di�raction patterns were padded by
100 pixels using mirror re�ections in both directions prior to reconstruction.
For experimental setup II, a combined reconstruction method [76, 158, 117] yielded
the best results. First, the phase distribution ϕ(r?) was reconstructed approxi-
mately using the MBA with regularisation parameter α = 0.005 and 500 pixel
padding. Due to the small Fresnel number F 10 = 0.45 the recovered phase dis-
tribution is blurred. A subsequent iterative re�nement based on the Gerchberg-
Saxton algorithm assuming a pure phase object was able to remove the blurr. The
algorithm was initialized with an object transmission function guess of

O(r?) = exp [iϕ(r?)] (6.2)

and was run for Nit = 4 iterations with a noise parameter of D = 0.02. The �nal
phase reconstruction for a single projection of sample 2 (see Tab. 6.1) along with
the corresponding normalized intensity is shown in Fig. 6.8.
For experimental setup III, lower resolution tomograms of entire nerves were
recorded at a single distance to save acquisition time and to minimize dose.
The relatively small Fresnel number F10 ≈ 2 according to source-sample distance
z1 = 0.3m and e�ective pixel size pe� = 430nm resulted in rather blurred recon-
structions using a single distance TIE-based approach (see section 2.2). However,
the CTF-based approach assuming homogeneity (κ = δ/β) described by equation
(2.40) yielded phase reconstructions ϕ(r?) of high quality. For immersion �xated
nerves stained with osmium tetroxide as well as high-pressure frozen nerves, κ = 9
gave the best results as evaluated by visual inspection. Fig. 6.9 shows phase
reconstruction and normalized intensity for an immersion �xated saphenus nerve
(sample 4, see Tab. 6.1). For immersion �xated nerves which were not stained,
a substantial higher κ = 150 was chosen, corresponding to the weaker absorption
compared to stained samples. The frequency-dependent regularisation parameter
(equations 2.32,2.33)

α(ν) = α1 · f(ν) + α2 · (1− f(ν)) (6.3)

with
f(ν) = (1− erf [(ν − νcut)/σα)] /2 (6.4)

was set to α2 = 0.2 for radial spatial frequencies ν =
√
ν2
x + ν2

y larger than the

o�set νcut = 0.1 cycles/pixel. Lower spatial frequencies were su�cently regularized
by the cosine terms in (2.34) corresponding to absorption, and α1 = 0 could be
chosen. The steepness of transition at νcut is described by σα = 0.01.
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Figure 6.10: (a) PSD of the holographic reconstruction of sample 6 placed at
z11 (Tab. 6.1). (b) PSD of a single-distance CTF-based reconstruction. (c)
Corresponding phase contrast transfer function. (e-f) The same as obtained
by placing sample 6 at a distance z14 (Tab. 6.1).

6.2.4 Multi-distance phase retrieval

Higher resolution datasets recorded with experimental setup III at z1 = 0.137m
and z1 = 0.069m with e�ective pixel sizes pe� = 200nm and pe� = 100nm corre-
spond to Fresnel numbers F 10 ≈ 0.5 and F 10 ≈ 0.2 , respectively. At these Fresnel
numbers the contrast transfer functions exhibits several zero crossings. Fig. 6.10a
shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the holographic reconstruction from a
single normalized hologram of sample 6 (Fig. 6.12 a) recorded with an e�ective
pixel size of 99nm (Tab. 6.1). Zeroes in the PCTF (c) manifest as missing infor-
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phase ϕ(r?) was reconstructed using the CTF-approach assuming a pure phase
object, described by equation (2.34). The frequency dependent regularisation pa-
rameter α(ν) (6.3) was de�ned by α1 = 10�4, α2 = 0.01, νcut = 0.1 cycles/pixel
and σα = 0.01. For high pressure frozen samples embedded in EPON, the CTF
approach assuming homogeneity (κ = δ/β) described by equation (2.39) yielded
superior reconstructions, with κ = 25. The regularisation parameter was altered
at low spatial frequencies compared to the pure phase object case since su�cient
regularisation is provided by the absorption dependent cosine terms in (2.34), al-
lowing for α1 = 0. Fig. 6.12 b shows the reconstructed phase distribution of a
single projection for sample 6.

6.2.5 Tomographic reconstruction

For all datasets, phase distributions were obtained from all projections using the
respective phase reconstruction method, yielding (1.91) δ̄θ(r?) = −ϕθ(r?)/k. All
phase projections corresponding to an angular range of θ=0°...180° were aligned
with respect to each other by cross-correlation methods for experimental setup I
and II. To align the individual projections recorded with experimental setup III,
every 200th or 400th projection (depending on the dataset, same as for empty im-
ages) a hologram was recorded as a reference with the rotation stage not moving,
as oposed to the otherwise continuous data aquisition procedure. After all projec-
tions had been aquired, holograms at the reference angles were recorded again and
used to determine and correct for drifts during the tomographic scan. Projections
in between two reference angles were shifted by means of interpolation. After
alignment of the individual phase projections, �ltered backprojection (3.16) was
performed using Ultra Fast Cone-Beam reconstruction software for setup I and II
and PyHST for setup III. As a result, the three-dimensional decrement δ(r) of the
refractive index was reconstructed which is proportional to the electron density
(1.67).

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Unstained nerves

A volume of 0.6×0.6×1mm3 with a voxel size of 718nm was reconstructed from 900
individual phase reconstructions (MBA) of sample 1 (experimental setup I). Fig.
6.13 a shows a slice through the reconstructed 3D electron density. The unstained
nerve within the glass capillary is clearly identi�ed and a substructure of point like
features is visible. For comparison, an optical micrograph of an EPON-embedded
optical nerve is shown in Fig. 6.13 b which allows to attribute these features
to glial cells. Individual axons are not visible in the data due to medium spatial
resolution and axon diameters below 5 µm. As a next step, the zooming capability
of cone-beam x-ray propagation imaging was exploited to achieve higher spatial
resolution (experimental setup II) and a saphenus nerve with thicker axons was
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on sectioning, x-ray tomography provides a complete 3D dataset. Here, a volume
of 880µm×880µm× 880µm was reconstructed which enables the visualisation of
a large portion of the nerve as shown in Fig. 6.17. The dataset shows nerve,
blood vessel and adjacent fat (a). Importantly, it reveals how axons follow the
nerve and consistent to the previous experiment, a shevron pattern is observed
(b). This strengthens the presumption of the previous experiment that unstained
axons can be visualized by means of x-ray phase contrast. Future studies should
analyze whether the shevron pattern is due to sample preparation, linked to the
fact that the nerve may have relaxed from a streched conformation after being cut
out of the mouse or if it indeed is a native intrinsic pattern of the nerve.

6.3.3 Higher spatial resolution for imaging of optical nerves

The results of the previous section demonstrate that it is possible to image en-
tire nerves in 3D with spatial resolution and contrast high enough to resolve
single axons by means of x-ray phase contrast imaging. However, axons of the
saphenus nerve in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) are relatively thick and
more strongly myelinated than axons of the optical nerve in the central nervous
system (CNS). To this end, another approach to image optical nerves was followed,
based on the experience gained in the previous experiment concerning staining. A
tomogram of an immersion �xated and osmium stained optical nerve (sample 5,
see Tab. 6.1) was recorded and reconstructed with identical settings as used for
the osmium stained saphenus nerve (Fig. 6.18 a,d). Obviously, only few axons
are vaguely visible in contrast to the clearly resolved axons of the saphenus nerve
(Fig. 6.15 f) owing to their smaller diameters. To increase spatial resolution, two
additional tomographic scans were recorded and reconstructed based on the CTF
approach (2.34) with N = 4 distances at e�ective pixel sizes peff1 = 198 nm and
peff1 = 99nm, respectively (see Tab. 6.1). A slice through the reconstructed 3D
electron density is shown in Fig. 6.18 for both scans. Here, smaller pixel sizes
result in increased visibility of axons (compare d-f). Moreover, increased photon
�ux density incident on the sample for smaller source-sample distances z1 yields
increased contrast. However, the higher photon �ux at smaller z1 and the need
for multiple distances induced shrinkage and movements of sample or surrounding
agarose. Alignment of the N = 4 holograms with respect to each other as well as
alignment of the resulting phase maps with respect to the reference images (see
sections 6.2.4,6.2.5 ) resulted in reasonable data quality near the axis of rotation.
Away from the center, artifacts are clearly visible. In b low frequency artifacts
at the border of the nerve arise while in c the data is severly blurred (see inset).
An optical micrograph of an EPON-embedded optical nerve was recorded (Fig.
6.19) verifying the structures and their sizes observed by x-ray phase contrast
tomography. As an important result, the tomogram with peff1 = 99 nm allows to
identify axons with a diameter down to 1µm (inset in Fig. 6.18 f).
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Figure 6.23: Three-dimensional visualisation of 20 axons (turquoise) along
with a slice through the data. Nodes of Ranvier are rendered red, Schmidt-
Lantermann incisures green. Scale bar, 100 µm.
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a b

Figure 6.24: Three-dimensional visualisation of 13 axons (turquoise) with
nodes of Ranvier (red ) and Schmidt-Lantermann incisures (green). (b)
Di�erent orientation of the same objects. Next to nodes of Ranvier, Schmidt-
Lantermann incisures of neighbouring axons can be found. Scale bar, 20 µm.

6.4 Summary

Three-dimensional hard x-ray propagation imaging of uncut nerves was presented
for mouse nerves of the central as well as peripheral nervous system. Di�erent
preparation and mounting approaches were investigated and phase retrieval was
adapted to the respective experimental conditions. While sub-structure in the
nerve was visible without staining, it was found that an osmium tetroxide stain
helps to visualize myelin. Immersion �xation was su�cient for high resolution
imaging, but artifacts associated with movements or shrinkage were observed. High
pressure freezing turned out to be particularly usefull for high resolution imaging.
A large volume of more than (200µm)3 with isotropic voxel size of 100nm was
reconstructed from a sciatic nerve and more than 1000 single axons could be iden-
ti�ed. Importantly, contrast and resolution were su�cient to resolve the myelin
sheath, nodes of Ranvier and Schmidt-Lantermann incisures. The data suggests
that Schmidt-Lantermann incisures may predominate be found in the vicinity of
nodes of Ranvier belonging to neighbouring axons. Importantly, the presented
approach is highly compatible with electron and optical microscopy in terms of
sample preparation allowing correlative measurements. Once the setup is aligned
and optimal phase reconstruction parameters are determined, batch measurements
and reconstruction of several samples is in principle straight forward, and would
enable to investigate several nerves as part of a biomedical study.



7 Three-dimensional density contrast of

Deinococcus radiodurans

Optical nanoscopy based on visible light �uorescence is becoming an important
tool for three-dimensional imaging of biological cells at the nanoscale [98, 167].
However, not all biological problems can be addressed based on the distribution
of �uorescence markers. Therefore, additional and complementary contrast mech-
anisms are needed. Coherent x-ray imaging and tomography o�ers a unique po-
tential for quantitative three-dimensional density determination at scalable reso-
lution by means of quantitative phase reconstruction schemes [35, 100, 131, 153,
189, 195, 216]. Quantitative density measurements and density based discrimi-
nation is important in many biological applications but typically associated with
destructive separation of components. Non-destructive determination of density
distribution within the sample as obtained by 3D coherent x-ray imaging along
with reconstructed volumes, shapes and topologies therefore equips biophysical
research with an 'ultracentrifuge' at the organelle level.
The goal of the present experiment was to implement quantitative 3D imaging
of unstained and unsliced cells of Deinococcus radiodurans. Density contrast may
help to understand the bacterium's extraordinary resistance to high doses of ion-
izing radiation based on the structural arrangement of its nucleoid [49, 48, 144].
Coherent di�raction x-ray imaging was previously used to derive the projected
electron density of Deinococcus radiodurans [65], providing thus a contrast com-
plementary to electron microscopy studies [47, 130]. In order to obtain the locally
resolved electron and mass density rather than just projected values, this work
has to be extented from 2D to 3D. However, for biological samples the applied
dose is a crucial parameter in view of structural changes and radiation damage
during the imaging process as observed in a current 3D ptychographic CDI study
of Deinococcus radiodurans [216]. Radiation damage of samples is considered to
be the ultimate limitation in x-ray microscopy, if resolution due to the charac-
teristics of sources, optical components, reconstruction algorithms and detection
is successfully scaled down [97]. Therefore, minimizing the dose for a given im-
age resolution and contrast is a primary challenge for x-ray optics. To this end,
propagation based phase contrast imaging using x-ray waveguides is a promis-
ing approach, as recently presented for two-dimensional imaging of biological cells
[63]. Moreover, in view of 3D imaging a full �eld approach based on scanning
only one degree of freedom (rotation axis) in contrast to ptychographic tomogra-
phy which involves scanning two translations and one rotation [216, 43] produces
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plane obtained by phase reconstruction using the ER algorithm reveals a beam
con�nement of about 10 nm × 10nm (FWHM), respectively (see Fig. 4.6 e and
Tab. 4.1). The small quasi-point source provided by the waveguide is evidenced
by the large divergence angle of its far-�eld intensity distribution (Fig. 4.6 a),
measured at 15 keV by a Pilatus pixel detector positioned at 5.29m. The relatively
homogenous part of the waveguide far-�eld intensity distribution as indicated by
the dasehd rectangle was used for imaging. The sample was placed at a (defocus)
distance z1 = 8mm from the WG exit plane on the dedicated sample tower (T2
in Fig. 4.3 b). The holograms were recorded with a Maxipix detector placed at
about 5m from the WG exit. The geometric magni�cation of M ' 660 results
in an e�ective detector pixel size of 83nm and an e�ective propagation distance
of ze� = 8mm. For tomographic imaging the sample was aligned into the axis of
rotation by use of the second on-axis video microscope (see section 4.3) and subse-
quent re�nement in the x-ray beam. Then, 83 projection images Iθ(r?, ze�) were
collected over 162 degrees with a total exposure time of 10 minutes for each angle
θ, distributed over N = 15 detector accumulations. The empty beam intensity
distribution I(E)(r?) was recorded during 40 minutes.

7.1.2 Sample preparation and mounting2

Cells of the Deinococcus radiodurans wild-type strain were cultivated from freeze-
dried cultures (DSM No. 20539 by the German Collection of Microorganisms and
Cell Cultures) for one day at 37�C on petri dishes covered with nutrient medium
(corynebacterium agar: 10 g/l casein peptone, 5 g/l yeast extract, 5 g/l glucose,
5 g/l NaCl, 15 g/l agar). Prior to preparation, the actively growing cells were
washed of the culturing medium with about 1.5ml bu�er solution (2 g/l KH2PO4,
0.36 g/l Na2HPO4 · 2H2O, pH 7.2). After placing a droplet of cell suspension onto
the substrate, a Si3N4-foil (Silson, UK) of 1 µm thickness and 5 × 5mm2 lateral
dimensions, the cells were allowed to adhere for 60 seconds. The remaining bu�er
was blotted, the frame cryoplunged into liquid ethane to prevent crystallization
[45] and afterwards lyophilized in a home-built freeze-drier. Fig. 7.2 shows an
optical micrograph of the freeze-dried cells and the investigated cellular structure
(inset). Mounting and orientation of the substrate with respect to the axis of
rotation ensures that no structures next to the investigated region move into the
�eld of view during tomographic scans.

2 Sample preparation was performed by Marius Priebe, Institute for X-ray physics, University
of Göttingen, Germany.
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illumination function or other features in the recorded intensity distribution. The
following procedure was found to ful�ll this condition.

1. For each of theN accumulations I(n)
θ the following operations were performed

yielding �ltered accumulations I(n,�lt)
θ :

(a) Normalization of the raw data I(n)
θ by the empty beam I(E) intensity

distribution.

(b) Application of a 3-by-3 median �lter.

(c) Removal of residual stripes, e.g. of those shown in Fig. 7.3 c by
means of division by the intensity �uctuations in the regions outside
the cellular area, independently for the vertical and horizontal direction
(averaged over 50 rows or columns, respectively) [63].

(d) Application of a Fourier bandpass �lter .

(e) Removal of residual stripes (see c).

2. The relative shifts S between the N �ltered accumulations I(n,�lt)
θ were cal-

culated using a cross-correlation method with sub-pixel accuracy [74] (up-
sampling factor 100).

3. The (un�ltered) accumulations I(n)
θ were shifted according to S, yielding

registered accumulations I(n,reg)
θ .

4. All shifted accumulations I(n,reg)
θ were summed up yielding the intensity

distribution Iθ =
∑
n I

(n,reg)
θ .

The procedure was implemented in MATLAB and was used to automatically reg-
ister the accumulations for each projection angle θ. Then, the normalized intensity
distribution was calculated as Īθ(r?, ze�) = Iθ(r?, ze�)/I(E)(r?) · 40min/10min.
Fig. 7.4 a,b illustrates the e�ect of aligning the accumulations prior to summa-
tion. Holographic fringes which were not visible when summing up the raw data
appeared and are indicated by small arrows. However, drifts during the individual
accumulations of 15 second exposure time were still present in the holograms and
may have degraded the reconstruction quality and resolution. As a next step, low
frequency variations were e�ectively removed (Fig. 7.4 c) by applying a Gaussian
highpass �lter and a subsequent stripe removal (see 1. c). Note that a �rst approx-
imate phase reconstruction was used to determine the cellular area (for support
determination see next section) which was then used for a second re�ned stripe
removal. The hologram was �nally normalized in a way that the area outside of
the sample support had a mean value of one, as expected for the area without
sample scattering in a normalized hologram.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Intensity distribution recorded with D. radiodurans cells in
the beam (projection angle θ = 80�). Data obtained by summing up N = 15
accumulations, each with 40 second exposure time. 254 � 254 pixels, gray
values shown on a decadic logarithmic scale. (b) Empty beam intensity
distribution, same color scaling as in (a). (c) Corresponding normalized
intensity distribution intensity without application of corrections, linear color
scaling.

Figure 7.4: Normalized intensity distribution (a) without drift correction and
(b) with correction of the relative shifts between the individual N = 15
accumulation. Arrows indicate the appearence of additional holographic
fringes compared to (a). (c) Normalized intensity after application of low
spatial frequency �ltering and stripe removal.
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7.2.2 Phase retrieval and automatic support determination

The sample plane constraint of the modi�ed HIO algorithm (mHIO, section 2.4.1.3)
requires a support area of the sample S ⊂ R2 in the sample plane. For the ini-
tial experimental demonstration of the mHIO [63] the support area for a single
hologram was extraced manually from the holographic reconstruction. However,
in order to allow a convenient analysis for tomographic datasets, it is crucial to
determine S for all projections automatically and accurately. To achieve this, as a
�rst step the same rectangular support was chosen for all projections as an initial
guess, as shown in Fig. 7.5 a for the projection corresponding to θ = 0�. Us-
ing 150 iterations of the mHIO algorithm an approximate phase reconstruction of
the sample transmission function is obtained (Fig. 7.5 b). By application of a
threshold (−0.08 rad) to the reconstructed phase a binary mask is generated which
is re�ned by subsequent morphological operations. To remove isolated pixels of the
mask, erosion followed by dilation is perfomed. To �ll holes in the mask, dilation
followed by erosion is performed (erosion and dilation are non-linear operations
and not mutual inversions). Using the resulting support area (Fig. 7.5 c) in a
subsequent run of the mHIO algorithm, one obtains a re�ned phase reconstruction
(Fig. 7.5 d) which can in turn be used to further re�ne the support area. By
repeating the steps described above twice, an accurate support area for all projec-
tions was found. The described process is similar to the Shrink-Wrap algorithm
known for CDI experiments [135]. For the �nal phase reconstruction the algorith-
mic feedback parameters of the mHIO were set to β = γ = 0.2. An initial guess
of the sample transmission function was generated as proposed in [61]

ψ0 =

{
1 + a0R1 exp(iϕ0R2) (x, y) /∈ S
1 + a0R1 exp(iϕ0R2 − 0.1) (x, y) ∈ S

, (7.1)

with a0 = ϕ0 = 0 and equally distributed pseudo-random numbers R1/2 on the
interval [−0, 5, 0.5]. A median �lter using a 3-by-3 neighborhood was applied to
the normalized holograms prior to phase reconstruction which yielded superior
results.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 2D phase reconstruction

Phase reconstructions of Deinococcus radiodurans for two di�erent rotation angles
θ along with the corresponding normalized holograms are shown in Fig. 7.6.
They were obtained by averaging the complex reconstructions from 50 independent
runs of the mHIO algorithm (each with a di�erent random initialization), which
stopped at an average iteration number of Nit = 2000 and showed a very small
distribution of the resulting phase values ϕ(r?) with a standard deviation below
5 · 10�4 rad in each pixel. The algorithm stops as soon as the mis�t d between the
reconstructed and measured holographic intensity distribution is smaller than a
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Figure 7.5: Automatic support determination shown for projection angle
θ = 0�. (a) Normalized intensity distribution. The initial guess of the
support area is indicated by the dashed rectangle. (b) Approximated phase
reconstruction after 150 iterations of the modi�ed HIO algorithm. (c) New
support guess generated by thresholding of the phase shown in (b) and sub-
sequent morphological operations (erosion and dilation). (d) Re�ned phase
reconstruction after another 150 iterations of the modi�ed HIO. By repeat-
ing the steps shown in (c-d) an accurate support can automatically be de-
termined.

Figure 7.6: Normalized holographic intensity di�raction from freeze-dried D.
radiodurans at projection angle (a) θ = 0� and θ = 80� (b). (c, d) Corre-
sponding reconstructions of phase distributions and projected mass density
maps (see colorbar scaling), obtained by averaging the complex reconstruc-
tions from 50 independent runs of the modi�ed HIO algorithm.
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Figure 7.7: Azimuthally averaged power spectral density (PSD, blue curve)
of the phase reconstruction at projection angle θ = 0� (shown in Fig.
7.6 d) together with the phase contrast transfer function (PCTF, green
curve). In comparison to the PSD of a single-step holographic reconstruc-
tion (red curve), spatial frequencies are recovered where the PCTF is zero.
At 4 µm�1 the �t of an exponential power law to the PSD in the inter-
val [0.1, 3] µm�1(dashed black line) crosses over into the noise plateau (solid
black line).

given parameter D (see section 2.4.1.3). An optimum value for D depends on the
noise statistics of the experimental data. For the present analysis, a median �lter
was applied prior to phase reconstruction in�uencing the noise characteristics of
the normalized hologram. Still, a natural choice for the threshold parameter D
is the standard deviation σ̃ of the normalized intensity distribution outside the
cellular area (see section 2.4.1.3 and [63]). The smallest D, for which convergence
in the sense de�ned above could be achieved within a reasonable amount of time
(about 2000 iterations on average), was found to be in the interval ofD = [0.9, 1.1]σ̃
for all projections. Using relation (1.90), the projected decrement of the refractive
index δ̄(r?) was calculated from the reconstructed phase distributions

δ̄(r?) = −ϕ(r?)/k. (7.2)

The relation (1.69) between decrement of the refractive index and mass density
of the sample also holds for the projected mass density Using this relation, pro-
jected mass density maps were obtained (see additional colorbar scaling in Fig.
7.6), with a density range well in agreement to what has been found before for
cells of Deinococcus radiodurans [65]. Fig. 7.7 shows the azimuthally averaged
power spectral density (PSD) of the phase reconstruction corresponding to angle
θ = 0�. Notably, zeroes in the phase contrast transfer function at certain spatial
frequencies (green curve, see section 1.3.1) which are visible in the PSD of the holo-
graphic reconstruction (red curve, reconstruction not shown) are less pronounced
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in the modi�ed HIO reconstruction (blue curve, see section 2.4.1.3 and [63] for
a discussion on the recovery of lost information by the modi�ed HIO). Fitting
the PSD to an exponential power law in the interval [0.1, 3]µm�1, a transition to
the noise plateau was found at 4µm�1, indicating an upper limit of the obtained
(half-period) spatial resolution at 125 nm.

7.3.2 Three-dimensional mass density

83 phase distributions were reconstructed from data collected at angles distributed
over 162 degrees and used to calculate projections δ̄(r?) of the decrement of the
refractive index. As described in chapter 3, the decrement δ(r) could be recon-
structed in three dimensions using �ltered backprojection. Equation (1.69) was
�nally used to generate the 3D e�ective mass density distribution ρm(r)

ρm(r) ' k2u

πre
δ(r). (7.3)

In Fig. 7.8 di�erent visualizations (using Avizo Fire) of the e�ective mass density
distribution of the cellular structure are shown. The density ranges used for direct
volume renderings are indicated in the histogram shown in Fig. 7.9. The his-
togram was calculated for all the interior voxels as de�ned by the surface in Fig.
7.8 b (surface rendering with a threshold of 0.75 g/cm3), corresponding to a cel-
lular volume of V = 14.8µm3 with a total mass of 15.8pg. The presumed position
of the Si3N4 substrate is indicated as a dashed rectangle in Fig. 7.8 b, where
the structure of the cells is nearly �at. A combined direct volume and surface
rendering Fig. 7.8 c, obtained by a virtual cut through the three-dimensional
dataset, allows to visualize the distribution of distinct spatial patterns with den-
sity maxima attributable to DNA rich regions within the cellular structure. These
regions exhibit densities in the range of 1.2=1.65 g/cm3, in agreement to the value
of 1.6 g/cm3 found in a ptychographic CDI study of freeze-dried Deinococcus ra-
diodurans [216].

7.3.3 Dose and resolution

The support generated for each projection was used to precisely calculate the
�uence incident on the sample from the measured holographic intensites, based
on the single photon counting characteristic of the Maxipix detector. The av-
erage photon �ux density at the sample was 7.3 · 103/ph/µm2/s and the total
�uence for each projection was about F = 4.4 · 106 photons/µm2 on average. This
corresponds to a dose of D = 1.9 · 103 Gy per projection based on calculations
presented in [97]. The total dose applied during the tomographic scan was about
Dtot = 1.6 · 105 Gy. These values are several orders of magnitude below the values
reported in previous x-ray coherent di�ractive imaging (CDI) studies of D. radio-
durans cells [131, 65, 216]. However, dose values have to be discussed in view of
the obtained spatial resolution. A rather conservative assumption of d = 166nm
(two pixels) for the (half-period) resolution of the present propagation imaging
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Figure 7.8: (a) Direct volume rendering of the 3D e�ective mass density
of freeze-dried D. radiodurans cells. The coloring indicates densities from
0.8 g/cm3 (blue) to 1.2 g/cm3 (red). (b) Surface rendering obtained by choos-
ing 0.75 g/cm3as a threshold value. The cells are shown from above and
turned upside-down. The presumed position of the substrate is shown as a
dashed rectangle at the bottom of the cells where the structure is nearly �at.
(c) Combined direct volume (1.15 � 1.25 g/cm3) and surface (>0.75 g/cm3)
rendering.
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Figure 7.9: Histogram of the e�ective mass density of freeze-dried D. radio-
durans cells inside the surface shown in Fig. 7.8 b, corresponding to the
volume occupied by the cells. The limits used for direct volume rendering in
Fig. 7.8 a, c are indicated by solid green and dashed red lines, respectively.
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reconstructions in 2D and a (half-period) resolution of dpty = 46nm (one pixel)
for a recent ptychographic study of freeze-dried D. radiodurans cells [216] results
in a ratio of d/dpty = 3.6. As proposed in [97], the dose applied to the sample
(and therefore the respective �uence) increases with the forth power of the ob-
tained resolution. Scaling the resolution of the current experiment to 46nm would
therefore correspond to a �uence of F46 = 3.64 · F = 7.5 · 108 photons/µm2. This
is below the reported value Fpty = 2.3 · 109 photons/µm2 of the ptychographic
study [216] and indicates an advantage of x-ray propagation imaging compared
to ptychography in terms of dose-e�ciency. The important question, whether the
presented approach can be extended towards higher spatial resolution is disscussed
in the next chapter. However, the fact that consistent phase reconstructions were
even possible at these low dose values (with the corresponding medium resolution)
is an advantage of the full-�eld propagation imaging approach. The threshold for
photon �uence at which the algorithm yields a meaningful reconstruction is far
below what is reported for far �eld (scanning) coherent x-ray imaging results.

7.4 Summary

Propagation based phase contrast tomography using x-ray waveguides was pre-
sented for the �rst time. The three-dimensional e�ective mass density distribution
in Deinococcus radiodurans cells was computed, showing characteristic density
maxima attributable to DNA rich regions. Density contrast may help to under-
stand the bacterium's extraordinary resistance to high doses of ionizing radia-
tion based on the structural arrangement of its nucleoid [49, 48, 144]. The pre-
sented approach enabled low dose imaging with medium resolution in the range
of 125 − 200nm. The total dose applied during the tomographic scan was about
1.6·105 Gy, corresponding to 1.9·103 Gy per projection. Despite the low dose which
is several orders of magnitude below the values reported in previous x-ray coher-
ent di�ractive imaging (CDI) studies of Deinococcus radiodurans [131, 65, 216],
phase reconstruction was successful. This was possible by means of a highly co-
herent beam with curved wavefronts [185], emitted by a 2D x-ray waveguide system
[120, 119] and an iterative reconstruction scheme which takes photon noise e�ects
into account [61]. The relatively long exposure times per projection resulted in
residual artifacts in the normalized holographic intensities which therefore had to
be corrected with rather elaborate raw data processing. An increased waveguide
transmission, vibrational stability and an optimized detector-geometry con�gura-
tion should render these steps super�uous and enable higher spatial resolutions,
as discussed in the next chapter.
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So far, x-ray propagation imaging experiments with waveguides have been re-
stricted to spatial (half-period) resolutions above 100nm (see chapter 7 and [63]).
In this chapter we investiage how spatial resolution can be further tuned by ad-
dressing the photon �ux, beam stability and sample drifts as well as geometric and
detector parameters. All experiments were carried out at the GINIX setup (see
section 4.3.4) with di�erent samples, varying con�gurations of waveguide, photon
energy, detector and geometry parameters.

8.1 Imaging of Dictyostelium discoideum cells

Dictyostelium discoideum are eukarytic cells which are capable to perform move-
ments. The cytoplasma forms a protusion, a so called pseudopodium, based on
constant reformation of the actin cytoskeleton and allows the amobae to crawl
[109].

8.1.1 Sample preparation1

Freeze-dried Dictyostelium discoideum cells of the wild-type strain AX2-214 were
investigated. Microfabricated polyimide foils of 10 − 20µm thickness and with
about 300 µm Ö 800 µm lateral dimensions (Mitegen, USA) were used as sample
holders. Rapid freezing and freeze-drying were performed in a similar way as
described for bacterial cells in chapter 7. Details on the preparation process are
described in [63, 62, 61]. Fig. 8.1 shows an optical micrograph of freeze-dried
Dictyostelium discoideum cells as used for imaging.

8.1.2 Experimental setup

The experiment was performed with the original waveguide con�guration (see sec-
tion 4.3.4). The undulator beam was monochromatized to 13.8 keV and focused
to a size of Dh = 370nm and Dv = 150nm full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The total �ux was 4.1 × 1011 counts per second at 100mA storage ring current
as measured with a PIN diode. To achieve larger transmission, the crossed planar
waveguide slices of the waveguide system (XWG2, see Tab. 4.1) with a transmis-

1 Sample preparation was performed by Marius Priebe, Institute for X-ray physics, University
of Göttingen, Germany.
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Figure 8.2: (a) Normalized hologram of a Dictyostelium discoideum cell for
600 individual recordings at z1 = 5.9mm. Normalized hologram after drift
correction at (b) z1 = 5.9mm and (c) z1 = 6.9mm. (d) The hologram shown
in (c) after rescaling to the same pixel size as the hologram shown in (b).

8.1.3 Empty beam and drift correction

In chapter 7, elaborate raw data processing was neccessary prior to phase recon-
struction. Due to long exposure times of 10 minutes, the illumination function
provided by the waveguide changed signi�cantly between empty beam and holo-
gram recording. As a consequence, residual low frequency variations were present
after empty beam division. Improved empty beam correction can be expected, if
hologram I(r) and empty beam I(E)(r) are subject to identical �uctuations of the
waveguide beam. In an experiment this can be achieved approximately by taking
an alternating series of shorter accumulations (I1, I

(E)
1 , I2, I

(E)
2 ...IN , I

(E)

N ) with and
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Figure 8.3: Lateral shifts between I1 and In with n = 2...N , as obtained
by cross correlation for N = 600 individual recordings. The standard de-
viation is σx = 174 nm, σy = 149 nm in horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively.

without the sample placed in the x-ray beam [63]. Then, the normalized intensity
can be computed as

Ī(r) =

∑N
n=1 In(r)∑N
n=1 I

(E)
n (r)

. (8.1)

For the �rst sample plane at z1,x = 5.9mm the accumulation was distributed
among N = 600 individual recordings, each with a dwell time of three seconds.
For the second sample at distance z2,x = 5.9mm a total of N = 190 empty beam
intensity distributions and holograms were recorded. Owing to the fast read-out
of the Maxipix detector and the fast piezo stage, the overhead time between two
consecutive recordings was 0.6 s or equivalently 20 %. Fig 8.2 a shows the nor-
malized intensity Ī(r) for distance z1,x = 5.9mm. Importantly, no low-frequency
variations disturb the data. However, moving the specimen in and out of the beam
several times, in addition to thermal drifts and vibrations, may have resulted in
di�erent lateral positions of the sample with respect to detector and waveguide
beam. As a consequence, the �nal normalized intensity is blurred and hologo-
raphic fringes are smeared. To correct for drift, the method developed in section
7.2.1 was applied in a modi�ed version. For each individual shift of a raw holo-
gram In, the corresponding empty beam recording I(E)

n also has to be shifted by
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Position z1,x z1,y Mx My ∆x ∆y F 10
x F 10

y

[mm] [mm] - - [nm] [nm] - -

1 5.90 6.17 863 825 63.7 66.7 0.77 0.80

2 6.90 7.17 738 710 74.6 77.4 0.90 0.93

Table 8.1: Geometric parameters for two di�erent sample positions along
the optical axis with source-sample distance z1,x/y, geometric magni�cation
Mx/y, e�ective pixel side length ∆x/y and Fresnel number F 10

x/y for the
horizontal and vertical direction, respectively.

the same amount, in order to ensure correct empty beam division using the �nal
summed-up data. Due to the recording of an alternating series of holograms and
empty beam intensities, the stripe removal steps (1.b and 1.e in section 7.2.1) were
dispensable. The obtained shift values for all 600 recordings are shown in Fig.
8.3. Shifts of several hundred nanometers are large for a targeted resolution below
100 nm. Hence, the result of drift correction as shown in Fig. 8.2 b for distance
z1,x = 5.9mm has a huge in�uence and provides an obvious improvement. No-
tably, several holographic fringes appear in contrast to the normalized intensity
obtained by simply summing up all accumulations.

8.1.4 Astigmatism

For higher spatial resolutions, the astigmatism created by the two one-dimensional
waveguide slices in serial arrangement has to be taken into account. The current
waveguide system (XWG2) was mounted in a way that the second lamella with
length l2 was oriented vertically, i.e. con�ning the beam horizontally. Therefore,
the source-sample distance in vertical direction is given by z1,y = z1,x + 270µm,
with the distance z1,x between sample and exit surface of the second lamella. As
a result, one obtains di�erent magni�cations Mx and My, di�erent e�ective prop-
agation distances ze�,x and ze�,y as well as e�ective pixels with rectangular rather
than squared dimensions ∆x and ∆y for the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. The current values are listed in Tab. 8.1. According to equation
(1.56) Fresnel di�raction can numerically be implemented for di�erent Fresnel
numbers F 1

x and F 2
x in both directions. Hence, all Gerchberg-Saxton-Fienup-type

algorithms were implemented for astigmatistic illumination. TIE-based and CTF-
based methods rely on �ltering in Fourier space and were adapted by using the
reciprocity relations (1.52, 1.53). For multi-distance CTF-based phase retrieval,
intensity distributions obtained at di�erent sample positions along the optical axis
need to be brought to the same magni�cation. For the present case of astigmatistic
illumination, this was achieved by rescaling the intensity distributions along both
directions by the respective ratios of magni�actions Mx,1/Mx,m and My,1/My,m,
for sample planes m = 2...Nplanes. To achieve highest possible sampling, the pixel
dimensions were scaled down to the pixel size of the plane corresponding to largest
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geometric magni�cation. Fig 8.2 c shows the drift-corrected normalized intensity
for sample plane 2. After rescaling (d), the hologram appears at the same size
as for plane 1 (b) with a di�erent interference pattern and location of fringes as
expected for di�erent Fresnel numbers.

8.1.5 Phase reconstruction

Fig. 8.4 shows holographic reconstructions as well as single-distance CTF re-
constructions based on equation (2.35) for both sample planes. The assumption
of a pure phase object is well justi�ed for a thin biological cell and hard x-rays.
For example, generic biological material consisting of H50C30N9O10S1 and mass
density 1.35 /gcm3 [97] with thickness t = 5µm has an amplitude transmission
of a = |O| = exp(−kβt) = 0.9993 for a photon energy of 13.8 keV2. For CTF-
based reconstruction, the holograms were padded symmetrically by 200 pixels
(replicate of border values). The frequency dependent regularization parameter

was set to α1 = 10�3 for low radial spatial frequencies ν =
√
ν2
x + ν2

y below

νcut = 0.1 cycles/pixel. Higher spatial frequencies were regularized by α2 = 0.05
for sample plane 2, higher �uence for sample plane 1 allowed to set α2 = 0.01. The
holographic reconstructions (a,b) are severly disturbed by the twin image, even
though the rim of the cell can be recognized. The CTF-based reconstructions
(c,d) on the other hand clearly show the cell and reveal sub-cellular structure,
which is reconstructed consistently for both sample planes. Missing information
due to zeroes of the PCTF give rise to artifacts, which are more pronounced for
the dataset with less total �uence and larger α2 (sample plane 2, c). By using
the information of both intensity distributions (Fig. 8.2 b,d), a reconstruction
based on equation (2.34) with α1 = α2 = 10�3 yields a phase distribution with
less artifacts (Fig. 8.4 e). As expected from simulations (section 2.3), mainly
low frequency variations remain. Next, a support S was de�ned manually based
on the single-distance reconstruction shown in d and phase reconstruction was
performed for sample plane 1 with the modi�ed HIO algorithm (section 2.4.1.3).
The measured normalized intensity was embedded in a larger array (by a factor
of two, padding by replicate of border values) to allow su�cient sampling of the
complex exponential (1.56) of the Fresnel di�raction operator. A mask with the
size of the original array was de�ned and the amplitude constraint was restricted
to the area of that mask. The noise parameter was set to D = 9.5 · 10�3, feedback
parameters were set to β = γ = 0.5 and the algorithm was initialized with the
phase distribution shown in d. The result is shown in f, as obtained after the
algorithm has stopped at Nit = 710 iterations. Initialization with a random guess
as de�ned by equation (2.50) or with the result of the holographic reconstruction
yielded essentially the same result with deviations in the order of 10�3 radian.
However, a larger number of iterations was needed (Nit = 2950 for random and
Nit = 2035 for holographic initialization). The combination of CTF-based initial
guess and mHIO reconstruction therefore proves to be e�cient for pure phase ob-

2 Data taken from [89].
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Figure 8.5: Azimuthally power spectral density (PSD) of the holographic
reconstruction (blue curve) along with mHIO reconstuctions based on total
accumulation times of 450 seconds (black) and 1800 seconds (red). The latter
corresponds to the reconstruction shown in Fig. 8.4 f.

jects with compact support. It is important to note that apart from artifacts all
described methods reconstruct cellular features consistently as judged by visual
inspection. The cell exhibits bulges which can be tentatively attributed to the
formation of pseuopodia (indicated by arrows in f). In addition, several organelles
within the cell are visible. The prominent large round spot in the centre could be
the nucleus.

8.1.6 Dose and resolution

To assess the spatial resolution of the mHIO reconstruction we turn to the az-
imuthally averaged power spectral density (PSD) shown in Fig. 8.5 (the image
was scaled to a symmetric pixel size before computing the PSD). The mHIO re-
construction (red curve) recovers the phase of the object transmission function
at spatial frequencies of zero contrast transfer (green curve) as opposed to the
holographic reconstruction (blue curve). Using only 150 of the recorded 600 indi-
vidual accumulations (corresponding to 450 s against 1800 s total exposure time)
one obtains a reconstruction which is more noisy (black curve, phase reconstruc-
tion not shown). The azimuthal average of the power spectrum is expected to be
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�at for spatial frequencies which do not carry information about the sample but
contain only random �uctuations. The transition to the noise plateau is at about
0.3 cylces per pixel (black arrow, position of the kink). With more photon �uence
the reconstruction exhibits structures at higher spatial frequencies and the noise
transition point moves to higher spatial frequencies. The kink at about 0.4 cylces
per pixel (red arrow) corresponds to a half-period resolution of 1.25 pixels and
therefore to about 80nm. The �ux density was 4 · 104 ph/µm2

/s at the sample
plane and the total dose for all 600 accumulations was D = 3.1 · 104 Gy, according
to a �uence of 7.2 · 107 ph/µm2. All values are higher than the corresponding
values of the 3D dataset in chapter 7 and, in combination with improved drift
and empty beam corrections, have resulted in higher spatial resolution. However,
even though XWG2 showed a higher maximal total beam intensity compared to
XGW1, and regardless of the fact that the sample was postitioned closer to the
waveguide, the average �ux density was only increased by a factor of two. This is
caused by unstable waveguide positioning using the minaturized goniometer tower
(see section 4.3.4), resulting in huge variations of the beam intensity (Fig. 4.7
a).

8.2 Optimized waveguide con�guration

Driven by the insights gained during the experiments outlined in the previous
chapter, an optimized waveguide con�guration was developed. Maximal photon
�ux, beam stability, �eld of view and e�ective pixel sizes were optimized by a well-
matched waveguide-detector combination and a more robust waveguide positioning
system as described in section 4.3.5.

8.2.1 Imaging of a test structure at 13.8 keV

To investigate the capabilities of the optimized waveguide con�guration, a nanofab-
ricated test structure milled by focused ion beam into a 200 nm thick gold layer
on a 200nm thick Si3N4 membrane was imaged.

8.2.1.1 Experimental setup

The undulator beam was monochromatized to 13.6 keV and focused to a size
of Dh = 370nm and Dv = 350nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). The
total �ux was 2.8× 1011 counts per second at 80mA storage ring current as mea-
sured with a PIN diode. To achieve higher transmission, the C guiding layer
of the sputtered thin �lm sequence Ge/Mo/C/Mo/Ge of each waveguide lamella
was increased to d = 59 nm (XWG3, see Tab. 4.1) [120] As a consequence,
the maximum photon �ux exiting the waveguide system was 5 · 108 ph/s as mea-
sured by a Pilatus pixel detector. The �ux enhancement compared to XWG2
is higher than what could be expected based solely on geometric considerations
(5 > (59nm/35nm)2 = 2.84). This is expected since for a larger guiding core the
relative intensity which is lost in the cladding is smaller [186]. Increased in�uence
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tributed among N = 10 individual recordings, each with a dwell time of 20 sec-
onds. As presented in the previous sections, motor movements between individual
recordings resulted in position inaccuracies and washed out holographic fringes
(Fig. 8.6 a). The sample was moved horizontally for empty beam recordings and
consequently, fringes in this direction are blurred most. By application of the de-
veloped drift correction procedure, one recovers a sharp di�raction pattern (Fig.
8.6 b) with several well-sampled holographic fringes. However, a small residual
horizontal gradient remains after empty beam correction. Compared to the fast
accumulation with the sensitive Maxipix detector used for the cellular imaging in
section 8.1, the scintillator-based sCMOS detector requires longer exposure times.
To achieve optimal signal-to-noise ratio for a single accumulation, the gain factor of
the detector was set to the minimal value of one. Hence, 20 second accumulations
were recorded and yielded small low frequency di�erences between the total raw
holographic data

∑N
n=1 In(r) and the total empty beam intensities

∑N
n=1 I

(E)
n (r)

(b). However, due to the smooth shape of the waveguide far-�eld, the resulting
deviation constitues a small and smooth gradient along the horizontal direction
with no apparent variations along the vertical direction. By taking the mean of
the 100 uppermost and 100 lowest pixel rows (semi-transparent rectangles in b)
one obtains the pro�le shown as a blue curve in b. The steep slope at the �rst
columns is a result of the drift correction, which uses symmetric boundaries, i.e.
if a di�raction pattern is moved by j pixels to the right, the excess pixels appear
on the left side of the image. The �nal hologram after division by the pro�le
and subsequent normalization to a mean intensity value of unity is shown in (c).
Holographic fringes extent all the way to the corners of the di�raction pattern as
can be seen in (d,e) for magni�ed views with adjusted contrast for the lower left
and upper right corner (300-by-300 pixel), respectively.

z1,x z1,y Mx My ∆x ∆y F 10
x F 10

y

[mm] [mm] - - [nm] [nm] - -

5.31 4.93 955 1028 6.9 6.4 10�2 9 · 10�3

Table 8.2: Geometric parameters used for imaging of a nanofabricated test
structure with source-sample distance z1,x/y, geometric magni�cation Mx/y,
e�ective pixel side length ∆x/y and Fresnel number F 10

x/y for the horizontal
and vertical direction, respectively.
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8.2.1.3 Phase reconstruction

For phase reconstruction, the astigmatism created by the two one-dimensional
waveguide slices in serial arrangement was taken into account as described in
section 8.1.4. The current waveguide system (XWG3) was mounted in a way that
the second lamella with length l2 was oriented horizontally, i.e. con�ning the beam
vertically. Therefore, the source-sample distance in horizontal direction is given by
z1,x = z1,y +379µm, with the distance z1,y between sample and exit surface of the
second lamella. The values of magni�cations Mx and My, e�ective propagation
distances ze�,x and ze�,y as well as e�ective pixels dimensions ∆x and ∆y are listed
in Tab. 8.2. Note that the con�guration enabled an e�ective pixel size below 7 nm
and a �eld of view of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The holographic reconstruction (Fig.
8.7 a) already reveals the object (a map of the world), however severly disturbed
by the twin image. A single-distance CTF reconstruction (b) with regularization
parameters α1 = 0.01 and α2 = 0.1 as well as 1500 pixel padding (replicate
of boundary values) shows only minor artifacts. To illustrate the importance of
taking the astigmatism into account, (c) shows a CTF reconstruction with identical
parameters as in (b) for the assumption of a single x-ray source plane for both
directions. To further increase image quality and resolution, the mHIO scheme
was applied. The support S was determined automatically as follows. The phase
distribution shown in (b) was converted to a binary mask using a treshold of 0.02
radian (Fig. 8.8 a). Subsequent application of morphological operations (erosion
with a 5 pixel disk kernel followed by dilation with a 30 pixel kernel) yielded
a suitable support (b). The measured normalized intensity was embedded in a
larger array (with edge length 2 · 1080 = 2160 pixel, replicate padding) to allow
su�cient sampling of the complex exponential (1.56) of the Fresnel di�raction
operator. A mask with the size of the original array was de�ned, and the amplitude
constraint was restricted to the area of that mask. The noise parameter was set to
D = 3 · 10�3, feedback parameters were set to β = γ = 0.5 and the algorithm was
initialized with unit intensity and the phase distribution shown in b. Due to the
large array size of 21602 pixels, the algorithm was implemented on a GPU (using
GPUmat3). The resulting phase distribution after Nit = 1000 iterations is shown
in c. The features of the world map exhibit sharp edges and uniform gray values.
A 100-by-100 pixel domain with mean µϕ = 0.18 rad and standard deviation σϕ
showed a coe�cient of variation of about σϕ/µϕ = 3 %.

3 GPUmat is a free C/C++ engine for MATLAB based on CUDA [154]. CUDA (Compute Uni-
�ed Device Architecture) is a parallel computing platform implemented on graphics processing
units (GPU), developed by NVIDIA.
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Figure 8.7: (a) Holographic reconstruction. Prior to backpropagation the
hologram was embedded in a larger (three times) array (replicate padding).
(b) Single-distance CTF reconstruction (α1 = 0.01, α2 = 0.1, 1500 pixel
replicate padding). (c) CTF reconstruction with identical parameters as in
(b), neglecting astigmatism. Scale bars, 2 µm.
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Figure 8.8: (a) Binary mask obtained applying a threshold of 0.02 radian to
the phase reconstruction show in Fig. 8.7 b. (c) Support for the mHIO
scheme obtained from (a) by erosion with a 5 pixel disk kernel followed by
dilation with a 30 pixel kernel. (c) mHIO phase reconstruction after 1000
iterations using the CTF reconstruction (Fig. 8.7 b) as initial guess. (d)
Pro�le along the �rst yellow line in (c) along with an error function �t.
The �t result corresponds to the standard deviaton of a Gaussian linespread
function. Fit results are listed in Tab. 8.3. (e) Azimuthally averaged power
spectral density (PSD). The cross-over to noise is at 0.12 cycles/pixel (kink,
arrow), corresponding to a half-period of 27 nm.
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Edge FWHM, CTF [nm] FWHM, mHIO [nm]

1 44 39

2 46 44

3 54 47

Table 8.3: Results of error function �ts to pro�les along the lines shown in
Fig. 8.8 c for CTF and mHIO phase reconstruction.

8.2.1.4 Resolution

The steepness of edges was measured at three di�erent positions (indicated by
yellow lines in Fig. 8.8 c. The pro�le along the �rst line is shown in d along with
the edge-spread function (ESF) of the form

ESF (x) = a · erf(
x− c√

2σ
), (8.2)

with real numbers a, c, σ and

erf(
x√
2σ

) =

∫ x

0

exp(− x2

2σ2
). (8.3)

The line-spread function (LSF) is the derivative of the edge-spread function, which
in the present case results in

LSF (x) =
derf( xp

2σ
)

dx
= exp(− x2

2σ2
). (8.4)

Therefore, the line-spread function is a Gaussian with FWHM = 2
√

2 ln 2σ and
standard deviation σ. For a Gaussian LSF the modulation transfer function (MTF)
drops to about 3 % for features with a half-period of r = FWHM/2, which we de�ne
as the resolution (see section A.3). The values for all pro�les along the lines shown
in c are listed in Tab. 8.3 along with results of identical pro�les for the CTF
reconstruction (Fig. 8.7 b). The mHIO reconstruction exhibits sharper edges
compared to the CTF reconstruction. Values below 50nm (FWHM) were obtained
for all three lines, while the best value is 39nm. These results indicate a spatial
half-period resolution between 20nm and 30nm. The azimuthally averaged power
spectral density (the image was scaled to a symmetric pixel size before computing
the PSD) exhibits a prominent kink at 0.12 cylces per pixel (e). This corresponds
to a half-period of 27nm in agreement to the line scan results.

8.2.2 Imaging of Deinococcus radiodurans at 13.8 keV

Next, we exploit whether high-resolution imaging as presented for the nanofab-
ricated world map can be achieved for biological cells. To this end, the same
experimental setup as for the test structure was used to image freeze-dried Deino-
coccus radiodurans cells.
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8.2.2.1 Experimental setup and raw data treatment

Sample preparation was performed as described in chapter 74. The specimen was
placed at three di�erent distances along the optical axis, resulting in di�erent
magni�cations Mx and My, e�ective propagation distances ze�,x and ze�,y as well
as e�ective pixel dimensions ∆x and ∆y as listed in Tab. 8.4. For optimal emtpy
beam correction, the sCMOS detector gain was set to 3 and an alternating series
of 400 individual holograms and empty beam intensities with 1.5 seconds exposure
time were recorded at each position. The normalized hologram I1 corresponding to
the �rst sample position is shown in Fig. 8.9 a. It is free of any artifacts and due
to the total dwell time of 10 minutes without signi�cant noise. The high quality
of the obtained holograms is evidenced by the di�erence images I1−I2 (b) and
I2− I3(c). Prior to substraction, the normalized intensity distributions for sample
position 2 and 3 were scaled to the pixel size ∆x = 18.5nm and ∆y = 18nm of
the �rst sample plane, taking into account the astigmatism as described in section
8.1.4. Due to lateral shifts, the resulting holograms were cropped to 980 × 1900
pixels as indicated by the dashed rectangle in (a). The di�erence images (b,c)
illustrate how holographic fringes change with increasing Fresnel numbers and at
the same time con�rm that there are no residual variations in the holograms.

Position z1,x z1,y Mx My ∆x ∆y F 10
x F 10

y

[mm] [mm] - - [nm] [nm] - -

1 14.3 13.93 354 364 18.5 18.0 2.62 · 10�2 2.55 · 10�2

2 14.61 14.23 347 356 18.8 18.4 2.67 · 10�2 2.61 · 10�2

3 14.75 14.38 343 353 19.0 18.6 2.70 · 10�2 2.63 · 10�2

Table 8.4: Geometric parameters for three sample positions along the optical
axis for cellular imaging of Deinococcus radiodurans, with source-sample
distance z1,x/y, geometric magni�cation Mx/y, e�ective pixel side length
∆x/y and Fresnel number F 10

x/y for the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively.

8.2.2.2 Phase reconstruction

The rescaled and aligned holograms I1, I2 and I3 were used for multi-distance CTF
phase retrieval based on equation (2.34). The frequency-dependent regularization
parameter was speci�ed by α1 = 2 · 10�5 and α2 = 10. Prior to reconstruction
the holograms were symmetrically padded with 1500 pixels (replicate of borded
values). Fig. 8.10 a shows the obtained phase reconstruction. A group of Deino-
coccus radiodurans cells is visible and can easily be recognized on the corresponding
optical micrograph (b). At the lower left and upper right corners of the image

4 Sample preparation was performed by Robin Wilke, Institute for X-ray physics, University of
Göttingen, Germany.
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Figure 8.9: (a) Normalized hologram corresponding to the �rst sample posi-
tion. No further corrections were applied. The holograms scaled to a com-
mon pixel size were cropped to 980x1900 pixels as indicated by the dashed
rectangle. The di�erence images (b) I1� I2 and (c) I1� I3 con�rm the high
quality of the obtained holograms, as di�erences in holographic fringes are
evident while no disturbing variations are visible.
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two bright spots appear as reconstruction artifacts. However, the central region
where the cells are located (marked with a dashed rectangle and magni�ed in c)
exhibits no artifacts and shows a clean and detailed reconstruction of the phase
distribution in the sample plane. This region corresponds to a �eld of view of
17.5µm×17.5µm. Sub-cellular structures are clearly visible but the typical tetrad
structure of Deinococcus radiodurans is not as clearly recognized as in a recent
ptychographic study [216], similar to earlier ptychographic results [65]. This may
be due to the fact that prior to preparation the cell stadium was not monitored,
i.e. it is not clear whether the investigated cells were actively growing or in the
stationary phase where Deinococcus radiodurans carries four copies of its genome
[130]. Nonetheless, dark regions are attributable to DNA rich regions. The re-
constructed phase distribution shows isolated islands around the group of cells
(see small arrows). These features are also visible in the optical micrograph (b)
and are most likely residues of bu�er solution or nutrient medium. Thus, for the
present sample the de�nition of a support is not straigth forward and the chosen
reconstruction technique based on multiple distances a reasonable choice. The fact
that the residues are clearly visible in the reconstruction substantiates the high
contrast provided by the current implementation of x-ray propagation imaging.

8.2.2.3 Dose and resolution

To assess the spatial resolution, we turn to the azimuthally averaged power spec-
tral density (PSD) shown in Fig. 8.11 (the image was scaled to a symmetric
pixel size before computing the PSD). As expected, the multi-distance CTF re-
construction (blue curve) recovers spatial frequencies where a single distance holo-
graphic reconstruction su�ers from missing information (dips in the black curve).
The cross-overs to the noise plateau nearly coincide for holographic and CTF re-
construction. A prominent kink is visible at about 0.37 cylces per pixel (black
arrow) corresponding to a half-period resolution of 1.35 pixels and therefore to
about 25nm, in agreement with the resolution achieved for the nanofabricated
test structure. The �ux density was 3.9 · 106 ph/µm2

/s at the �rst sample plane
and the total dose for all 3 × 450 = 1350 accumulations was D = 3 · 105 Gy,
according to a �uence of 7 · 108 ph/µm2.5 These values are an order of magni-
tude higher compared to the imaging experiments with Dictyostelium discoideum
(see section 8.1) at an identical total exposure time of 30 minutes, owing to the
increased photon �ux exiting XWG3. Compared to recent ptyochgraphic study
on freeze-dried Deinococcus radiodurans cells with reported half-period resolution
of 85nm [65] and 46nm [216] at respective dose values of 1.3 · 105 Gy [65]and
4.9 · 106 Gy, the present results constitute a more dose-e�cient approach to high
resolution coherent lensless x-ray imaging of biological cells.

5 Note that the �ux densities in sample plane 2 and 3 are even smaller than in the �rst sample
plane.
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Figure 8.11: Power spectral density (PSD) of the CTF-based phase recon-
struction shown in Fig. 8.10 c along with the PSD of a holographic re-
construction based on the di�raction pattern of the �rst sample position
(reconstruction not shown). The kinks at 0.37 cylces/pixel (arrow) mark the
cross-over to the noise plateau and indicate a half-period resolution of 25
nm.

8.2.3 Imaging of Deinococcus radiodurans at 7.9 keV

Recent progress in fabrication of lithographic bonded channel waveguides [85, 64,
152] enables waveguide-based imaging at GINIX with lower photon energies. Since
the phase shift induced by the sample is increased at lower photon energies, the
potential of cellular imaging at 7.9 keV photon energy is assessed in this section
for freeze-dried cells of Deinococcus radiodurans.

8.2.3.1 Experimental setup and raw data treatment

Experiments were performed with a similar con�guration as used for 13.8 keV pho-
ton energy. The undulator beam was monochromatized to 7.9 keV and focused to
a size of Dh = 400nm and Dv = 250nm full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The total �ux was 6 × 1011 counts per second at 100mA storage ring current as
measured with a PIN diode. For lower x-ray energies air-�lled channel waveguides
are well-suited. A 1 mm long bonded Si-waveguide (BWG) with lateral dimensions
d1×d2 = 120nm×65nm was mounted (BWG, see Tab. 4.1) [85]. The maximum
photon �ux exiting the waveguide system was 2 ·109 ph/s as measured by a Pilatus
pixel detector, which is the highest �ux of all waveguides used in this work. Com-
pared to XWG1-3, the far-�eld intensity distribution (Fig. 4.6 d) has a smaller
divergence, owing to a source size of about 20nm × 17nm (FWHM) as obtained
by phase reconstruction using the ER algorithm (see Fig. 4.6 h and Tab. 4.1).
The anisotropy of the source is due to the rectangular shape of the channel (see
Fig. 4.5 d). The divergence of the smooth central cone of the waveguide beam
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Figure 8.12: Normalized di�raction pattern corresponding to the �rst sample
position for Deinococcus radiodurans cells, obtained by a single recording
with 8 second dwell time (and corresponding empty beam recording).

is well matched to the active area of the sCMOS detector (see dashed rectangle in
Fig. 4.6 d) and was used for imaging. The waveguide was mounted on the robust
sample tower (T2 in Fig. 4.3 c) and freeze-dried Deinococcus radiodurans were
mounted on a miniaturized xyz nano-positioner (T3 in 4.3). Sample preparation
was performed as described in chapter 76. In contrast to the previous section, the
cells were known to be in the stationary phase, since cells of the same batch were
imaged with ptychography and clearly showed a tetrade structure [216]. The sam-
ple was placed at four di�erent distances separated by 0.5mm along the optical
axis, resulting in di�erent magni�cations M , e�ective propagation distances ze�
as well as e�ective pixels sizes ∆x as listed in Tab. 8.5. Due to the high photon
�ux, the sCMOS detector gain was set to 1 and only a single recording with 8
second dwell time was recorded for each postition, along with four corresponding
empty beam intensity distributions. No further corrections were applied to the
normalized di�raction patterns I1 − I4. Fig. 8.12 shows the normalized holo-
gram corresponding to the �rst sample position which exhibits no low-frequency
variations. Due to the relatively large channel dimensions, the waveguide beam
was less sensitive to lateral movements between waveguide and KB focus and thus
allowed a temporal separation between hologram and empty beam recording of
about 10 seconds.

6 Sample preparation was performed by Robin Wilke, Institute for X-ray physics, University of
Göttingen, Germany.
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Position z1 Mx ∆x Fx

[mm] - [nm] -

1 15.9 322 20.3 1.65 · 10�2

2 16.4 312 20.9 1.70 · 10�2

3 16.9 303 21.6 1.76 · 10�2

4 17.4 294 22.2 1.81 · 10�2

Table 8.5: Geometric parameters for four sample positions along the opti-
cal axis used for cellular imaging of Deinococcus radiodurans, with source-
sample distance z1, geometric magni�cation Mx, e�ective pixel size ∆x and
Fresnel number F 10.

8.2.3.2 Phase reconstruction

Fig. 8.13 shows CTF reconstructions based on the �rst (a) and all four (b)
sample positions. The di�raction patterns were padded by 500 pixels (replicate
borded values) prior to phase reconstruction. The regularization parameter was
characterized by α1 = 10�2 and α2 = 3 for the single distance and by α1 = 10�3

and α2 = 0.3 for the four-distance reconstruction. Both reconstructions reveal a
group of Deinococcus radiodurans cells. Importantly, disk-shaped domains with
large relative phase shifts of up to −0.3 radian can clearly be identi�ed and at-
tributed to the bacterial nucleoid. To further increase image quality and reso-
lution, the mHIO scheme was applied to the di�raction data of the �rst sample
position. The support S was determined automatically as described in section
8.2.1.3 by setting a (lower) threshold of −0.07 radian7. The measured normal-
ized intensity was embedded in a larger array (with edge length 2 · 1080 = 2160
pixel, replicate padding) to allow su�cient sampling of the complex exponential
(1.56) of the Fresnel di�raction operator. A mask with the size of the original
array was de�ned, and the amplitude constraint was restricted to the area of that
mask. The noise parameter was set to D = 8.2 · 10�3, the feedback parameters
were set to β = γ = 0.5 and the algorithm was initialized with unit intensity and
the phase distribution shown in a. Due to the large array size of 21602 pixels
the algorithm was implemented on a GPU. The resulting phase distribution after
Nit = 741 iterations is shown in c. Low frequency artifacts visible in the CTF re-
construction (a,b) are e�ectively removed, while the same details within the cells
remain visible. However, the iterative reconstruction seems to be a�ected more
strongly by photon shot noise and detector read-out noise than the deterministic
CTF approach. This may be linked to the fact that noise characteristics are not
incorporated explicitely in the mHIO scheme and that a single parameter D is set
globally for all 106 pixels (see section 2.4.1.3). As an alternative, it was investi-
gated whether iteratively regularized Gauss-Newton methods (IRGN) yield better

7 The sign of the phase is �ipped for the test structure since it was milled into gold while the
cells are placed on top of a membrane.
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Figure 8.13: CTF reconstruction based on holograms corresponding to (a) the
�rst sample position (α1 = 10�2,α2 = 3, 500 pixel replicate padding) and (b)
all four sample positions (α1 = 10�3,α2 = 0.3, 500 pixel replicate padding).
(c) mHIO reconstruction (D = 8.2 � 10 � 3) and (d) IRGM reconstruction
using the same support (dashed line) and initial guess (shown in a). The
�eld of view is 20 µm� 20 µm. Scale bars, 4 µm.
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results in terms of high frequency noise. To this end, the algorithm described
in section 2.4.2 was applied to the padded di�raction pattern. It was initialized
with the same guess as for the mHIO scheme, namely the single-distance CTF
reconstruction shown in (a), as well as with identical support S. The regulariza-
tion parameter αn = α0C

�n
dec was characterized by α = 0.1 and Cdec = 3/2. The

maximum number of iterations for the inner conjugate gradient loop was set to
NCG = 100 and 50 Newton steps were performed. The result (d) is consistent to
what was obtained with the mHIO approach. Visual inspection reveals that the
phase reconstruction indeed exhibits less high frequency noise. This observation
is con�rmed by comparison of the azimuthally averaged power spectral densities
(PSD) for both reconstruction approaches (Fig. 8.14). While cross-over to the
noise plateau is at about 0.19 cycles per pixel for both reconstructions, the phase
distribution obtained by the IRGN exhibits a lower plateau as expected for a re-
construction with less high-frequency noise. This result was approved by a second
dataset with higher total photon �uence. Instead of one single 8 second exposure,
20 individual one second accumulations were summed up8 to improve statistics.
Phase reconstructions obtained by mHIO and IRGN (not shown) based on this
dataset resulted in PSDs (solid lines in Fig. 8.14) with a similar behaviour as for
the shorter accumulation. Hence, we conclude that application of an iteratively
regularized Gauss-Newton method with an initial guess provided by a determinis-
tic CTF method improved phase reconstruction compared to the mHIO algorithm.
In view of automatic phasing needed for tomographic data, it is noteworthy that
the same regularization parameters could be used for the IRGN method for both
datasets, while the optimal choice of D was found manually (D = 6.9 · 10�3 for
the present case). In combination with the deterministic CTF approach yielding
inital guess and support, this approach has a huge potential for three-dimensional
x-ray propagation imaging.

8.2.3.3 Resolution and dose

The cross-over to the noise plateau at about 0.19 cycles per pixel corresponds to a
half-period resolution of about 53nm. Flux density at the �rst sample plane was 5·
105 ph/µm2

/s and the total dose for a single 8 second exposure wasD = 5.2·103 Gy,
according to a �uence of 4 · 106 ph/µm2. For the four-distance reconstruction and
the 20 second exposure single-distance dataset, dose and �uence values are higher
by a factor of 4 or 2.5, respectively. Once more, we compare these values to a
recent ptychographic study with similar reported half-period resolution of 46nm
at a dose of and 4.9·106 Gy [216]. Therefore, the current experiment enabled phase
reconstruction at similar spatial resolution with almost three orders of magnitude
less dose. Photon energies of both experiments were similar (7.9 keV and 6.2
keV), cells of the same batch were used and features visible in the respective phase
reconstructions are similar (compare Fig. 8.13 with Fig. 4 a in [216]). Therefore,
we conclude that cone-beam propagation imaging based on x-ray waveguides has
proven to be more dose-e�cient than ptychography for imaging of biological cells

8 The sCMOS detector gain was set to 2.
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Figure 8.14: Azimuthally averaged power spectral density (PSD) of the mHIO
reconstruction for the 8 second (dashed black line) and 20 second (solid
black line) exposure dataset. The corresponding IRGN reconstructions (red
curves) exhibit a lower noise level at high spatial frequencies. The kink at
0.19 cycles/pixel (arrow) corresponds to a half-period of 53 nm.

at a resolution of about 50 nm. At the same time, the reconstructed �eld of view
of 20µm× 20 µm is larger for the presented approach and the total accumulation
time of 16 seconds (including empty beam recording) is much shorter than the
value of about 1 minute reported in [216].

8.3 Summary

X-ray propagation imaging of biological cells using waveguides as quasi-point
sources [63] was extended to sub-100 nm spatial resolution both for eukaryotic
cells of Dictyostelium discoideum as well as bacterial cells of Deinococcus radiodu-
rans with unprecedented image quality. For a nanofabricated test object, spatial
resolution below 30nm was achieved by means of an optimized con�guration of
the GINIX setup with a well-matched waveguide-detector combination and stable
waveguide positioning system. For high-resolution imaging, it was essential to per-
form drift correction and to take astigmatism into account for crossed multilayer
x-ray waveguides. Freeze-dried Deinococcus radiodurans cells were imaged at a
resolution below 30nm with x-rays of 13.8 keV photon energy. The obtained spa-
tial resolution is higher (better) than a recent ptychographic study of Deinococcus
radiodurans and notably, at lower dose values. Imaging of Deinococcus radiodurans
at a photon energy of 7.9 keV was achieved by means of lithographic channel waveg-
uides. Photon �ux and beam stability were su�cient to image cells within a single
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Conclusion

The goal of this work was the optimization of x-ray propagation imaging in terms
of contrast, spatial resolution and �eld of view for three-dimensional imaging of
biological samples. The investigated objects ranged in size from a few microme-
ters for single cells over several hundred micrometers for multi-cellular nerve tissue
up to a few millimeters for whole mouse organs. While the underlying concept
of image formation remained una�ected, requirements on the experimental im-
plementation of x-ray propagation imaging, sample preparation and data analysis
varied signi�cantly from specimen to specimen.
The �rst series of experiments targeted soft tissue visualisation within entire mouse
and rat cochlea. It was demonstrated that by combination of a microfocus x-ray
source with a phase retrieval algorithm suitable for strong absorption, functional
soft tissue within the bony capsule of the cochlea can be visualized in 3D with
unprecedented image quality. In contrast to previously reported x-ray tomography
of mouse cochlea, the obtained data enabled automatic segmentation between bone
and soft tissue structures. Contrast and resolution were su�cient to visualize small
membranes and nerve tissue. The obtained 3D datasets were used to characterize
brainstem responses to opogentic stimulations and to estimate design parameters
for prosthetic mouse and rat cochlea implants. Fast tomography was achieved by
means of novel liquid-metal-jet x-ray technology. To increase spatial resolution,
an optimized con�guration of detector and imaging geometry was exploited which
allowed phase-contrast tomography with sub-source size resolution of about 2µm.
The approach can easily be applied to a wide range of biological samples.
The second branch of experiments was devoted to three-dimensional synchrotron-
based imaging of uncut mouse nerves of the central and peripheral nervous system.
Various experimental con�gurations, sample preparation techniques and phase re-
construction approaches were assessed for imaging of optical, sciatic and saphenus
nerves. While sub-structure within unstained nerves was visible, it was found that
an osmium tetroxide stain increases myelin visibility drastically. Immersion �xa-
tion and agarose embedding was used to image axons surrounded by myelin within
saphenus nerves at a voxel size of 430 nm. High-resolution imaging with 100 nm
voxel size of immersion �xated optical nerves was feasible but artifacts appeared.
High-pressure freezing and EPON-embedding proved optimal for high-resolution
nerve imaging. A large three-dimensional volume of more than (200µm)3 was
reconstructed with an isotropic voxel size of 100nm, revealing more than 1000 ax-
ons running in parallel within the nerve. Contrast and resolution were su�cient to
identi�y nodes of Ranvier and Schmidt-Lantermann incisures. A three-dimensional
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rendering suggests that incisures may predominately be found in the vicinity of
nodes belonging to neighbouring axons. The approach is highly compatible with
electron and optical microscopy in terms of sample preparation and therefore al-
lows correlative measurements. Compared to serial block-face scanning electron
microscopy, data is recorded much faster with total scan times below one hour.
This allows biological studies where several samples have to be investigated.
Another experiment aimed at quantitative density contrast of bacterial cells. Quan-
titative cellular imaging using x-ray waveguides was previously reported in 2D
yielding projected e�ective mass density maps. The goal was to extend this ap-
proach to three dimensions. To this end, waveguide-based tomographic x-ray
propagation imaging was developed at the GINIX setup of PETRA III. The three-
dimensional e�ective mass density distribution within freeze-dried bacterial Deino-
coccus radiodurans was computed from quantitative phase maps as obtained by an
iterative phase retrieval approach. Characteristic density maxima were identi�ed
and attributed to DNA rich regions. A medium spatial resolution in the range of
125 − 200 nm was obtained, however, at very low dose values compared to other
lensless x-ray coherent imaging techniques.
The fourth series of experiments was designed to improve spatial resolution of
waveguide-based x-ray propagation imaging at GINIX. To this end, di�erent waveg-
uides were examined in order to achieve higher photon �ux, the waveguide posi-
tioning system was altered yielding increased beam stability and di�erent detectors
were investigated. As a result, freeze-dried eukariotic cells of Dictyostelium dis-
coideum could be imaged with sub-100 nm resolution. By means of an optimized
waveguide-detector con�guration sub-30 nm resolution was achieved both for a
test structure and for freeze-dried bacterial cells of Deinococcus radiodurans at a
photon energy of 13.8 keV. Compared to coherent di�raction imaging studies the
approach has proven to be very dose-e�cient. For lower photon energies, prop-
agation imaging was achieved using novel lithographic channel waveguides. Due
to increased photon �ux, stability and increased beam-sample interaction at 7.9
keV photon energy, a single 8 second exposure yielded an artifact-free phase re-
construction of Deinococcus radiodurans cells which clearly showed the bacterial
nucleoids. The reconstruction exhibited a �eld of view of (20 µm)2 at about 50
nm spatial resolution and very low dose values compared to coherent di�raction
imaging techniques.

In conclusion, x-ray propagation imaging was applied to a variety of biological
specimens both at laboratory sources and synchrotron storage rings. Resolution
and �eld of view are scalable by three orders of magnitude, provided suitable
instrumentation and phase retrieval. Results of high resolution two-dimensional
cellular imaging hold out the prospect for fast and dose-e�cient quantitative three-
dimensional imaging of weakly scattering and radiation sensitive samples.
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A.1 Fourier analysis

Fundamentals of Fourier analysis relevant for this work are summarized in this
section. The reader is refered to standard textbooks for a profound description and
mathematically rigorous derivations [20, 68, 26]. All relations are presented here
for the case of one dimension, while analogous relations exist for higher dimensions.

A.1.1 Fourier transform

The Fourier transform F [f ] of an integrable function f ∈ L1(Rn) is de�ned as

F [f ](k) := f̃(k) :=
1

(2π)n/2

∫
Rn
f(x) exp(−ikx)dx. (A.1)

The inverse Fourier transform F�1[g] of a function g ∈ L1(Rn)

F [g](x) := g̃(x) :=
1

(2π)n/2

∫
Rn
g(k) exp(ikx)dk (A.2)

yields the Fourier theorem

F�1[F [f ]] = f. (A.3)

For a square-integrable function f ∈ L2(Rn) the Fourier transform de�nes a bijec-
tive mapping and one speaks of the Fourier pair

f(x)↔ f̃(k). (A.4)

A.1.2 Properties of the Fourier transform

Linearity

The Fourier transform F is a linear operator

F [af + bg] = aF [f ] + bF [g]. (A.5)
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Shifting

Shifting in real space results in a multiplication with a complex exponential in
Fourier space

f(x− x0) ↔ f̃(k) exp(−ikx0), (A.6)

f(x) exp(ik0x) ↔ f̃(k − k0). (A.7)

Scaling

Scaling in real space translates to inverse scaling in Fourier space

f(αx)↔ 1

|α|
f̃(
k

α
). (A.8)

for α ∈ R\{0}.

Derivatives

Derivatives in real space result in multiplication with the reciprocal coordinate in
Fourier space

dm

dxm
f(x)↔ (ik)mf̃(k), (A.9)

for m ∈ N.

Convolution theorem

The Fourier transform of the convolution

(f ⊗ g)(x) :=

∫
f(τ)g(x− τ)dτ =

∫
f(x− τ)g(τ)dτ = (g ⊗ f)(x) (A.10)

of two functions f and g is given by the point-wise multiplication of their individual
Fourier transforms

(f ⊗ g)(x)↔ (2π)n/2f̃(k)g̃(k), (A.11)

and vice versa
f(x)g(x)↔ 1

(2π)n/2
(f̃ ⊗ g̃)(k), (A.12)

Cross-correlation theorem

The cross-correlation

(f ⊕ g)(x) :=

∫
f(τ)g�(x+ τ)dτ, (A.13)

of two functions f and g is related to their Fourier transforms by

(f ⊕ g)(x)↔ (2π)n/2f̃(k)g̃�(k), (A.14)

with � denoting the complex conjugation.
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Auto-correlation theorem

The Fourier transform of the auto-correlation f ⊕ f of a function f is related to
the power spectral density |f̃(k)|2 by

(f ⊕ f)(x)↔ (2π)n/2|f̃(k)|2. (A.15)

Complex conjugate

f�(x)↔ f̃(−k) (A.16)

A.1.3 Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function

The Dirac delta function (distribution) δD

δD(x) =

{
+∞, x = 0

0, x 6= 0
(A.17)

obeys ∫
δD(x)dx = 1. (A.18)

It has the important property∫
δD(x− x0)f(x)dx = f(x0) (A.19)

for any continuous compactly supported function f and the scaling property

δD(αx) =
δD(x)

|α|
. (A.20)

One �nds the following Fourier pairs for the Dirac delta function:

δD(x) ↔ 1

(2π)n/2
(A.21)

1 ↔ (2π)n/2δD(k). (A.22)

A.2 Free space propagation of conjugate objects

Free space propagation of a wave �eld f(r?) can be written as

Dz [f(r?)] = F -1
? [H(k?,z)F?[f(r?)]] , (A.23)

with

H(k?,z) = exp

(
iz
√
k2 − k2

?

)
. (A.24)
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With
H�(k?,z) = H(k?, − z) (A.25)

and
H(−k?,z) = H(k?,z) (A.26)

the following holds:

Dz [f(r?)]
�

= F -1
? [H(k?,z)F?[f(r?, 0)](k?)]

�
(r?)

= F -1
? [H�(k?,z)F?[f(r?, 0)](k?)]

�
(−r?)

= F -1
? [H(k?, − z)F?[f�(r?, 0)](−k?)] (−r?)

= F -1
? [H(−k?, − z)F?[f�(r?, 0)](k?)] (r?)

= F -1
? [H(k?, − z)F?[f�(r?, 0)](k?)] (r?) (A.27)

= D�z [f�(r?)] . (A.28)

A.3 Spatial resolution

The determiniation of spatial resolution is important for evaluting the quality of a
given imaging system. Losely speaking, one wants to know wich are the smallest
features that can be detected. To give a single parameter for the spatial resolution
is only usefull if the corresponding resolution criterion is stated. Otherwise the
comparison between two imaging systems or di�erent results is not possible. The
Rayleigh criterion de�nes two point sources as just resolved if the maximum of the
�rst Airy pattern (di�raction limited point-spread-function (PSF) due to circular
aperture) lies on the minimum of the second Airy pattern [20]. If the distance
between the two points is smaller, they are regarded as not resolved. While this
criterion is usefull for di�raction limited imaging systems, e.g. in visible light optics
it has no counter part for PSFs without minima as for the case of a Gaussian or
an exponential. While the PSF contains complete information about the spatial
resolution a natural single parameter to characterize the PSF while ignoring its
shape is the standard deviation σ. While the PSF is a two dimensional function,
the one-dimenionsal line-spread-function (LSF) describes how an idealized line is
blurred. The line-spread function can be obtained by di�erentiation of the edge-
spread-function (ESF) which can be measured. For a Gaussian PSD the LSF is
also a Gaussian with identical standard deviation [192, 69]

LSF(x) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp(− x2

2σ2
) (A.29)

and full width at half maximum of

FWHM = 2
√

2 ln 2σ. (A.30)

The modulation transfer function is the modulus of the Fourier transform of the
LSF

MTF(ν) = |F(LSF)| = exp(− (2πν)2σ2

2
), (A.31)
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Figure A.16: (a) Gaussian PSF (identical to LSF) with σ = 1/2
p

2 ln 2
(FWHM = 1). (b) Corresponding MTF. The 10 %, 5 % and 3 % contrast
levels correspond to 0.804, 0.917 and 0.993 cycles per unit distance, respec-
tively.

with spatial frequency ν. While each frequency is transmitted with a di�erent
contrast it is common to de�ne the limiting spatial resolution as the feature size
wich is visible with a certain contrast value (typically 3%, 5% or 10%). For 3 %
contrast and a Gaussian LSF with FWHM=1 we get

3% = MTF(ν) = exp

(
− (2πν)2

2

1

(2
√

2 ln 2σ)2

)
(A.32)

⇒ v =

√
−4 ln(0.03) · ln(2)

π2
(A.33)

= 0.993 (A.34)

Therefore, the MTF drops to 3% contrast at a spatial frequency of 0.993 cycles
per unit distance. The 3% limiting full-period resolution is 1.008 and therefore
almost (with 0.8 % deviation) the FWHM of the PSF. For 5% and 10% contrast
the limiting resolution is 1.09 and 1.24 times the FWHM, respectively.
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Three-dimensional information of entire objects can be obtained by the re-
markable technique of computed tomography (CT). In combination with phase 

sensitive X-ray imaging high contrast for soft tissue structures can be achieved 
as opposed to CT based on classical radiography. In this work biological samples 
ranging from micrometer sized single cells over multi-cellular nerve tissue to en-
tire millimeter sized organs are investigated by use of cone-beam propagation-
based X-ray phase contrast. Optimization with respect to contrast, resolution and 
field of view is achieved by addressing instrumentation, sample preparation and 
phase reconstruction techniques. By using laboratory sources functional soft tis-
sue within the bony capsule of mouse cochleae is visualized in 3D with unprece-
dented image quality. At synchrotron storage rings the technique reveals more 
than 1000 axons running in parallel within a mouse nerve and enables dose-
efficient three-dimensional cellular imaging as well as two-dimensional imaging 
at high resolutions below 50 nm.
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